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 Alma mater ������������������������������������������������������������������ Minnesota, ‘02
 Phone �����������������������������������������������������������������������(605) 688-6620
 E-mail �������������������������������������������������Lyndon�McDowell@sdstate�edu
Assistant Coach ����������������������������������������������������������������David St� John
 Seasons at SDSU �������������������������������������������������������������� sixth season
 Alma mater ���������������������������������������������������������������Oral Roberts, ‘01
 Phone �����������������������������������������������������������������������(605) 688-5848
 E-mail ��������������������������������������������������������David�StJohn@sdstate�edu
Graduate Assistant Coach ������������������������������������������������������Jarvis Jelen
 Seasons at SDSU ��������������������������������������������������������������� first season
 Alma mater ��������������������������������������������������������Liberty University, ‘09
 Phone �����������������������������������������������������������������������(605) 688-5994
 E-mail ���������������������������������������������������Jarvis�Jelen@jacks�sdstate�edu
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Radio
Brookings Radio
 Contact ����������������������������������������������������Dellas Cole - Sports Director
 E-mail ���������������������������������������������kbrksports@kbrk�threeeagles�com
 Phone/Fax �������������������������������������������� (605) 692-1430 / 692-4441
 Web ������������������������������������������������������������� www�brookingsradio�com
WNAX - 570 AM
 Contact ������������������������������������������������Steve Imming - Sports Director
 E-mail ����������������������������������������������������������������� imming@wnax�com
 Phone/Fax �������������������������������������������� (605) 668-1179 / 665-8788
 Toll Free ������������������������������������������������������������������1-800-843-0089
 Web ��������������������������������������������������������������������������� www�wnax�com
KWSN - 1230 AM
 Contact �������������������������������������������������� Craig Mattick and Chris Tubbs 
 E-mail �����������������������������������������������������craig�mattick@bybradio�com
 E-mail �������������������������������������������������������Chris�Tubbs@bybradio�com
 Phone/Fax �������������������������������������������� (605) 271-5873 / 336-0415
 Web ��������������������������������������������������������������������������� www�kwsn�com
KSOO - 99.1 FM
 Contact �������������������������������������������������������������������������� Jeff Harkness
 E-mail ������������������������������������������������������������������ Jeff@espn991�com
 Phone/Fax ��������������������������������������������������������������� (605) 362-3776
 Web ���������������������������������������������������������������������� www�espn991�com
Television
KDLT-TV — NBC
 Contact �����������������������������������������������Mark Ovenden - Sports Director
 Contact �����������������������������������������������������Nick Lenz - Weekend Sports 
 E-mail ����������������������������������������������������������������������sports@kdlt�com
 Phone/Fax ��������������������������������������������������������������� (605) 361-1357
 Web ����������������������������������������������������������������������������� www�kdlt�com
KELO-TV — CBS
 Contact �������������������������������������������������� Matt Holsen - Sports Director
 E-mail ����������������������������������������������������������� mholsen@keloland�com
 Phone ���������������������������������������������������������������������� (605) 357-5675
 Contact ����������������������������������������������������� Cat Clark - Weekend Sports
 E-mail ��������������������������������������������������������������� cclark@keloland�com
 Phone ���������������������������������������������������������������������� (605) 357-5692
 Office Phone/Fax ����������������������������������� (605) 336-1300 / 336-7936
 Web �����������������������������������������������������������������������www�keloland�com
KSFY-TV — ABC
 Contact �������������������������������������������� Erik Thorstenson - Sports Director
 E-mail ������������������������������������������������������������ethorstenson@ksfy�com
 Phone ���������������������������������������������������������������������� (605) 373-7376
 Contact �����������������������������������������������Matt Peterson - Weekend Sports
 E-mail ���������������������������������������������������������������mpeterson@ksfy�com
 Phone ���������������������������������������������������������������������� (605) 373-7369
 Fax �������������������������������������������������������������������������� (605) 336-7936
 Web ����������������������������������������������������������������������������� www�ksfy�com
Newspaper
Brookings Register
 Contact ��������������������������������������������������� Troy Maroney - Sports Editor
 Contact �������������������������������������������������������Sean Welsh - Sports Writer
 E-mail �������������������������������������������������� sports@brookingsregister�com
 Phone/Fax �������������������������������������������� (605) 692-6271 / 692-2979
 Web ���������������������������������������������������������� www�brookingsregister�com
Sioux Falls Argus Leader
 Contact ��������������������������������������������������� Terry Vandrovec - Beat Writer
 E-mail ��������������������������������������������������� tvandrovec@argusleader�com
 Phone/Fax �������������������������������������������� (605) 977-3923 / 977-3933
 Web ������������������������������������������������������������������ www�argusleader�com
Aberdeen American News
 Contact �������������������������������������������������John Papendick - Sports Editor
 E-mail ����������������������������������������������� jpapendick@aberdeennews�com
 Phone/Fax �������������������������������������������� (605) 622-2323 / 225-0421
 Web ��������������������������������������������������������������www�aberdeennews�com
Yankton Press & Dakotan
 Contact ����������������������������������������������� James Cimburek - Sports Editor
 E-mail ���������������������������������������������������james�cimburek@yankton�net
 Phone/Fax �������������������������������������������� (605) 665-7811 / 665-1721
 Web �������������������������������������������������������������������������www�yankton�net
Rapid City Journal
 Contact ������������������������������������������������������������������������ Andrew Cutler
 E-Mail ������������������������������������������andrew�cutler@rapidcityjournal�com
 Phone/Fax ����������������������������������� (605) 394-8300 / (605) 342-4610
 Web ������������������������������������������������������������ www�rapidcityjournal�com
Watertown Public Opinion
 Contact �������������������������������������������������Roger Merriam - Sports Editor
 E-mail �������������������������������������������������������� rogerm@thepublicopinion
 Phone/Fax �������������������������������������������� (605) 886-6901 / 886-4280
 Web �����������������������������������������������������������www�thepublicopinion�com
SDSU Collegian
 Contact �������������������������������������������������������������������������Marcus Traxler 
 E-mail ����������������������������������������������������� collegian�sports@gmail�com
 Phone ���������������������������������������������������������������������� (605) 688-6164
 Web ��������������������������������������������������������������� www�sdsucollegian�com
News Organizations
The Associated Press, Sioux Falls
 Contact ����������������������������������������������������Wayne Ortman - Staff Writer
 E-mail ����������������������������������������������������������������������sdsports@ap�org
 Phone/Fax ����������������������������������1-800-952-9911 / (605) 332-3931
 Web ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������www�ap�org
Dakota News Network, Fargo, N.D.
 Contact ������������������������������������������������� Steve Carlson - Staff Reporter
 E-mail ���������������������������������������������������� dakotanews@questoffice�net 
 Phone/Fax �������������������������������������������� (701) 237-5000 / 280-0861
 Web ������������������������������������������������������ www�americanagnetwork�com
Credentials - All requests for media credentials for 
SDSU home track and field meets should be directed to 
the South Dakota State sports information department 
at least 24 hours prior to the event�
 Credentials will be mailed if requests are received a 
week or more in advance� Otherwise, credentials may 
be picked up at the Jackrabbit Ticket Office inside the 
Stanley J� Marshall HPER Center weekdays from 9 a�m� 
to 5 p�m�, 
 Due to limited seating, only working media will be 
allowed access on a first-come, first-served basis�
 The following guidelines apply specifically to Internet 
sites:
 • No more than two people working for the official 
Web site of the opponent and/or its official conference 
site will be issued credentials�
 • Web sites whose content centers around message 
boards and chat rooms where users can post 
anonymous information and/or rumors are ineligible for 
any consideration for credentials or access�
 • Credentials will not be granted to any agency 
operating sites that are in any way affiliated with 
gambling, or to freelance or fan-based sites that are not 
affiliated with a legitimate news-gathering organization�
 The final decision for credentials remains at the sole 
discretion of the South Dakota State sports information 
department�
 Statistics - The South Dakota State sports information 
office will keep official statistics and will distribute final 
statistics to teams and members of the media within 15 
minutes after the conclusion of a meet�
 On the Web - The latest Jackrabbit news and updates 
can be viewed on the Internet at www�GoJacks�com, the 
official site of South Dakota State University athletics� 
Box scores, statistics and a meet recap will be posted 
within an hour following the conclusion of a contest�
 Interview Policy - Outside of athletic events, 
interviews with South Dakota State student-athletes 
must be arranged 24 hours in advance Monday through 
Thursday by contacting the SDSU sports information 
office or the head coach of the sport involved� Please 
do not contact the student-athlete directly without prior 
approval — phone numbers of SDSU student-athletes 
will not be released
 Media members should understand that all return 
calls will be made collect or via a toll-free number, 
unless the student-athlete does the interview from the 
sports information office� Jackrabbit student-athletes 
will not be available for interviews prior to a contest 
the day of a game, but will be available for post-game 
interviews 10 minutes after the conclusion of contests 
by contacting a member of the sports information staff 
or coaching staff�
Photographers
Photographers (live and still) are asked to not interfere 
with the sight lines of spectators� Photographers must 
remain outside the team areas and in a position as to 
not interfere with the action� 
Contact Information
Media inquiries for Jackrabbit track and field should 
be directed to Will Rottler, graduate assistant sports 
information director�
 Office ����������������������������������������� 605-688-4932
 Cell �������������������������������������������� 763-670-4259
 Fax �������������������������������������������� 605-688-5999
 E-mail �������������������� William�Rottler@sdstate�edu
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Women’s Roster
Name  Hometown  Eligibility Event
Logan Amdahl Watertown, S�D� Fr�/Fr� Pole Vault 
Kirsten Anderson Prior Lake, Minn� So�/So� Distance
Samantha Anderson Prior Lake, Minn� So�/So� Distance
Shelby Assmus Stickney, S�D� Sr�/Sr� Throws 
Jazzelena Black Oxnard, Calif� So�/So� Jumps
Cheyanne Bowers St� James, Minn� So�/So� Distance
Mackenzie Burke Waseca, Minn� Fr�/Fr� Distance
Carly Carper  Rutland, S�D� So�/So� Sprints
Jessica Derby Estelline, S�D� Sr�/Sr� Distance
Claire Eggleston Bloomington, Minn� Fr�/Fr� Jumps
Jessica Eibs  Henderson, Minn� So�/So� Distance
Erin Ellinger  Hastings, Mich� Fr�/Fr� Throws 
Becca Fischer Sheldon, Iowa Sr�/Sr� Throws
Lori Foltz  Watertown, S�D� So�/So� Sprints
Gina Fritz  Colman, S�D� Jr�/Jr� Sprints
Jenna Grossenburg Yankton, S�D� So�/So� Distance
Marissia Hagedorn Blue Earth, Minn� So�/Fr� Distance
Erin Hargens Sioux Falls, S�D� Sr�/Sr� Distance
Elizabeth Hubbard Spearfish, S�D� Fr�/Fr� Jumps
Brook Jacobsma Orange City, Iowa Fr�/Fr� Throws
Kae Januschka Sioux Falls, S�D� Jr�/Jr� Throws
McKenzie Johnson Rapid City, S�D� Jr�/Jr� Throws
Evelyn Klein  White, S�D�  Fr�/Fr� Multiple Events
Melissa Knobloch Brookings, S�D� So�/So� Distance
Karley Konkol Custer, S�D�  So�/So� Distance
Lisa Krogstad Spearfish, S�D� Sr�/Sr� Sprints
Meghan Lambert Sioux Falls, S�D� So�/So� Jumps
Laura Lawton Eden Prairie, Minn� Jr�/Jr� Mid-Distance
Amy Leiferman Brookings, S�D� Jr�/Jr� Pole Vault
Taylor Lohan  Canton, S�D�  Fr�/Fr� Distance
Monique Mack Custer, S�D�  Fr�/Fr� Jumps
Jessica McDonald Hill City, S�D� Jr�/Jr� Sprints
Kala McDonald Hill City, S�D� Fr�/Fr� Sprints
Bobbie McLaury Elk Point, S�D� Jr�/Jr� Mid-Distance
Erica Meyer  Rosholt, S�D� Sr�/Sr� Distance
Elizabeth Molitor Sauk Prairie, Wis� Fr�/Fr� Pole Vault
Courtney Neubert Aberdeen, S�D� Jr�/Jr� Distance
Erin Nolz  Garretson, S�D� Fr�/So� Distance
Ashley Odegaard Brookings, S�D� Sr�/Sr� Jumps
Kali Olson  Lisbon, N�D�  Sr�/Sr� Jumps
Jacleen Patterson Woodbury, Minn� Fr�/Fr� Sprints
Amy Paulzine Fulda, Minn�  Sr�/Sr� Throws
Brooke Peterson Hitchcock, S�D� Jr�/Jr� Distance
Sydney Proiette Newcastle, Calif� Fr�/Fr� Sprints
Brittany Schlaikjer Garretson, S�D� Fr�/Fr� Distance
Cailyn Schreurs Harrisburg, S�D� Fr�/Fr� Multiple Events
Marisa Shady Esko, Minn�  Fr�/Fr� Distance
Holly Sheets  Perham, Minn� Sr�/Sr� Distance
Jenna Stephens Rapid City, S�D� Jr�/Jr� Jumps
Tessa Stoltenburg Watertown, S�D� So�/So� Distance
Lindsey Strait Castlewood, S�D� Fr�/Fr� Distance 
Alexandria Suhr Rapid City, S�D� Jr�/Jr� Distance 
Trisha Sumption Pipestone, Minn� Jr�/Jr� Throws
Kelly Thurow  Ramona, S�D� Fr�/Fr� Sprints 
Courtney Trapp Milbank, S�D� Fr�/Fr� Multiple Events
Nina Tucker  Omaha, Neb� Fr�/Fr� Sprints
Megan Viland Pipestone, Minn� Jr�/Jr� Sprints
Ashley Wagner Montrose, Minn� Sr�/Sr� Jumps
Megan West  Aurora, Minn� Fr�/Fr� Distance 
Mary Wirth  Sioux Falls, S�D� Jr�/Jr� Jumps
Rochelle Wynia Platte, S�D�  So�/So�  Distance 
Silvia Zanini  Varese, Italy  Fr�/Fr� Throws
  Men’s Roster
Name  Hometown  Eligibility Event
Ryan Ackman Grove City, Minn� Sr�/Sr� Throws
Kyle Anderson Pierre, S�D�  So�/Fr� Throws
Bo Arnold  Watertown, S�D� Fr�/Fr� Sprints
Jeremiah Ary Sugarland, Texas So�/So� Jumps
Joe Bednar  Montevideo, Minn� So�/So� Sprints
Austin Benson Thousand Oaks, Calif� So�/So� Throws
Connor Berg  Pierre, S�D�  So�/So� Jumps
Connor Branick Sioux Falls, S�D� Fr�/Fr� Distance
Laron Broadway Minneapolis, Minn� So�/So� Sprints
Stephen Bruha Prior Lake, Minn� So�/So� Mid-Distance
Trevor Capra Rosemount, Minn� Fr�/Fr� Distance
Justin Carson Brookings, S�D� Sr�/Sr� Sprints
Chris Curry  Dell Rapids, S�D� Sr�/Jr�  Sprints
Jesse Dunn  Arvada, Colo� So�/So� Sprints
Greg Ganter  Cuba City, Wis� Fr�/Fr� Throws
Wilson Hacker Madison, Wis� Fr�/Fr� Distance
Tyler Hajek  Huron, S�D�  So�/So� Pole Vault
Adam Halverson Garretson, S�D� So�/So� Sprints 
Austin Hamm Hartington, Neb� So�/So� Distance
Marc Husman Cherokee, Iowa Fr�/Fr� Sprints
Austin Johnsen Sioux Falls, S�D� Fr�/Fr� Sprints
Duane Jongeling Parker, S�D�  Fr�/Fr� Distance
LeAndre Kennedy Eagan, Minn� So�/So� Sprints
Kipp Kinsley  Yankton, S�D� So�/So� Distance
Kory Kohlhof Lincoln, Neb� Fr�/Fr� Sprints
Zach Koosman Lennox, S�D�  Fr�/Fr� Jumps
Drew Kraft  Wessington Springs, S�D� Jr�/Jr� Distance
Trent Lusignan Shakopee, Minn� Jr�/Jr� Distance
Cullen Mack  Watertown, S�D� Jr�/Jr� Throws
Kenny Mayer Watertown, S�D� Jr�/Jr� Distance
Bennett Mercil Dilworth, Minn� Jr�/So� Multiple Events
Jensen Orlow Jordan, Minn� Fr�/Fr� Distance
Daniel Pettit  Hanover, Minn� Fr�/Fr� Distance
Traxton Priebe Chamberlain, S�D� So�/So� Hurdles
Joel Reichow White Bear Lake, Minn� So�/So� Distance
Daniel Roberts Mobridge, S�D� Fr�/Fr� Throws
Brendan Sage Saint Michael, Minn� Fr�/Fr� Distance
Jake Sanderson Aurora, S�D�  Sr�/Sr� Jumps
Nathaniel Schaefer Brookings, S�D� So�/So� Pole Vault
Ryan Schaefer Brookings, S�D� Sr�/Jr� Pole Vault
Blair Seymour Nassau, Bahamas So�/So� Throws
Dylan Slaba  Sioux Falls, S�D� So�/So� Distance
Ryan Swenson Dawson, Minn� So�/So� Sprints 
Andrew Thies Arlington, Minn� Jr�/Jr� Distance
Jared Thomsen Afton, Wyo�  Fr�/Fr� Sprints
Grant VanKeulen Marshall, Minn� So�/So� Distance
Alex Wiemann Brookings, S�D� Fr�/Fr� Sprints
Levi Winkels  Watertown, S�D� Jr�/Jr�  Sprints
Jackrabbit Rosters
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2013-14 Schedule
2013-14 Indoor Track and Field Schedule
DATE    MEET      LOCATION
Fri�, Dec� 6   Dakota Duals     Fargo, N�D�
Sat�, Jan� 18   Bison Classic     Fargo, N�D� 
Fri�-Sat�, Jan� 24-25  Minnesota Jack Johnson Invite   Minneapolis, Minn� 
Sat�, Feb� 1   Iowa State Bill Bergan Invite   Ames, Iowa 
Sat�, Feb� 1    Minnesota State Open    Mankato, Minn�
Fri�-Sat�, Feb� 7-8   Frank Sevigne Husker Invitational  Lincoln, Neb� 
Sat�, Feb� 8    USD Alumni Meet    Vermillion, S�D� 
Fri�-Sat�, Feb� 14-15  Iowa State Classic    Ames, Iowa 
Sat�, Feb� 15   Bison Open     Fargo, N�D� 
Fri�, Feb� 21   Nebraska Tune-Up    Lincoln, Neb� 
Fri�, Feb� 21   South Dakota Twilight    Vermillion, S�D� 
Fri�-Sat�, Feb� 28-March 1  Summit League Indoor Championships  Fort Wayne, Ind�
Fri�-Sat�, March 14-15  NCAA Indoor Championships   Albuquerque, N�M�
  
2014 Outdoor Track and Field Schedule
DATE    MEET      LOCATION
Fri�-Sat�, March 28-29  Arizona State University Invite   Phoenix, Ariz�
Sat�, March 29   Wayne State Invitational    Wayne, Neb�
Sat�, April 5   Arkansas Spring Invite    Fayetteville, Ark�
Sat�, April 5   SDSU/USD Duals    Yankton, S�D� 
Fri�-Sat�, April 11-12  Sioux City Relays    Sioux City, Iowa 
Sat�, April 12   Nebraska Quad     Lincoln, Neb� 
Wed�-Sat�, April 16-19  Kansas Relays     Lawrence, Kan�
Thurs�-Sat, April 17-19  Mt� Sac Relays/Brian Clay Invite  Walnut, Calif� 
Sat�, April 19    Long Beach State Invite   Long Beach, Calif� 
Tue�, April 22   Mount Marty Invite    Yankton, S�D�
Fri�-Sat�, April 25-26  Drake Relays     Des Moines, Iowa 
Fri�-Sat�, May 2-3  Howard Wood Dakota Relays   Sioux Falls, S�D� 
Fri�, May 9   NDSU Tune-up Meet    Fargo, N�D�
Thurs�-Sat�, May 15-17 Summit League Outdoor Championships Fargo, N�D�
Thurs�-Sat�, May 29-31 NCAA First Round    Fayetteville, Ark� 
Wed�-Sat�, June 11-14  NCAA Outdoor Championships    Eugene, Ore�
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Season Preview
With fourth (men) and fifth (women) place 
finishes in the indoor season and third (men) 
and fourth (women) place finishes in the 
outdoor season, the Jackrabbit track and field 
teams are ready to challenge conference foes 
in The Summit League� SDSU is returning six 
all-conference women and nine all-conference 
men for the 2013-14 season�  
The Jackrabbits will have to find athletes 
to replace the roles of Brooke Garner, Luke 
Leischner and Tera Potts who graduated last 
spring� SDSU will mix youth and experience 
as they lay the groundwork for conference 
championships� 
Each respective area will have athletes 
that can provide leadership and guidance to 
the rest of their teammates� 
DISTANCE: 
With strong performances in the cross 
country season, head coach Rod DeHaven has 
lofty goals for his distances athletes� 
Trent Lusignan is the reigning Summit 
League Outdoor Track Athlete of the Year� 
Lusignan won both 5,000-meter races and 
the 10,000-meter run last year� 
Lusignan ranks in the top-10 in the 
indoor 3,000-meter run, indoor 5,000-me-
ter run, outdoor 5,000-meter run and the 
10,000-meter run�
Joel Reichow had a solid cross country 
year and DeHaven hopes that will translate to 
the track season� 
Freshmen Wilson Hacker and Brendan 
Sage also had good fall� DeHaven mentioned 
that Sage has a good chance to contribute 
to the track and he plans on Hacker running 
about a 4:15 mile� 
Erin Hargens has a year left at SDSU and 
looks to give some depth to the women’s dis-
tance team� Cheyanne Bowers and Courtney 
Neubert join Hargens and they look to be the 
leaders on the women’s distance team� 
Marisa Shady and Lindsey Strait are two 
freshmen that can help out the Jackrabbit 
distance runners�  
Jessica Eibs set the school record last 
year in the 600-meter run with her time of 
1:35�88� 
JUMPS:
Assistant Coach David St� John who 
primarily works with the jumpers is excited 
for the upcoming season� The Jackrabbits are 
returning Kali Olson and Mary Wirth who 
both have made the NCAA West Regionals in 
the high jump event� Olson finished third last 
year at the outdoor conference meet� Wirth 
redshirted last year, but prior to that she has 
claimed three conference titles in the high 
jump�
Wirth currently holds both the indoor 
and outdoor high jumps records� She set the 
indoor mark of 5-9 3/4 back in 2012 and 
she has held the outdoor record of 5-9 3/4 
since 2011� 
Olson’s personal best is 5-8 was set last 
year at The Summit League Outdoor Track and 
Field Championships� Her mark of 5-8 ranks 
fifth all-time in the SDSU record books� 
St� John’s plan has Olson and Wirth going 
back to the NCAA West Regional meet� On Ol-
son, St� John stated, “I expect her to jump well 
enough for the NCAA West Regionals again 
and hopefully the NCAA Indoor Champion-
ships�” He also has big plans for Wirth� “The 
plan is for her to be a conference champion 
and make the national meet�”
In the men’s high jump, Connor Berg is 
hoping to improve on his third place finish last 
year at the outdoor meet last year� Berg had a 
few injuries that bothered him last year, but St� 
John has high aspirations for the sophomore� 
“We want to get him some jumps at seven 
feet and as a sophomore that is a pretty big 
improvement from last year�”
Jeremiah Ary and Jake Sanderson are back 
for the Jackrabbits and have a chance to make 
some noise in the triple jump� Ary placed fifth 
in the triple jump and Sanderson took fourth 
last year at the outdoor conference meet� 
Ary also placed third in the long jump 
event at the outdoor conference meet last 
year� “He is one of the top long jumpers in the 
conference and we are expecting big things 
from him,” noted St� John� Ary went on to 
compete in the triple jump event at the USA 
Juniors meet last summer� 
SPRINTS:
Carly Carper, Lori Foltz and Gina Fritz 
are three athletes highlighting the returning 
women sprinters for SDSU� “Carper really 
emerged by the outdoor season came around� 
She is one of the top sprinters in The Summit 
League and she can compete in the long jump 
as well,” noted DeHaven� “Fritz can be one of 
the top runners in the conference�”
Evelyn Klein and Kala McDonald are two 
freshmen that are hoping to factor into the 
conference picture� Both McDonald and Klein 
compete in the 400-meter dash and Klein also 
competes in the jump events� 
The men’s team will be young, but will 
have returners such as Justin Carson, LeAndre 
Kennedy and Levi Winkels who were named 
Summit League All-Conference last year� 
Kennedy ran a time of 6�93 in the 
60-meter dash during the indoor season� His 
time ranks second all-time at SDSU� 
The Jackrabbits lose Leischner who was 
an all-conference sprinter and provided 
leadership to the rest of the team� “The loss of 
Luke is big, not only because of the points he 
scored, but his leadership role on the track,” 
stated DeHaven�
On the incoming athletes, DeHaven said, 
“We have four guys that have ran sub-50 in 
the open 400� The older guys are going to 
have to work harder and smarter, which is a 
good thing�”
A few notable incoming sprinters are: Bo 
Arnold, Marc Husman and Alex Wiemann� 
Freshman Jared Thomsen tied the South 
Dakota record in the 300-meter hurdles dur-
ing his time in high school� 
THROWS:
Throws Coach Tyg Long sees a lot of 
potential for both the men and the women in 
the upcoming year� On the men’s side, Ryan 
Ackman, Cullen Mack and Blair Seymour are 
returning and Shelby Assmus, Kae Januschka, 
McKenzie Johnson and Amy Paulzine are back 
for the women�
The Jackrabbits are welcoming Greg 
Ganter and Daniel Roberts to the men’s team 
and Erin Ellinger and Brook Jacobsma to the 
women’s squad� 
“We have a pretty good crew on the men’s 
side� They are a group that is built for the 
spring season, a lot more hammer throwers, 
discus, javelin guys,” stated Long� The weather 
played a factor for the throwers as they 
weren’t able to get outside as much as they 
would have liked� “It was a tough season last 
year on the guy’s side due to the weather, but 
we ended on a high note at the conference 
meet�”
After Ackman threw 172-10 last year 
in the hammer throw at the Howard Wood 
Dakota Relays and he could be setting the 
school record this year� “If everything comes 
together this spring, there is a good chance 
we have a new school record in the hammer 
throw,” noted Long on Ackman�
With the addition of Greg Ganter and 
Daniel Roberts on the men’s team the new-
comers will challenge the older group� “The 
new guys are pushing the older guys, which is 
a always a good thing� 
Ganter was a decorated athlete during his 
high school days in Wisconsin� He was all-state 
in football, his basketball team went to the 
state title game� He also won the shot put and 
the discus throw at the Wisconsin state track 
and field meet� 
Roberts is coming to SDSU after being 
highly recruited from track and field programs 
from across the nation� He was a region 
champion in the shot put and discus throw in 
both his freshman and sophomore years at 
Mobridge-Polluck High School� 
“Both guys have huge potential and they 
can take things pretty far,” exclaimed Long on 
Ganter and Roberts� 
“If you talk to the women about this year, 
they are excited to get going,” stated Long 
about the returning women� “They all com-
peted well last year at the conference meet 
and they put up big numbers�”
Assmus and Paulzine are the two seniors 
on the women’s side and will provide experi-
ence to the women’s team� Long noted that 
they both should be in the hunt for conference 
titles this year� 
Johnson last year placed tenth in the 
indoor conference weight throw (50-10) and 
took fourth in the shot put (45-4 1/2)� 
About the new throwers, “Erin is new to 
track and field, she started out at junior col-
lege playing volleyball and she transferred to 
SDSU last year and Brook was set to claim the 
Iowa state record in the discus, but due to the 
weather she didn’t have a chance�”
The throwers have a lot of Summit League 
experience and with the incoming youth the 
throws program will have high expectations 
set for them this year� “This has to be one of 
the best crews that I have ever had here at 
SDSU� I am very excited about this group 
and the potential is there� We have to stay 
focus and work our tails off through May,” 
mentioned Long about this season� 
OVERALL:
 As an overall team, the Jackrabbits have 
good balance across the board with Ary, 
Assmus, Carper, Carson and Wirth highlighting 
the returners for the Jackrabbits� The incoming 
freshmen along with the rest of the team have 
their goals set high as individuals and as a 
team� 
The first meet of the 2013 season is 
slated for the Dec� 7� The Jackrabbits will head 
to Fargo, N�D�, to compete in the Dakota Duals 
hosted by North Dakota State� The Summit 
League Indoor Track and Field Champion-
ships take place in Fort Wayne, Ind�, from Feb� 
28-March 1, while the outdoor championships 
are in Fargo, N�D�, from May 15-17� 
The University of Missouri-Kansas City 
and Oakland recently departed The Summit 
League� The conference is now comprised of 
five teams on the men’s side and seven on the 
women’s side� 
The NCAA Indoor Track and Field Cham-
pionships are held in Albuquerque, N�M�, on 
March 14-15�  The University of Arkansas 
is the host for the West Regionals on May 
29-31 and the NCAA Outdoor Track and Field 
Championships take place in Eugene, Ore�, on 
June 11-14� 
Shelby Assmus had three top-five finishes at The Summit League Outdoor Conference meet.
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Head Coach Rod DeHaven
Rod
DeHAVEN
Track and Field / Cross Country
Head Coach
Tenth Season
South Dakota State, ‘89
Five-time Summit League Cross Country Coach of the Year (2008-10, 12-13)
2013 Men’s Cross Country Summit League champions
2012 Men’s Cross Country Summit League champions
2011 Men’s Summit League Outdoor Track & Field runners-up
2011 Men’s Summit League Indoor Track & Field runners-up 
2010 Men’s Cross Country Summit League champions
2009 Men’s Cross Country Summit League champions
2009 Women’s Summit League Indoor Track & Field runners-up 
2008 Women’s Cross Country Summit League champions
2008 Women’s Summit League Indoor Track & Field runners-up
2008 Women’s Summit League Outdoor Track and Field runners-up
2006 Women’s Cross Country NCAA Independent Champions
2005 Men’s Cross Country NCAA Independent Champions
Rod DeHaven was named the head cross country coach and director of track and field in the fall of 2004 where he trains the 
distance runners for the men’s and women’s teams at South Dakota State University� 
During his time at the helm of the track and field program, the Jackrabbits have enjoyed an overall success not experienced 
since the 1980s and early ‘90s� During DeHaven’s tenure, school records have been established in 47 different events and 
SDSU has claimed 44 Summit League event champions� Since joining the Summit League in 2008, the women’s track and field 
team has garnered three runner-up trophies, two indoor and one outdoor, and the men have been steadily building a balanced 
program as shown by a pair of second place finishes during the 2011 season�
While coaching the cross country teams, DeHaven has continued the long standing tradition of excellence at South Dakota 
State� In 2005, the men’s team captured the NCAA Division I Independent Championships, which was their 30th conference title 
in the program’s history and first at the Division I level� The women’s team won the 2006 NCAA Division I Independent Cham-
pionship and the 2008 Summit League Championship, which was their ninth and 10th conference championships� In 2005 and 
2007, they lost the respective conference championships by a single point on both occasions� At the 2013 Summit League Cross 
Country Championships the men's team won their fourth conference title in five years� The women took home the league title at 
the 2008 conference meet�   
In the fall of 2013, cross country runner Trent Lusignan   
garnered All-American honors as he finished 12th overall at 
the NCAA Division I Cross Country Championships� Lusignan 
became the first Jackrabbit to be named a Divison I Cross 
Country All-American since 1973� Lusignan’s 12th-place finish 
is also the second-highest placing in school history (Bentley, 
8th, 1973)�
In the classroom, SDSU athletes have also set a high mark 
under DeHaven� In 2005, Brad Lowery was awarded the 
NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship for his achievements as a 
physics major� In 2007, Becka Mansheim was awarded an 
NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship while majoring in nursing� 
Stacy Huss became the latest Jackrabbit to earn that same 
distinction in 2009� Under DeHaven's watch the men’s and 
women’s cross country and track and field team have earned 
recognition as an All-Academic Team from the United States 
Track & Field and Cross Country Coaches Association�  The 
women's cross country team has routinely ranked within the 
top-10 teams among all NCAA Division I institutions for their 
work academically, including a tie for fourth-place in 2008�
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Head Coach Rod DeHaven
DeHaven, who graduated from SDSU in 1989 with a   
bachelor of science degree in computer science, ended his 
collegiate career as one of the most decorated runners in 
Jackrabbit history�
During his four years of cross country competition, he ran 
to an unprecedented four North Central Conference individual 
championships and four top-10 finishes at the NCAA Division 
II national meet� With DeHaven leading the pack, SDSU also 
captured four conference team championships and the 1985 
NCAA Division II National Championship�
On the track, DeHaven established seven school records in 
the middle distance events� Four of those records still stand: 
the indoor 1,500 meters (3:47�4), indoor mile (4:00�96), 
outdoor 800 meters (1:48�67) and outdoor 1,500 meters 
(3:40�17)� In 1985, DeHaven was the 1500-meter cham-
pion at the NCAA Division II indoor championships and was 
third at the U�S� Junior championships, earning a spot on the 
national team where he ran the seventh-fastest U�S� junior    
1500-meters all-time (3:42�34)�
The following year, he earned a Division I All-America 
award in the mile run, finishing eighth at the NCAA Divi-
sion I indoor meet� All told, DeHaven earned 16 All-America 
certificates and won 20 individual North Central Conference 
championships�
After graduation, DeHaven moved to Madison, Wis�, and 
continued to compete in cross country, track and road racing 
while working full-time as a computer programmer� As a self-
coached athlete, he earned a spot on the 1991 US team that 
competed at the World Cross Country Championships� Later 
that year, he finished ninth at U�S� Track and Field champion-
ships�
In 1994, he debuted in marathon competition, posting a 
time of 2:14:48 at the Twin Cities Marathon� The following year 
DeHaven established his personal bests at 5,000 (13:40) and 
10,000 meters (28:06), finishing fourth at the U�S� Champi-
onships at 10,000 meters�
Injuries hampered an Olympic bid in 1996 as he finished 
10th in the 10,000 meters� However, in 1998, DeHaven 
emerged as one of the top Americans on the roads, win-
ning the U�S� Half Marathon Championship, posting a time of 
2:13:01 at the Chicago Marathon and winning the USA Road 
Running Circuit� In 1999, DeHaven represented the United 
States in the World Championships in the marathon, finishing 
24th in Seville, Spain�
On a hot, steamy day in Pittsburgh, Pa�, DeHaven came 
from behind to win the Olympic Marathon trial� Illness slowed 
DeHaven to a 69th place finish at the Sydney Olympic Games, 
but he came back in 2001 to finish sixth in the Boston      
Marathon (2:12:41) and sixth at the LaSalle Bank Chicago 
Marathon (2:11:40)�
In 2002, DeHaven qualified for his fourth Olympic Trials 
with a 2:13:16 finish at the Cal International marathon� An 
injury suffered in late 2003 kept him from starting the mara-
thon trials in Birmingham, Ala�
Rod DeHaven (above) is the only SDSU athlete to compete in the Olympics� 
DeHaven placed 69th overall in the marathon at the 2000 Olympic Games in 
Sydney, Australia� 
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Tyg
LONG
Track and Field
Assistant Coach - Throws
Fifth Season
Black Hills State, ‘08
Jarvis
JELEN
Track and Field
Graduate Assistant
First Season
Liberty University, ‘09
Tyg Long began as an assistant track and field coach, primarily working 
with the throwers, in the fall of 2009� 
Before coming to SDSU, Long worked as the throws coach at Black 
Hills State University where he developed one of the premier throw pro-
grams in the nation at the NAIA level�
During his three years at BHSU, coach Long’s throwers collected 35 All-
American awards, 28 all-conference honors, 11 national titles, three NAIA 
national records and one Olympic Trials qualifier in 2008� His throwers set 
all-time South Dakota collegiate records in the women’s shot put, hammer 
throw, weight throw and men’s weight and hammer throw�
In the classroom, his athletes accumulated 14 Academic All-American 
awards and six NAIA Champions of Character awards� In 2008, USA Track 
& Field recognized coach Long as an up-and-coming elite coach�
As an athlete, Long was the first South Dakota prep athlete to throw 
the shot put over 65 feet and still ranks second all-time on the South Da-
kota boys shot put list� Long won a state championship in the discus with 
a personal best of 182-3 feet and earned high school All-American honors 
after his senior year in the boys shot put�
As a freshman and sophomore in college, Long competed for the Uni-
versity of Wyoming, earning all-conference honors as well as qualifying for 
the NCAA Regional Championships both years� Long finished his collegiate 
career at Black Hills State University as an NAIA All-American in the shot 
put, weight throw and hammer throw�
Long was also involved with the Iron Wood throws camp, spending 
four years as a camper and three years as a camp staff member before 
co-founding the Championship Throws Camp in Custer and Circle of Cham-
pions Throws Camp in Yankton, which he holds each summer� 
Jarvis Jelen joined the Jackrabbits in the summer of 2013 as the gradu-
ate assistant coach for the cross country/track & field program�
Jelen, a Sioux Falls native, competed for the Liberty University Flames 
on the cross country and track and field teams� He made the Big South 
All-Conference team six times, (three times each in cross country and track 
and field), and he was a part of three Big South Cross Country Conference 
championships� At the 2006 Big South Cross Country meet he finished 
second overall and he took third the following year� On the track he was a 
part of three indoor titles and two outdoor titles� He was all-conference in 
the mile (indoor), 3,000-meter run (indoor) and the 3,000-meter steeple-
chase� Jelen was also all-region at the NCAA D1 Southeast Regional (20th 
place) in the 2007 cross country season�
He most recently returned to Sioux Falls to help coach at Lincoln High 
School� During his time with the Patriots, his team won the GDC Confer-
ence Boys Cross Country Championship and they also won the South 
Dakota ‘AA’ Cross Country State meet� They placed five individuals in the 
top-15 and took home six all-state honors�
Jelen also coached at Liberty Christian Academy in Lynchburg, Va�, from 
2008 to 2009� In 2008, both the boys’ and girls’ teams won conference 
titles� In 2009, the boys team won the conference title and placed fifth at 
the state meet�
Jackrabbit Assistant Coaches
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David
ST. JOHN
Track and Field
Assistant Coach - Jumps
Sixth Season
Oral Roberts, ‘01 
Lyndon
McDOWELL
Track and Field
Assistant Coach - Sprints/Hurdles
Fifth Season
Minnesota, ‘02
Lyndon McDowell was hired as coach of the sprinters and hurdlers at 
South Dakota State University in the fall of 2009 after spending the previ-
ous season serving as an interim assistant�
A multi-time runner-up in the decathlon and heptathlon in the Big 10 
Conference while at the University of Minnesota, McDowell brings a strong 
background of practical experience in all event areas� McDowell continues 
to compete at a high level, currently holding the fourth-place ranking as a 
decathlete in his home country of Canada�
McDowell previously coached at Minnesota State University, Mankato, 
where he was responsible for coaching the jumps and multi-events� At 
Minnesota State, McDowell’s group captured several individual North Cen-
tral Conference championships in the men’s decathlon, men’s and women’s 
high jump, men’s and women’s triple jump, and men’s and women’s long 
jump�
McDowell had continued success at the national level where he 
coached five Division II All-Americans in the jumps in both 2004 and 
2005, as well as four All-Americans in 2006� Athletes he has trained have 
won four Division II national championships, as well as event titles at the 
Drake Relays and USA Championships in the high jump�
During his three years as a graduate assistant and jumps/decathlon 
coach at Minnesota State, the Mavericks won three conference champion-
ships�
McDowell holds the freshman and varsity pentathlon record at the 
University of Minnesota� He finished third at the Canadian National Cham-
pionships in 2003, and earned fourth place in 2007�
David St� John joined the SDSU staff as an assistant track and field 
coach full time in 2009 after serving as interim assistant coach midway 
through the 2008-09 season, helping primarily with the jumpers�
During his stint as interim coach, St� John coached two conference 
champions and regional qualifiers in the men’s and women’s high jump 
and triple jump, with one triple jumper making it to the 2009 USA Outdoor 
Championships� The Jacks also had female athletes jump their way into the 
all-time top-10 list, four in the long jump, three in the triple jump and two 
in the high jump� On the men’s side, three athletes found their way to the 
top 10 in the high jump, one in the long jump and one in the triple jump�
Before joining the SDSU track and field coaching staff, St� John was 
an assistant track and field coach at Black Hills State University from 
2003-2005 where he was the sprints, jumps and throws coach� Under his 
tutelage, the track and field team watched school records fall in the 55 
meter dash, 60-meter hurdles, 100, 200, 400, triple jump, discus, weight 
throw and pentathlon�
Prior to joining the Yellow Jackets, St� John was the head track and field 
coach for two years at Augustana College (S�D�) from 2001-2003 where 
school records fell in the sprint and jumping events�
St� John made his move to the state of South Dakota from Middle 
Tennessee State University where he received his maters degree in Sports 
Management in 2001 and was the high jump coach from 2000-2001� 
Prior to moving to Tennessee, St� John was the assistant track and field 
coach at Oral Roberts University from 1995-2000�
As a student, St� John competed at Arkansas State University as a high 
jumper� He is third on the all-time list at ASU with a jump of 7-2 ½� Fol-
lowing his career at ASU, he continued to high jump, ending his career with 
a personal best jump of 7-4 ½�
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Justin Sell
Athletic Director, South Dakota State University
Bowling Green University, ‘91
Justin Sell joined the Jackrabbit staff on May 
7, 2009 as the 12th director of athletics at South 
Dakota State University�
“I love working as part of a team, and 
that’s exactly how we work at SDSU,” Sell said� 
“From President Chicoine, to the faculty and staff, 
administration, donors and fans, we all work together 
for the benefit of South Dakota State University and 
Jackrabbit Athletics�”
Sell oversees the Jackrabbits’ 21-sport Division 
I varsity athletics program� Eighteen SDSU teams 
compete in The Summit League, while football 
competes in the Missouri Valley Football Conference 
of the Football Championship Subdivision and 
wrestling competes as a member of the Western 
Wrestling Conference� Women’s equestrian competes 
under the umbrella of the National Collegiate Equestrian Association�
Under Sell’s leadership, SDSU athletics continues to make strides in athletic 
competition, in the classroom, in fundraising and in reconnecting with alumni�
Athletically, the Jackrabbits claimed a total of 10 regular and postseason league 
championships in five different sports since 2009-10� That success earned SDSU The 
Summit League Commissioner’s Cup all-sports trophy following the 2010-11 season, 
after a runner-up finish the year before� Also in 2010-11, SDSU earned the league’s 
Sportsmanship Award, an award voted upon by their peers�
In the classroom, Jackrabbit student-athletes continually post a grade-point average 
of 3�2 or higher in more than 70 different majors, which led SDSU to winning The Summit 
League’s Institutional Academic Achievement Award for the 2009-10 academic year and 
the Missouri Valley Football Conference Academic Award in all four years in the league 
(2008-11)�
In January of 2011, Sell announced a partnership with Learfield Sports, signing a 
10-year deal worth $13 million for SDSU athletics� Learfield Sports quickly established 
a Brookings-based entity known as “Jackrabbit Sports Properties” that directs all aspects 
of the partnership, including managing and selling multimedia and sponsorship rights for 
South Dakota State Athletics�
In addition to the deal with Learfield Sports, Sell directed the implementation of the 
Letterwinners Club, which provides opportunities for Jackrabbit Athletics to reconnect and 
stay connected with former student-athletes, while supporting current student-athletes at 
South Dakota State�
In the years to come, Sell wants to continue reconnecting with former Jackrabbit 
student-athletes and enhancing the athletic facilities while still maintaining success, both 
in competition, but more importantly, in the classroom�
On the facilities front, Sell oversaw the completion of the Dykhouse Student-Athlete 
Center in 2010, and developed the 2025 SDSU Athletic Facilities Master Plan� Additionally, 
Sell spearheaded efforts to add permanent seating and a press box at Erv Huether Field, 
chairback seating in both Frost Arena and Coughlin-Alumni Stadium and continues 
working towards the building of an indoor practice facility and football stadium�
Born in Salem, Ore�, and raised in Columbus, Ohio, Sell came to South Dakota 
State from the University of Northern Iowa, where he worked in various roles, both at 
the university and in the community for 10 years� He also worked at Villanova University, 
Syracuse University, Ohio State University and Bowling Green State University� Sell gained 
further experience working in the private sector for various sports teams and events�
In the Brookings community, where Sell lives with his wife, Jennie, and their four 
children: Abbie, Zach, Josh and Eric, he serves as Vice President of the Brookings Chamber 
of Commerce, Vice President for the Brookings Friends of Baseball and on the Brookings 
Health System Board of Trustees�
Sell earned his bachelor’s degree in sport management from Bowling Green State 
University (Ohio) in 1991 and completed a master’s degree in physical education/sport 
administration at The Ohio State University in 1992�
David Chicoine
President, South Dakota State University
South Dakota State University, ‘69
Dr� David L� Chicoine became the 19th 
president of South Dakota State University on 
January 1, 2007� He is the third alumnus to serve 
as president of the institution�
Dr� Chicoine has over 30 years of experience 
in higher education with the University of 
Illinois� He is a nationally recognized economist, 
specializing in public finance, taxation, and rural 
economics� His higher education administrative 
experience includes service as Head of the 
Department of Agricultural Economics and 
Dean of the College of Agriculture, Consumer 
and Environmental Sciences, at the University 
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign� Serving most 
recently as Vice President for Technology and 
Economic Development for the University of 
Illinois system and interim Vice President for Academic Affairs, Chicoine started 
his career as an Extension economist and specialist with the University of Illinois 
Cooperative Extension Service� 
 As vice president at the University of Illinois, he restructured the university’s 
technology licensing offices, reaching new milestones each year; launched the 
university’s early stage capital and business development services company, 
Illinois VENTURES, LLC, that supported start-up projects, securing special state 
and university funding for operations and pre-seed investing and facilitated the 
creation of the $26�5 million early stage Illinois Emerging Technologies Fund; and 
he oversaw the expansion of research parks and incubators at the university’s 
Urbana-Champaign and Chicago campuses� 
 As dean, he transitioned the College of Agriculture, Consumer and Environmental 
Sciences (ACES) from 14 administrative units to seven academic departments and 
the Information Technology unit; completed a capital campaign for ACES surpassing 
the final goal of $115 million by raising $134 million in private gifts; grew the 
ACES endowment to $60 million; established $15 million in annual private gift 
support, funding endowed positions, scholarships and fellowships, and program 
support for teaching, research, and Extension; and he oversaw the completion of 
the $22 million ACES Library, Information and Alumni Center where $11 million 
was from gifts from ACES alumni and friends�
 He has co-authored four books, 12 book chapters and more than 100 invited 
and/or peer reviewed academic journal articles� Dr� Chicoine served as an advisor 
to the Illinois General Assembly on tax issues, farmland property tax assessments, 
public finance and rural economic issues� He served as a member of the Illinois 
Governor’s Council of Economic Advisors, and was a member of the board of the 
Illinois State Treasurer’s Technology Development Fund� He currently is a tenured 
faculty member in the SDSU Department of Economics, where he has been 
recognized as a Distinguished Alumnus� 
 Chicoine served as the faculty representative to the Big Ten Conference and 
the National Collegiate Athletics Association (NCAA) for the University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign� He served as chair of the Budget and Finance Committee for 
the Big Ten Conference for nine of his eleven year term�
 Dr� Chicoine is a graduate of SDSU with a B�S� in agribusiness in 1969, and 
the University of Delaware where he received an M�S� in agricultural economics in 
1971� In 1978 he received an M�A� in economics from Western Illinois University, 
and in 1979 he completed his Ph�D� in agricultural economics at the University of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign�
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Leon Costello
Senior Associate Athletic Director-External, SDSU
Loras College, ‘98
Leon Costello brought his comprehensive 
background in athletic marketing and 
administration from the University of Northern 
Iowa to the South Dakota State athletic staff 
in March 2010 as the senior associate athletic 
director for external affairs�
In his role as a senior associate AD, Costello 
manages the external operations of the SDSU 
Athletic Department, which includes athletic 
marketing, broadcast services, development, 
sports information and ticket operations� He also 
serves as the department liaison for Jackrabbit 
Sports Properties and works as the sport 
supervisor for the Jackrabbit women’s soccer, 
volleyball, men’s basketball, wrestling and golf 
teams�
Before joining the Jackrabbits, Costello worked in a variety of roles for the Northern 
Iowa Athletic Department in his eight years on staff� From July 2008 until the end of 
his tenure at UNI, he served as the associate athletic director for external relations� 
In that position, he oversaw the marketing efforts for the Panther athletic program, 
directed the Panther Scholarship Club and supervised the men’s and women’s golf 
programs�
From 2005-08 Costello served as the assistant athletic director for marketing 
and promotions, where he assisted with the fundraising efforts of the McLeod Center 
capital project and coordinated all aspects for the athletic sales and marketing plan, 
including managing the Northern Iowa Sports Radio Network�
Under his direction, sponsorship revenue increased by more than 200 percent and 
ticket revenue increased by more than 150 percent� In addition to increasing external 
exposure by securing two separate cable television agreements and adding radio 
affiliates, Costello also assisted in negotiating a 10-year agreement with Learfield 
Sports to provide additional marketing resources, and he developed programs like the 
Varsity Club, to re-engage former Panther student-athletes�
A native of Fairbank, Iowa, Costello graduated from Loras College with a bachelor’s 
degree in physical education and sport science in 1998� While at Loras, he also played 
for the Duhawk men’s basketball team�
Costello completed his master’s degree from Western Illinois University in sport 
management in 2002 and served an internship in marketing and game operations 
with the Boston Celtics� In the fall of 2002, Northern Iowa hired him as its athletic 
marketing and promotions assistant, where he worked for a year before earning a 
promotion to director of athletic marketing and promotions in January 2003�
Leon and his wife Heather live in Brookings with their daughter Cailin and son 
Michael� 
Kathy Heylens
Associate Athletic Director-Compliance/SWA, SDSU
Kathy Heylens came to South Dakota State in July 1984 as a member of the staff in the admissions office before moving to athletics two 
years later as a senior secretary�
Heylens became the institution’s first full-time Compliance Coordinator in 1990 and continues those duties as the associate athletic director for 
compliance and senior woman administrator�
Heylens manages all aspects of the athletics compliance program to ensure strict adherence with NCAA, affiliated conferences and university 
rules and regulations for amateurism, eligibility, recruiting, financial aid, awards and benefits, playing and practice seasons and enforcement� As 
the SWA, she helps to create an environment where staff and student-athletes can achieve their goals�
Heylens recently accepted an appointment of a four-year term on the NCAA Division I Legislative Council, which serves as the primary 
legislative body in the Division I governance structure� She also accepted an appointment to the four-member Legislative Council Administrative 
Committee, which acts on behalf of the full Legislative Council between meetings to transact routine items of business� She also serves on the 
NCAA Division I Football Championship Subdivision Governance Committee�
In addition to her day-to-day duties, Heylens serves on the Undergraduate Experience Committee, Diversity Committee, Intercollegiate 
Athletics Board and Compliance Team� She also volunteers in the community as co-chair of the Brookings Food Pantry and serves as a member 
of the Brookings Committee for People With Disabilities�
A Watertown, S�D�, native, she enjoys reading, spending time at the lake and cheering on the Jacks�
Rob Peterson
Senior Associate Athletic Director-Internal, SDSU
Northern Michigan, ‘92
Rob Peterson joined the South Dakota State 
University staff in April 2000, as an assistant athletic 
director for internal operations� Now the senior 
associate athletic director for internal affairs, Peterson 
supervises the Jackrabbit athletic department internal 
operations, with a primary focus on the day-to-
day operations of the department and new facility 
development�
Peterson also serves on a variety of university 
committees and task forces including campus planning 
and design, the university compliance team and the 
intercollegiate athletic board� He also plays an active 
role in the community, serving on the Swiftel Center 
Advisory Board and previously the visitors promotions 
committee�
Nationally, Peterson serves as a member of the 
National Collegiate Equestrian Association Championships Committee and Selections 
Committee� He is also active within FCS Football attending the FCS summit meetings held 
annually at the national championships�
Peterson also serves as sports supervisor for football, equestrian, baseball, swimming 
and diving and track and cross country�
Before joining the SDSU staff, Peterson served as the coordinator of athletic facilities, 
events and projects for Fresno State University from 1997-2000� In this position, he 
supervised seven athletic venues and the game operations for 10 sports�
Prior to his time at Fresno State, Peterson served as assistant director of recreation - 
facilities and events at Northern Michigan University from 1995-97� This position provided 
him the opportunity to supervise events and operations for the Superior Dome on the 
campus of NMU� Peterson started his career at Northern Michigan as the director of sport 
clubs from 1994-95�
Peterson’s collegiate education includes, a Bachelor of Science in physical education 
and health at NMU in 1992 and a Masters of Arts in sports administration from Central 
Michigan University in 1995� He also completed a collegiate marketing internship with 
NMU athletics and a professional sports operations internship with the Green Bay Packers, 
both in 1993�
A Marquette, Mich�, native, Peterson lives in Brookings�
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Nathan Moe joined the South Dakota State staff as the head strength and conditioning coach in August 2005 and served in that position until being promoted to as-
sistant athletic director for strength and conditioning in May 2011�
Moe works directly with the Jackrabbit football, volleyball, baseball and softball teams, and he also oversees the design and implementation of the year-round strength 
and conditioning programs for all of the Jackrabbits 21 varsity sports�
Moe came to South Dakota State after heading the strength and conditioning program at Eastern Illinois University for three years, where he oversaw the design and 
implementation of strength and conditioning programs for all 22 of the Panthers varsity sports�
Before his days with the Panthers in Charleston, Ill�, Moe worked as the assistant strength and conditioning coach at Rice University in Houston, Texas, where he 
worked with the Owls football strength program, while being directly responsible for men’s and women’s track, men’s and women’s tennis, women’s swimming, women’s 
soccer and men’s golf�
From 1997 through the spring of 1999, Moe worked as a graduate assistant in the strength and conditioning program at the University of Texas in Austin, where he 
earned a MEd� in Exercise Physiology� He also worked in private business in physical fitness in Austin and Houston, Texas and in Fargo, N�D�
A Certified Strength and Conditioning Specialist and a USA Weightlifting Certified Club Coach, Moe also maintains certifications in the National Strength and Condition-
ing Association and the Collegiate Strength and Conditioning Coaches Association�
A Minnesota native, Moe graduated from Moorhead State University in Moorhead, Minn�, in 1996, with a Bachelor of Science Degree in Exercise Science� He also 
earned all-conference honors as a linebacker for the 1995 Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference champion Dragons�
Moe and his wife Colleen live in Brookings with their son, Zachary and daughter, Kylie�
Eric Adolph joined the Jackrabbit staff as the assistant strength and conditioning coach in March 2012, after spending two years on the staff as a graduate assistant�
A Flandreau native, Adolph completed his Master of Science degree in Health and Nutritional Science with an emphasis in Sports Science at South Dakota State in May 
of 2012�
Adolph’s main responsibilities include working directly with the soccer, women’s basketball and baseball teams, while assisting with the remaining 21 varsity sports� In 
the past, he also worked directly with the Jackrabbit softball, men’s and women’s tennis, men’s and women’s golf, equestrian and cheer teams�
A certified Strength and Conditioning Specialist (CSCS) and USA Weightlifting Sports Performance Coach, Adolph graduated from Dakota Wesleyan University in 2009 
with a Bachelor of Arts degree in Sport Science and Wellness�
Graduate Assistants Strength and 
Conditioning Coaches
Seth Daughters 
Paul Lundgren 
Jesse Rodriguez
Assistant AD - Strength & Conditioning: Nathan Moe
Family:  Wife: Colleen – Son: Zachary – Daughter: Kylie
Education: B�S� Exercise Science: Moorhead State, Minn�, 1996
   MEd� Exercise Physiology: University of Texas, 1999
Experience: Asst� AD-Strength & Conditioning: South Dakota State, 2011-Present
     Head Strength & Conditioning Coach: South Dakota State, 2005-11
     Head Strength & Conditioning Coach: Eastern Illinois, 2002-05
     Asst� Strength & Conditioning Coach: Rice University, 1999-2002
     Strength & Conditioning Graduate Asst�: University of Texas, 1997-99
Assistant Strength & Conditioning Coach: Eric Adolph
Education: B�S� Sport Exercise: Dakota Wesleyan, 2009   
   M�S� Health and Nutrition Science: South Dakota State, 2012
Experience: Asst� Strength & Conditioning Coach: South Dakota State, 2012-Present
    Strength & Conditioning Graduate Asst�: South Dakota State, 2010-12
Certifications: Strength & Conditioning Specialist (CSCS)
        USA Weightlifting Sports Performance Coach
A Comox, British Columbia native, Parsons joined the staff on Nov� 18, 2013 after severing as an assistant strength and conditioning coach at the University of North 
Dakota since June of 2013� He also brings a variety of experience in the field from Belmont University, Notre Dame, Tennessee State, Oregon State and Washington State�
Assistant Strength & Conditioning Coach: Adam Parsons
Education: B�S� Kinesiology: University of British Columbia, 2010
   M�A� Sport Administration: Belmont University, 2013
Experience:  Asst� Strength & Conditioning Coach: South Dakota State, 2013-Present
     Asst� Strength& Conditioning Coach: North Dakota,2013
                Strength & Conditioning Intern: Notre Dame, Summer 2012
     Strength & Conditioning Graduate Assist�: Belmont 2011-2013
     Sports Performance Intern: Oregon State, 2010-2011
     Strength & Conditioning Intern: Washington State, 2009
Certifications: Strength & Conditioning Specialist (CSCS)
        USA Weightlifting Sports Performance Coach
Strength and Conditioning
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Assistant Athletic Trainer: Danise Maas
Family:  Husband: Mark
   Daughter: Kayley; Son: Miles
Education: B�S� Athletic Training: South Dakota State University, 2011
          M�S� Sport and Recreation Studies: South Dakota State University, 2013  
   
Experience: Athletic Trainer Intern: South Dakota State University, 2013-present 
                    Graduate Assistant: South Dakota State University, 2011-2013
A native of Madison, S�D�, Danise Maas returned to 
school in January of 2008 after spending several years 
coaching basketball and volleyball at the high school 
level for Oldham-Ramona Rutland and raising a family�
Maas received a B�S� in athletic training from South 
Dakota State University in 2011 and is in the process of 
receiving a M�S� in Sport and Recreation Studies, while 
serving as a graduate assistant athletic trainer for the 
Jackrabbits�
Maas performed an internship at Orthopedic Institute 
in Sioux Falls, S�D�, during the summer of 2010�
Jackrabbit Assistant Athletic Trainers
Ben Heinze
Assistant AD - Sports Medicine: Owen Stanley
                   M�S�, ATC, CSCS, EMT
Family:  Wife: Erin
Education: B�S� Athletic Training: West Chester (Penn�), 2002
   M�S� Kinesiology & Health Promotion: Kentucky, 2005
Experience: Assistant-AD for Sports Medicine: South Dakota State, 2011-present
   Director of Sports Medicine: South Dakota State, 2009-11
   Asst� Athletic Trainer: Kansas City Chiefs, 2007-09
   Asst� Athletic Trainer/Head Football Trainer: Northern Iowa, 2005-07
Owen Stanley brought a wealth of professional 
and collegiate experience with him when he joined the 
South Dakota State staff in July 2009, where he over-
sees an athletic training staff that includes five assistant 
trainers and eight graduate assistants�
A native of St� Louis, Mo�, Stanley earned a 
bachelor’s degree in athletic training from West Chester 
University (Pa�) in 2002� He went on to earn a master’s 
degree in kinesiology and health promotion from the 
University of Kentucky in 2005, while serving as a 
graduate assistant athletic trainer for the Wildcats’ foot-
ball and baseball teams, after finishing an internship 
with the New York Jets�
Upon graduating from Kentucky, Stanley joined the 
athletic training staff at the University of Northern Iowa 
in 2005, working as the assistant director of athletic 
training services and head football athletic trainer�
In 2007, Stanley accepted the position of assistant 
athletic trainer for the National Football League’s 
Kansas City Chiefs, where he worked until joining the 
Jackrabbits�
Stanley’s other professional experience includes 
internships with the NFL’s New York Jets and the 
Philadelphia Wings of the Professional Indoor Lacrosse 
league�
In addition to his athletic training experience, 
Stanley has given presentations at the National Athletic 
Trainers’ Association Annual Meeting and the Southeast 
Athletic Trainers’ Association Symposium and has been 
published in the Journal of Sports Medicine�
Stanley also chaired the Young Professionals Com-
mittee of the Missouri Athletic Trainers Association and 
serves as an E-Mentor for NATA and on numerous com-
mittees and advisory councils on and off campus�
Stanley, who earned his EMT certification in 2012, 
lives in Brookings with his wife Erin� 
Graduate Assistant Athletic Trainers
Kaitlin Bolles
Jennifer Burt 
Bobby Daigle 
Tayler Espinoza 
Joshua Hawkins 
Steve Labate 
Graduate Assistant Athletic Trainer: Heidi Satorius
Education:  B�A� in Athletic Training from Central College 2012  
    M�S� in Nutrition, Exercise & Food Science: SDSU, 2015 (In Progress)
Experience: Graduate Assistant: South Dakota State University, 2013-present 
                    Intern Athletic Trainer at Northwestern Oklahoma St� University 2012-2013
Heidi Satorius joined the Jackrabbit sports medicine 
staff in the fall of 2013 as a graduate assistant athletic 
trainer� Satorius will be joining Danise Maas as the 
second trainer for the Jackrabbit Cross Country and Track 
and Field teams� 
Satorius graduated from Central College in 2012 
with a degree Athletic Training and most recently served 
as an Athletic Training Intern for a year at Northwestern 
Oklahoma State before coming to South Dakota State� 
She is pursuing a Master of Science degree in Nutri-
tion, Exercise & Food Science� 
David Kragness
David Rule Lisa Spors
Sports Medicine
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Every undertaking of South Dakota State University is driven by a common force — a relentless commitment to excellence� 
Within the Athletic Department, excellence is measured by much more than wins and losses� We are committed to providing 
each and every student-athlete with a comprehensive collegiate experience that is second to none� Every decision that guides 
our program is made with the student-athlete in mind� Is athletic achievement important? Yes, because it is the fundamental 
purpose of the student-athlete experience� Is social responsibility a vital component? Yes, we expect to contribute to the 
well-being of our campus, community and state� How about positive student-athlete experiences and competitive success? 
Those also define our program because they are integral to the student-athlete’s growth�  That is what it means to be student-
centered, and why our vision is���
VISION: To be a premier student-centered 
collegiate athletic program�
How will SDSU athletics achieve that vision? By working 
tirelessly to create a special place where student-athletes 
who share our drive and determination can develop life skills 
that lead not only to athletic success, but pave the way for 
victories long into their lives� The important work  of creating 
that setting is the heart of our mission�
MISSION: To passionately and relentlessly create an 
environment, rooted in sportsmanship and ethical 
conduct, where motivated student-athletes can 
develop into lifelong champions�
To be a lifelong champion, one must maintain a discipline of 
taking the highest road� Similarly, SDSU is guided by a stringent 
value set that will not be compromised�
VALUES: Honesty, equity, academic integrity, fiscal 
integrity and social responsibility with the expecta-
tion of competing at the highest level�
Vision, Mission and Values
Jackrabbit Bios: 
Men
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Throws 
Senior/Senior 
Grove City, Minn� 
Litchfield High School
• 2012-13 - Indoor season-best weight throw took place at the 
Thundering Herd Classic with a distance of 52’ 6�00” (2/1) ��� outdoor 
season-best shot put came at the The Duals with a distance of 39’ 
3�75” (4/6) ��� placed second in the hammer throw at the Howard Wood 
Dakota Relays with a outdoor season-best throw of 172’ 9�00” (5/3) ��� 
at The Summit League Outdoor Track and Field Championships, Ackman 
posted a outdoor season-best distance in the discus with a mark of 153’ 
3�00” (5/10)
Ryan Ackman
Throws 
Sophomore/Sophomore 
Thousand Oaks, Calif� 
Thousand Oaks High School (Moorpark College)
• BEFORE SDSU -Benson transfers to SDSU after competing at 
Moorpark College ��� during the 2011 outdoor season, he set season-
best marks of 141-5 (discus throw) and 149-11 (weight throw)
Austin Benson
Throws 
Sophomore/Freshman 
Pierre, S�D� 
Pierre High School
• 2012-13 - Recorded an indoor season-best distance in the shot put 
with his mark of 47’ 1�75” at The Summit League Indoor Track and 
Field Championships to place 10th (2/25) ��� at the USD Alumni Meet, 
Anderson set an indoor season-best in the weight throw with his mark 
of 43’ 8�00” (1/26) ��� best shot put in the outdoor season occurred at 
The Duals with his toss of 44’ 3�25” (4/6)
Kyle Anderson
Jumps 
Sophomore/Sophomore 
Pierre, S�D� 
T�F� Riggs High School
• 2012-13 - Won the high jump at the USD Alumni Meet with his mark 
of 6’ 4�75” (1/26) ��� placed fourth at The Summit League Indoor Track 
and Field Championships in the high jump with his height of 6’ 4�00” 
(2/24) ��� finished second in the high jump at the Mount Marty Twilight 
with his outdoor season-best height of 6’ 7�00” (4/26) ��� placed 
third in the high jump at The Summit League Outdoor Track and Field 
Championships with his mark of 6’ 5�50” (5/9) ��� All-Summit League 
(Outdoor)
Connor Berg
Sprints 
Freshman/Freshman 
Watertown, S�D� 
Watertown High School
• BEFORE SDSU - During his time at Watertown High School, Arnold 
was named the Most Valuable Track Athlete twice (2012 & 2013) ��� at 
the 2013 state meet, Arnold finished runner-up in the 100-meter dash 
with his final time of 10�93, Arnold was also a member of the 4x100-
meter relay team that won state and the 4x200-meter relay team that 
placed second ��� a member of the team that holds the school record in 
the 4x100-meter relay
Bo Arnold
Distance 
Freshman/Freshman 
Sioux Falls, S�D� 
O’Gorman High School
• 2012-13 - Redshirted during the indoor and outdoor seasons
Connor Branick
Jumps 
Sophomore/Sophomore 
Sugarland, Texas
Kempner High School
• 2012-13 - Placed sixth in the long jump at The Summit League 
Indoor Track and Field Championships with his indoor season-best jump 
of 22’ 2�50” (2/24) ��� won the triple jump at The Duals with his outdoor 
season-best mark of 48’ 6�00” (4/6) ��� finished third in the long jump 
at The Summit League Outdoor Track and Field Championships with his 
jump of 23’ 7�50” (5/9)  ��� took fifth in the triple jump at The Summit 
League Outdoor Track and Field Championships with his mark of 47’ 
7�25” (5/9) ��� All-Summit League (Outdoor)
Jeremiah Ary
Sprints 
Sophomore/Sophomore 
Minneapolis, Minn� 
Hopkins High School
• 2012-13 - Ran the 60-meter dash in an indoor season-best time 
of 7�21 at The Summit League Indoor Track and Field Championships 
(2/24) ��� completed the 200-meter dash in an indoor season-best time 
of 24�07 at The Summit League Indoor Track and Field Championships 
(2/24) ��� set two outdoor personal bests in the 100-meter dash 
(11�17) and the 200-meter dash (23�44) at the Mount Marty Twilight 
(4/26)
Laron Broadway
Sprints 
Sophomore/Sophomore 
Montevideo, Minn� 
Montevideo High School
• 2012-13 - Did not compete in the indoor season ��� ran his fastest 
100-meter dash time (11�41) at the Nebraska Quad (4/13) ��� posted 
his fastest 200-meter dash time of 23�20 at the Drake Alternative 
(4/27)
Joe Bednar
Mid-Distance 
Sophomore/Sophomore 
Prior Lake, Minn� 
Prior Lake High School
• 2012-13 - Redshirted during both indoor and outdoor seasons
Stephen Bruha
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Distance 
Freshman/Freshman 
Rosemount, Minn� 
Rosemount High School
• BEFORE SDSU - Two-time all-conference in cross country ��� 
all-state in cross country ��� a member of the Nike Cross Country 
All-Region team ��� conference champion in the 1600-meter run and 
the 3200-meter run ��� 2011 state true team champions ��� his team 
finished in the top-five in state three times
Trevor Capra
Distance 
Freshman/Freshman 
Madison, Wis� 
Madison West High School
• BEFORE SDSU - Four-time letterwinner in both track and cross 
country ��� three-time state qualifier in both track and cross country ��� 
three-time all-city cross country team ��� two-time all-conference (cross 
country) ��� second-team all-state (cross country) ��� Don Loker award 
winner ��� a member of the 4x800-meter relay team that held the 
school record ��� Spartan Invite Most Valuable Runner ��� second-team 
all-state (track) ��� second-team all-area (track)
Wilson Hacker
Sprints 
Senior/Senior 
Brookings, S�D� 
Brookings High School
• 2012-13 - won the 400-meter dash at the Thundering Herd Classic 
with his time of 50�94 (2/1) ��� a member of the distance medley relay 
team that finished third at The Summit League Indoor Track and Field 
Championships with their time of 10:23�04 (2/25) ��� a member of 
the 4x400-meter relay team that finished first at The Summit League 
Outdoor Track and Field Championships with their time of 3:14�63 
(5/9) ��� All-Summit League (Indoor & Outdoor)
Justin Carson
Pole Vault 
Sophomore/Sophomore 
Huron, S�D� 
Huron High School
• 2012-13 - At the USD Open, Hajek recorded an indoor season-best 
height of 13’ 9�75” in the pole vault (2/15) ��� posted an outdoor 
season-best height of 13’ 2�25” in the pole vault at the Nebraska Quad 
(4/13)
Tyler Hajek
Sprints 
Senior/Junior 
Dell Rapids, S�D� 
Dell Rapids High School
• 2012-13 - Redshirted during the indoor and outdoor seasons
Chris Curry
Sprints 
Sophomore/Sophomore 
Garretson, S�D� 
Garretson High School
• BEFORE SDSU - 2010 Jesse James Invitational ‘Outstanding Male 
Athlete’ Award ���  2008 Garretson High School ‘Most Improved Athlete’ 
Award
Adam Halverson
Sprints 
Sophomore/Sophomore 
Arvada, Colo� 
Pomona High School
• 2012-13 - Ran a time of 36�24 in the 300-meter dash at the MSU 
Preseason Open (12/8) ��� finished the 200-meter dash in 23�19 at the 
USD Alumni Meet (1/26) ��� finished fourth in the 400-meter dash at 
the Thundering Herd Classic with his time of 52�51 (2/1) ��� ran a time 
of 50�01 in the 400-meter dash at the Nebraska Quad (4/13) 
Jesse Dunn
Distance 
Sophomore/Sophomore 
Hartington, Neb� 
Bloomfield High School
• 2012-13 - At the Thundering Herd Classic, Hamm posted an 
indoor season-best time of 4:37�89 in the mile and 9:09�19 in 
the 3,000-meter run (2/1) ��� finished second in the 3,000-meter 
steeplechase at the Wildcat Classic with his time of 10:06�79 (3/29) ��� 
at The Summit League Outdoor Track and Field Championships, Hamm 
recorded outdoor season-best times in the 1500-meter run (4:07�78) 
and the 3,000-meter steeplechase (9:41�62) (5/9) 
Austin Hamm
Throws 
Freshman/Freshman 
Cuba City, Wis� 
Cuba City High School
• BEFORE SDSU - Ganter’s mark of 59’ 6�00” in the shot put ranks 
fourth best all-time in WIAA State Division III and his discus throw of 
173’ 0�00” ranks 11th best all-time� In both the shot put and discus 
competitions his senior year he was the state champion, made the 
WISTCA All-State team, sectional champion, regional champion, 
conference MVP, conference champion and all-season champion�
Greg Ganter
Sprints 
Freshman/Freshman 
Cherokee, Iowa 
Cherokee Washington High School
• BEFORE SDSU - Husman was a four-year state qualifier in 
400-meter dash for Cherokee Washington High School ��� claimed the 
state title in the 400-meter dash in 2013 ��� owns the high school 
record in the 400-meter dash with his time of 49�04 ��� placed fourth 
at the 2013 State meet in the 800-meter dash, also qualified in the 
200-meter dash, 4x400-meter relay and the distance medley relay ���  
member of the National Honor Society
Marc Husman
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Sprints 
Freshman/Freshman 
Sioux Falls, S�D� 
Roosevelt High School (Black Hills State)
• BEFORE SDSU - Competed at Roosevelt High School in Sioux Falls 
��� a member of the 4x800-meter relay team that placed second at the 
state meet in 2012 with their time of 7:52�62
Austin Johnsen
Jumps 
Freshman/Freshman 
Tea, S�D� 
Lennox High School
• BEFORE SDSU - At the 2013 State ‘A’ Meet, Koosman won the high 
jump, placed fifth in the triple jump and fourth in the long jump
Zach Koosman
Distance 
Freshman/Freshman 
Parker, S�D� 
Parker High School
• BEFORE SDSU - Three-time Class B state cross country team 
and individual champions ��� three-time Class B state medley relay 
champions ��� three-time runner-up in Class B mile run ��� two-time 
runner-up in Class B in the two mile run ��� 2013 Class B state two mile 
champion ��� 2013 Class B combined team title ��� 2013 Class B third 
place team
Duane Jongeling
Distance 
Junior/Junior 
Wessington Springs, S�D�
Wessington Springs High School
• 2012-13 - At the Iowa State Classic, Kraft finished the mile with an 
indoor season-best time of 4:19�28 (2/7) ��� ran an indoor season-best 
time of 8:34�54 in the 3,000-meter run at the Iowa State Classic 
(2/7) ��� took eighth in the 3,000-meter run with his time of 8:37�93 
at the Summit League Indoor Track and Field Championships (2/24) ��� 
redshirted during the outdoor season
Drew Kraft
Sprints 
Sophomore/Sophomore 
Eagan, Minn� 
Eastview High School
• 2012-13 - Ran an indoor season-best time of 6�93 in the 60-meter 
dash at The Summit League Indoor Track and Field Championships 
finishing third (2/24) ��� ran an outdoor season-best time of 10�93 in 
the 100-meter dash at the Drake Alternative (4/27) ��� a member of 
the 4x100-meter relay team that finished third at The Summit League 
Outdoor Track and Field Championships with their time of 42�03 (5/9) 
��� All-Summit League (Indoor & Outdoor)
LeAndre Kennedy
Distance 
Junior/Junior
Shakopee, Minn� 
Shakopee High School
•2012-13 -  At The Summit League Indoor Track and Field 
Championships, Lusignan placed second in the 3,000-meter run 
(8:26�28) and first in the 5,000-meter run (14:33�69) (2/24) ���  
won both the 5,000-meter run (14:29�42) and the 10,000-meter 
run (30:10�47) at The Summit League Outdoor Track and Field 
Championships (5/9) ��� finished in 32:37�44 in the 10,000-meter run 
to take 40th at the NCAA West Preliminary Round (5/24) ��� named The 
Summit League Men’s Outdoor Track Athlete of the Year (6/19)
Trent Lusignan
Distance 
Sophomore/Sophomore 
Yankton, S�D� 
Yankton High School
• 2012-13 - Ran an indoor season-best time of 2:07�69 in the 
800-meter run at the Thundering Herd Classic (2/1) ��� posted an indoor 
season-best time of 8:51�40 in the 3,000-meter run at the Nebraska 
Tune-Up (2/15) ��� at the Arkansas Spring Invite, Kinsley ran an outdoor 
season-best time of 8:47�23 in the 3,000-meter run (3/29) 000 
finished fifth in 5,000-meter run at the Howard Wood Dakota Relays 
with his outdoor season-best time of 15:07�68 (5/3)
Kipp Kinsley
Throws 
Junior/Junior
Watertown, S�D� 
Watertown High School
• 2012-13 - Indoor season-best distance in the weight throw occurred 
at The Summit League Indoor Track and Field Championships with a 
mark of 52’ 6�00” (2/24) ��� finished fourth in the discus (159’ 8�00”) 
at The Summit League Outdoor Track and Field Championships (5/9) ��� 
placed fourth in the hammer throw at the Howard Wood Dakota Relays 
with his mark of 166’ 8�00” (5/3) ��� recorded an outdoor season-
best mark in the hammer throw (168’ 5�00”) at The Summit League 
Outdoor Track and Field Championships (5/9)
Cullen Mack
Sprints 
Freshman/Freshman 
Lincoln, Neb� 
Lincoln Lutheran High School
• BEFORE SDSU - Kohlhof graduated from Lincoln Lutheran High 
School holding numerous school records on the track (100-meter dash, 
200-meter dash, 4x100-meter relay and 4x400-meter relay) ��� placed 
seventh in the 200-meter dash at the 2012 State Class B Meet ��� 
claimed fifth (200-meter dash) and seventh (100-meter dash) at the 
2013 State Class B meet
Kory Kohlhof
Distance 
Junior/Junior
Watertown, S�D� 
Watertown High School
• 2012-13 - Did not compete
Kenny Mayer
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Multiple Events 
Junior/Sophomore
Dilworth, Minn�
Dilworth-Glyndon-Felton High School
• 2012-13 - At The Summit League Outdoor Track and Field 
Championships, Mercil recorded an outdoor season-bests in the 
100-meter dash (11�85), 400-meter dash (53�57), 1,500-meter run 
(5:03�04), 110-meter hurdles (17�19), high jump (5’ 5�75”), pole vault 
(13’ 3�50”), long jump (20’ 9�75”), shot put (38’ 11�75”), discus (82’ 
10�00”), javelin (122’ 9�00”) and decathlon (5673 points) (5/9)
Bennett Mercil
Throws 
Freshman/Freshman 
Mobridge, S�D� 
Mobridge-Pollock High School
• BEFORE SDSU - Roberts comes to SDSU after garnering numerous 
track and field awards and state placings during his time at Mobridge-
Pollock High School ��� track (finishes at the Class ‘A’ meet): 2010 
- discus: fifth place ��� 2011 -discus: second place, -shot put: eighth 
place ��� 2012: -discus: second place, -shot put: third place -Honorable 
Mention All-American – recorded a distance of 192-5 in the discus 
(second best all-time in South Dakota history) ��� 2013: -won the discus 
event, -shot put: third place
Daniel Roberts
Distance 
Freshman/Freshman 
Jordan, Minn�
Holy Family Catholic High School
• 2012-13 Did not compete
Jensen Orlow
Distance 
Freshman/Freshman 
Saint Michael, Minn�  
Saint Michael-Albertville High School
• BEFORE SDSU - Three-time team captain ��� four-time team MVP 
��� four-time Mississippi 8 Conference Champion ��� five-time Class AA 
state participant ��� five-time team hardest worker ��� five-time Section 
5AA Champion ��� seven-time Mississippi 8 All-Conference ��� seven-
time varsity letter ��� school record holder in the indoor 3200-meter run 
(10:02) ��� school record holder in the 5,000-meter run (15:36�50) ��� 
2012 academic all-state ��� 2013 Mississppi 8 All-Conference Academic 
Team ��� member of the National Honor Society 
Brendan Sage
Distance 
Freshman/Freshman 
Hanover, Minn�
Buffalo High School
• BEFORE SDSU - During Pettit’s career at Buffalo High School he 
competed in the Minnesota State Track and Field meet four times and 
the Minnesota State Cross Country Meet twice ��� track and field: 2010: 
4x800 seventh place (8:01) ��� 2011: 4x800-meter relay fifth place 
(7:56) ��� 2012: 4x400-meter relay (3:26) ��� 2013: tenth place in the 
1600-meter run (4:18�93), 4x400-meter relay (3:25)
Daniel Pettit
Jumps 
Senior/Senior 
Aurora, S�D� 
Aurora High School
• 2012-13 -Placed in the top-ten seven times during the indoor season 
��� at the Jack Johnson Classic, Sanderson recorded an indoor season-
best distance of 19’ 7�00” in the long jump (1/18) ��� posted an indoor 
season-best distance of 45’ 0�25” in the triple jump at the Bison Open 
(2/9) ��� placed second in the triple jump at the NDSU Tune-Up with his 
mark of 45’ 6�50” (5/3) ��� at The Summit League Outdoor Track and 
Field Championships, Sanderson finished fourth in the triple jump with 
his outdoor season-best distance of 47’ 3�75” (5/9)
Jake Sanderson 
Hurdles  
Sophomore/Sophomore 
Chamberlain, S�D�  
Chamberlain High School
• 2012-13 - Ran an indoor season-best time of 24�16 in the 
200-meter dash at The Summit League Indoor Track and Field 
Championships (2/24) ��� at the Howard Wood Dakota Relays, Priebe 
ran an outdoor season-best time of 16�82 in the 110-meter hurdles 
(5/3) ��� won the 400-meter hurdles at the Howard Wood Dakota 
Relays with his time of 56�07 (5/3) ��� at The Summit League Outdoor 
Track and Field Championships, Priebe ran an outdoor season-best time 
of 55�76 in the prelims of the 400-meter hurdles (5/9)
Traxton Priebe
Pole Vault 
Sophomore/Sophomore 
Brookings, S�D�
Brookings High School
• 2012-13 - Pole-vaulted an indoor season-best mark of 15’ 1�00” 
at the Jack Johnson Classic (1/26) ��� placed eighth in the pole vault at 
The Summit League Indoor Championships with a height of 13’ 9�75” 
(2/24) ��� took second at the Wildcat Classic in the pole vault with his 
mark of 14’ 3�25” (3/29) ��� posted an outdoor season-best mark in 
the pole vault of 14’ 10�75” at the Bryan Clay Invite (4/19) ��� at The 
Summit League Outdoor Track and Field Championships, Schaefer 
finished seventh in the pole vault with his mark of 14’ 6�25” (5/9)
Nathaniel Schaefer
Distance 
Sophomore/Sophomore 
White Bear Lake, Minn�
White Bear Lake High School
• 2012-13 - Ran an indoor season-best time of 4:15�85 in the mile at 
the Nebraska Tune-Up (2/15) ��� a member of the distance medley relay 
team that finished third at The Summit League Indoor Track and Field 
Championships with their time of 10:23�04 (2/24) ��� ran an outdoor 
season-best time of 3:59�44 in the 1,500-meter run at the Beach 
Invite (4/20) ��� All-Summit League (Indoor)
Joel Reichow
Pole Vault 
Senior/Junior 
Brookings, S�D�  
Brookings High School
• 2012-13 - Recorded an indoor season-best height of 15’ 7�00” in the 
pole vault at the Thundering Herd Classic (2/1) ��� took seventh in the 
pole vault at The Summit League Indoor Track and Field Championships 
with his mark of 14’ 3�50” (2/24) ��� at the Summit League Outdoor 
Track and Field Championships, Schaefer placed fifth in the pole vault 
with an outdoor season-best mark of 15’ 0�25” (5/9)
Ryan Schaefer
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Throws 
Sophomore/Sophomore
Nassau, Bahamas
• 2012-13 - Did not compete during the indoor season … best javelin 
throw came at the Kip Janvrin Open with a distance of 145’ 1�00” 
(4/25) ��� recorded a mark of 143’ 5�00” in the javelin throw at the 
NDSU Tune-Up (5/3)
Blair Seymour
Distance 
Sophomore/Sophomore
Marshall, Minn�
Marshall High School
• 2012-13 - At The Summit League Indoor Track and Field 
Championships, VanKeulen ran an indoor season-best time of 1:58�83 
in the 800-meter run to place eighth (2/24) ��� a member of the 
4x400-meter relay team that placed fourth at the Nebraska Quad with 
their time of 3:29�24 (4/13) ��� ran an outdoor season-best time of 
1:57�08 in the prelims of the 800-meter run at The Summit League 
Outdoor Track and Field Championships (5/9)
Grant VanKeulen
Distance
Sophomore/Sophomore
Sioux Falls, S�D� 
Roosevelt High School
• 2012-13 - Ran an indoor season-best time of 1:59�96 in the 
800-meter run at The Summit League Indoor Track and Field 
Championships (2/24)��� a member of the distance medley relay team 
that ran a time of 10:23�04 to finish third at The Summit League Indoor 
Track and Field Championships (2/24) ��� won the 1,500-meter run at 
the Wildcat Classic with a time of 4:20�81 (3/29) ��� ran an outdoor 
season-best time of 1:55�52 in the 800-meter run at The Summit 
League Outdoor Track and Field Championships (5/9)
Dylan Slaba
Sprints 
Freshman/Freshman 
Brookings, S�D� 
Brookings High School
• BEFORE SDSU - Wiemann placed third in the open 400-meter dash 
at the state meet ��� a member of the sprint medley relay team that 
claimed first place at the state meet ��� named first team all-state in 
soccer ��� member of National Honor Society ��� recipient of the Lohr 
Engineering Scholarship, Daktronics Engineering Scholarship and the 
Banner Engineering Scholarship
Alex Wiemann
Sprints 
Sophomore/Sophomore
Dawson, Minn�
Dawson-Boyd High School
• BEFORE SDSU - Track and field: three year team captain ��� eight-
time all-state (4x400-meter relay, 800-meter run, one mile run) ��� 
numerous conference titles ��� 2010 State Class A Team Champions ��� 
state champion in the 4x400-meter relay ��� two-time state runner-up 
in the 800-meter run ��� holds school records in the 4x400-meter relay, 
4x800-meter relay, 800-meter run (1:56) and the 1600-meter run 
(4:22) ��� conference and section record holder in the 4x400-meter 
relay, 800-meter run and the 1600-meter run 
Ryan Swenson
Sprints 
Junior/Junior
Watertown, S�D�
Watertown High School
• 2012-13 - Clocked in at 50�99 during the prelims of the 400-meter 
dash at The Summit League Indoor Track and Field Championships for 
an indoor season-best time (2/24) ��� ran outdoor season-best times 
of 22�99 in the 200-meter dash and 50�19 in the 400-meter dash at 
the Bryan Clay Invite (4/19) ��� a member of the 4x400-meter relay 
team that finished first at The Summit League Outdoor Track and Field 
Championships with their time of 3:14�63 (5/9) ��� All-Summit League 
(Outdoor)
Levi Winkels
Distance 
Junior/Junior
Arlington, Minn�
Sibley East High School
• 2012-13 - Ran an indoor season-best time of 4:29�53 in the mile 
at the Bison Open (2/9) ��� at the Bill Bergan Invite, Thies ran an 
indoor season-best time of 8:48�71 in the 3,000-meter run (1/26) 
��� ran outdoor season-best times of 2:02�35 in the 800-meter 
run and 9:34�41 in the 3,000-meter steeplechase at the Drake 
Alternative (4/27) ��� at The Summit League Outdoor Track and Field 
Championships, Thies ran an outdoor season-best time of 4:11�66 in 
the 1,500-meter run (5/9) ��� Academic All-League
Andrew Thies
Sprints 
Freshman/Freshman 
Afton, Wyo�
Custer High School
• BEFORE SDSU - Thomsen was named the Class ‘A’ Male Track Athlete 
of the Year in 2013 ��� at the 2013 Class ‘A’ state meet, Thomsen won 
the 110-meter and 300-meter hurdles, distance medley relay as Custer 
High School won the Class ‘A’ team title ��� National Honor Society ��� 
academic all-state in football and track
Jared Thomsen
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Pole Vault 
Freshman/Freshman 
Watertown, S�D� 
Watertown High School (North Dakota State)
• BEFORE SDSU - Amdahl joins the Jackrabbit track & field team 
after transferring from North Dakota State ��� Amdahl competed in 
gymnastics and track & field at Watertown High School ��� letterwinner 
in track and gymnastics ��� finished fourth overall in the pole vault at 
the 2010 state track meet with her mark of 10 feet, 3 inches ��� tied 
for third place in the pole vault at the 2011 state track meet with her 
height of 10-3 ��� recorded a height of 4-9 in the high jump to place 
eighth overall at the 2011 state track meet
Logan Amdahl
Distance 
Sophomore/Sophomore 
St� James, Minn� 
St� James High School
• 2012-13 - Ran an indoor season-best time of 10:19�88 in the 
3,000-meter run at the Nebraska Tune-Up (2/15) ��� finished sixth in 
the 5,000-meter run at The Summit League Indoor Track and Field 
Championships with her indoor season-best time of 17:41�84 (2/24) 
��� posted an outdoor season-best time of 10:54�63 in the 3,000-meter 
run at the Nebraska Quad (4/13) ��� clocked in at 17:44�06 in the 
5,000-meter for an outdoor season-best time at the Missouri Relays 
(3/22)
Cheyanne Bowers
Distance 
Sophomore/Sophomore 
Prior Lake, Minn� 
Prior Lake High School
• 2012-13- Ran an indoor season-best time in the mile (5:28�12) at 
the Bison Open (2/9) ��� at the Nebraska Tune-Up, Anderson finished the 
3,000-meter run in 10:35�86 (2/15) ��� clocked in at 5:03�64 in the 
1,500-meter run and ran the 3,000-meter steeplechase in 11:49�40 
at The Summit League Outdoor Track and Field Championships (5/9) 
��� posted a time of 11:30�96 in the 3,000-meter run at the Arkansas 
Spring Invitational (3/29)
Kirsten Anderson
Distance 
Freshman/Freshman 
Waseca, Minn� 
Waseca High School
• BEFORE SDSU - Cross country individual: all-conference 2012 ��� 
all-section 2012 ��� all-state academic 2011 & 2012 ��� state individual 
qualifier 2012 ��� team captain 2011 & 2012 ��� team MVP 2012 ��� 
cross country team: conference champions 2008-20012 ��� Class A 
section champions 2009-2012 ��� state champions in 2009 ��� track and 
field individual: academic all-state 2011 & 2012 ��� team captain 2011 
& 2012 ��� team MVP 2013 ��� track and field team: all-conference 
4x800-meter relay 2011 & 2012
Mackenzie Burke
Distance 
Sophomore/Sophomore 
Prior Lake, Minn� 
Prior Lake High School
• 2012-13- Ran an indoor season-best 800-meter run in 2:20�25 at 
the Jack Johnson Classic (1/18) ��� finished fourth in the mile with her 
time of 5:08�83 at the Husker Invite (2/1) ��� a member of the distance 
medley relay team that placed fourth at The Summit League Indoor 
Track and Field Championships with their time of 12:25�24 (2/24) ���  
ran an outdoor season-best 800-meter run in 2:18�96 at The Summit 
League Outdoor Track and Field Championships (5/9)
Samantha Anderson
Sprints 
Sophomore/Sophomore 
Rutland, S�D� 
Rutland High School
• 2012-13 - Recorded her fastest 60-meter dash time of 7�71 in the 
prelims at The Summit League Indoor Track and Field Championships 
(2/24) ��� clocked in at 11�81 for an outdoor season-best time in 
the 100-meter dash in the prelims of The Summit League Outdoor 
Track and Field Championships (5/9) ��� posted her longest distance 
in the long jump at The Summit League Outdoor Track and Field 
Championships with her mark of 18’ 4�50” (5/9) ��� All-Summit League 
(Outdoor)
Carly Carper
Throws 
Senior/Senior 
Stickney, S�D� 
Stickney High School
• 2012-13 - At The Summit League Indoor Track and Field 
Championships, Assmus finished fifth in the weight throw (54’ 10�00”) 
and sixth in the shot put (44’ 6�75”) (2/24) ��� Assmus finished third at 
The Summit League Outdoor Track and Field Championships in the shot 
put with her outdoor season-best mark of 48’ 0�00” (5/9) ��� Assmus 
took fourth in the hammer throw (168’ 8�00”) and fifth in the discus 
throw (148’ 1�00”) at The Summit League Outdoor Track and Field 
Championships (5/9) ��� All-Summit League (Outdoor)
Shelby Assmus
Distance 
Senior/Senior 
Estelline, S�D� 
Estelline High School
• 2012-13 - Did not compete
Jessica Derby
Jumps 
Sophomore/Sophomore 
Oxnard, Calif� 
Pacifica High School
• BEFORE SDSU - Transfer from the University of Sioux Falls ��� holds 
the University of Sioux Falls records for the indoor long jump, indoor 
triple jump, outdoor 100-meter dash, outdoor long jump and outdoor 
triple jump ��� holds the Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference Indoor 
Meet record in the triple jump ��� competed at the 2013 USA Outdoor 
Junior Nationals ��� placed eighth at the 2013 Drake Relays ��� All-
American in the indoor long jump 
 Jazzelena Black
Jumps 
Freshman/Freshman 
Bloomington, Minn� 
Bloomington Jefferson High School
• BEFORE SDSU - Named South Suburban Conference All-Conference 
in 2012 ��� 2011 Minnesota State participant ��� named track academic 
all-state 2011 and 2012
Claire Eggleston
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Distance 
Sophomore/Sophomore 
Henderson, Minn� 
Henderson High School
• 2012-13 - Set the school record in the 600-meter run at the 
Nebraska Tune-Up with her time of 1:35�88 (2/15) ��� ran her fastest 
800-meter run in the indoor season at the Bill Bergan Invite with 
her time of 2:17�54 (1/26) ��� placed 12th in the 800-meter run at 
The Summit League Indoor Track and Field Championships with her 
time of 2:22�01 (2/24) ��� a member of the distance medley relay 
team that placed fourth at The Summit League Indoor Track and Field 
Championships with their time of 12:25�24 (2/24) 
Jessica Eibs
Distance 
Sophomore/Sophomore 
Yankton, S�D� 
Yankton High School
• 2012-13 - Ran her fastest times in the 800-meter run (2:33�63) 
and the mile (10:35�85) during the indoor season at the Bison Open 
(2/9) ��� posted an indoor season-best time in the 3,000-meter run 
(10:35�85) at the Nebraska Tune-Up (2/15) ��� at the Wildcat Classic, 
Grossenburg posted outdoor season-best times in the 800-meter run 
(2:35�16) and the 1,500-meter run (5:03�80) (3/29) ��� clocked in at 
10:23�56 for an outdoor season-best time in the 3,000-meter run at 
the Nebraska Quad (4/13)
Jenna Grossenburg
Throws 
Freshman/Freshman 
Hastings, Mich�  
Thornapple Kellogg High School (Kalamazoo Valley)
• BEFORE SDSU -  Transfer from Kalamazoo Valley Community College 
��� named all-state in track and field in 2011 ��� set the school record 
in the shot put
Erin Ellinger
Distance 
Sophomore/Freshman 
Blue Earth, Minn� 
Blue Earth Area High School
• 2012-13 - Posted an indoor season-best time of 9�11 in the 
60-meter hurdles at The Summit League Indoor Track and Field 
Championships (2/24) ��� best height in the pole vault came at the 
Bison Open with a mark of 10’ 8�00” (2/9) ��� placed 10th in the pole 
vault at The Summit League Indoor Track and Field Championships with 
her height of 9’ 11�25” (2/24) ��� redshirted during the outdoor season
Marissia Hagedorn
Throws 
Senior/Senior 
Sheldon, Iowa 
Sheldon High School
• 2012-13 - At the USD Alumni Meet, Fischer recorded indoor season-
best marks in the shot put (37’ 4�00”) and the weight throw (45’ 
3�75”) (1/26) ��� best outdoor season shot put occurred at the Howard 
Wood Dakota Relays with her mark of 33’ 6�75” (5/3) ��� farthest discus 
throw took place at The Duals with her distance of 138’ 9�00” (4/6) ��� 
placed ninth in the javelin at The Summit League Outdoor Track and 
Field Championships with her distance of 111’ 7�00” (5/9)
Becca Fischer
Distance 
Senior/Senior 
Sioux Falls, S�D� 
Roosevelt High School (Oklahoma)
• 2012-13 - Set an indoor season-best time in the 3,000-meter run 
(10:06�76) at the Bill Bergan Invite (1/26) ��� indoor season-best 
5,000-meter run (17:33�56) occurred at the Iowa State Classic (2/7) ��� 
posted an outdoor season-best time in the 5,000-meter run (17:36�96) 
at the Distance Carnival (3/29) ��� at The Summit League Outdoor Track 
and Field Championships, Hargens finished sixth in the 10,000-meter 
run (37:07�40) and ninth in the 5,000-meter run (17:48�41) (5/9)
Erin Hargens
Sprints 
Sophomore/Sophomore 
Watertown, S�D�   
Watertown High School
• 2012-13 - At the Jack Johnson Classic, Foltz recorded her fastest 
times in the 60-meter dash (8�35) and the 200-meter dash (27�27) 
(1/18) ��� Foltz set indoor season-best times in the 300-meter dash 
(42�63) and the 60-meter hurdles (9�97) at the MSU Preseason Open 
(12/8) ��� a member of the distance medley relay team that placed 
fourth at The Summit League Indoor Track and Field Championships 
with their time of 12:25�24 and a member of the 4x400-meter relay 
team that finished fourth (3:55�24) (2/24)
Lori Foltz
Jumps 
Freshman/Freshman 
Spearfish, S�D� 
Spearfish High School
• BEFORE SDSU - 2013 South Dakota Class ‘A’ State high jump 
champion
Elizabeth Hubbard
Sprints 
Junior/Junior 
Colman, S�D�  
Colman-Egan High School
• 2012-13 - Clocked in at 7�78 in the 60-meter dash in the prelims 
of The Summit League Indoor Track and Field for her fastest time 
during the indoor season (2/24)  ��� finished fourth in the 200-meter 
dash at The Summit League Indoor Track and Field Championships 
with her time of 25�36 (2/24) ��� ran a time of 7�84 in the 60-meter 
dash to place fourth at The Summit League Indoor Track and Field 
Championships (2/24) ��� All-Summit League (Outdoor)
Gina Fritz
Throws 
Freshman/Freshman 
Orange City, Iowa 
Moc-Floyd Valley High School
• BEFORE SDSU - Four-time Iowa state track and field qualifier (discus 
and shot) ��� placed fourth at the state meet in the discus (2012) ��� 
took second overall at the state meet in the discus (2013) ��� finished 
seventh overall at the state meet in the shot put (2012) ��� qualified for 
the Drake Relays and finished third overall in the discus (2013)
Brook Jacobsma
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Throws 
Junior/Junior 
Sioux Falls, S�D� 
O’Gorman High School
• 2012-13 Best indoor shot put took place at the Thundering Herd 
Classic with her distance of 38’ 4�00” (2/1) ��� farthest indoor weight 
throw occurred at the MSU Preseason Open with her mark of 43’ 
3�00” (12/8) ��� recorded her farthest throw in the outdoor shot put 
at the Drake Alternative with a mark of 36’ 4�25” (4/27) ��� notched 
her longest distance in the discus of 131’ 1�00” at The Summit League 
Outdoor Track and Field Championships (5/9) 
Kae Januschka
Sprints 
Senior/Senior 
Spearfish, S�D�  
Spearfish High School
• 2012-13 - Set an indoor season-best time of 28�92 in the 
200-meter dash at the USD Alumni Meet (1/26) ��� fastest indoor 
300-meter dash took place at the MSU Preseason Open with a time of 
45�54 (12/8) ��� clocked in at 1:02�78 in the 400-meter dash at the 
Thundering Herd Classic for her best indoor season time (2/1) ��� ran 
a time of 28�63 in the 200-meter dash at The Duals for an outdoor 
season-best time (4/6) ��� at the Wildcat Classic, Krogstad finished the 
400-meter dash in an outdoor season-best time of 1:03�85 (3/29)
Lisa Krogstad
Throws 
Junior/Junior 
Rapid City, S�D� 
Central High School
• 2012-13 - Best indoor shot put and weight throw occurred at the 
USD Open with a marks of 47’ 7�75” and 55’ 2�00”, respectively 
(2/15) ���� placed tenth in weight throw (50 ’10�00”) and fourth in 
the shot put (45’ 4�50”) at The Summit League Indoor Track and Field 
Championships (2/24) ��� won the shot put at the Howard Wood Dakota 
Relays with her toss of 43’ 10�50” (5/3) … at The Summit League 
Outdoor Track and Field Championships, Johnson took eighth in the 
hammer throw (161’ 5�00”) and sixth in the shot put (46’ 5�25”) (5/9)
McKenzie Johnson
Jumps 
Sophomore/Sophomore 
Sioux Falls, S�D� 
Lincoln High School
• 2012-13 - Recorded an indoor season-best mark in the triple jump 
with her distance of 33’ 9�25” at the Bison Open (2/9) ��� farthest triple 
jump in the outdoor season occurred at The Duals with her distance 
of 35’ 11�50” (4/6) ��� placed 14th in the triple jump at The Summit 
League Outdoor Track and Field Championships with her distance of 
34’ 4�75” (5/9)
Meghan Lambert
Multiple Events 
Freshman/Freshman 
White, S�D� 
Deubrook High School
• BEFORE SDSU - State track placings: 2009: 200-meter dash 
(eighth) 2011: 800-meter run (third), 4x800-meter relay (third) 2012: 
400-meter dash (sixth), 800-meter run (seventh) 2013: triple jump 
(second), 800-meter run (third), long jump (fourth), 400-meter run 
(fifth) ��� school record holder in the triple jump, 800-meter, 400-meter, 
medley relay and 4x800-meter relay ��� four-time team MVP ��� member 
of National Honor Society ��� ranked third in graduating class
Evelyn Klein
Mid-Distance 
Junior/Junior 
Eden Prairie, Minn� 
Eden Prairie High School
• 2012-13 - Finished seventh in the mile at the Bill Bergan Invite 
with a time of 5:10�76 (2/1) ��� ran an indoor season-best time in the 
800-meters (2:21�58) at The Summit League Indoor Track and Field 
Championships (2/24)) ��� at The Summit League Indoor Track and Field 
Championships, Lawton finished eighth overall in the mile with her 
time of 5:15�45 (2/25) ��� placed sixth in the 1500-meter run at The 
Summit League Outdoor Track and Field Championships with her time 
of 4:43�73 (5/10)
Laura Lawton
Distance 
Sophomore/Sophomore 
Brookings, S�D�
Brookings High School
• 2012-13 - Fastest time in the 800-meter run during the indoor 
season took place at the Thundering Herd Classic with her time of 
2:38�53 (2/1) ��� at the Bison Open, Knobloch posted indoor season-
bests in the 1,000-meter run (3:38�44) and the mile (5:55�29) (2/9) 
��� set her fastest time in the 800-meter run during the outdoor season 
at the Wildcat Classic with her time of 2:44�82 (3/29) ��� clocked in at 
5:27�01 in the 1,500-meter run at the Drake Alternative for an outdoor 
season-best time (4/27)
Melissa Knobloch
Pole Vault 
Junior/Junior 
Brookings, S�D�
Brookings High School
• 2012-13 - Posted her highest mark in the pole vault during 
the indoor season at The Summit League Indoor Track and Field 
Championships with her height of 11’ 5�00”, she finished eighth 
overall (2/24) ��� at The Summit League Outdoor Track and Field 
Championships, Leiferman placed ninth with her outdoor season-best 
mark in the pole vault with her height of 11’ 7�75” (5/9)
Amy Leiferman
Distance 
Sophomore/Sophomore 
Custer, S�D�
Custer High School
• 2012-13 - Clocked in at 2:24�43 in the 800-meter run at the 
Thundering Herd Classic for an indoor season-best time (2/1) ��� at the 
Bison Open, Konkol ran indoor season-bests of 3:17�10 (1,000-meter 
run) and 5:38�19 (mile) (2/9) ��� set an outdoor season-best time in the 
1,500-meter run (4:57�28) at the Arkansas Spring Invite (3/2 9) ��� ran 
a time of 2:17�27 in the prelims of the 800-meter run at The Summit 
League Outdoor Track and Field Championships (5/9)
Karley Konkol
Distance 
Freshman/Freshman 
Canton, S�D� 
Canton High School
• BEFORE SDSU - track and field: member of three-peat Big Sioux 
Conference and Region 4A champs (2009, 2010 & 2011) ��� anchored 
the 2010 winning 4x800-meter relay team at state ���  holds the 
1500-meter run school record ��� member of the 3200-meter relay 
team that holds the school record ��� three-time team captain ��� five-
time letterwinner ��� fourth place finish in the open 800-meter run at 
the 2013 state track meet
Taylor Lohan
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Jumps 
Freshman/Freshman 
Custer, S�D� 
Custer High School
• BEFORE SDSU -  Track: placed first in the 4x100-meter relay, 
60-meter relay, and high jump with 5’2” (school record) at Chadron 
Indoor Invitational (2010, 2011, 2012 & 2013) ��� Class ‘A’ State 
champion in the medley relay (2012) ��� finished first in the medley 
relay at the Howard Wood Dakota Relays (2013) ��� claimed eighth 
place at state in the high jump (2013) ��� three-time Class ‘A’ State high 
jump qualifier (2010, 2012 & 2013) ��� qualified for Class ‘A’ state four 
times (2010, 2011, 2012 & 2013)
Monique Mack
Pole Vault 
Freshman/Freshman 
Sauk Prairie, Wis� 
Sauk Prairie High School
• BEFORE SDSU - Pole vault 2012 D1 state qualifier and sectional 
champion ��� 2012 and 2013 Coaches’ Award in track and field ��� 
2013 gymnastics captain and MVP ��� 2012 Coaches’ Award in cross 
country ��� 12 Season Athlete Award ��� four year letterwinner in track ��� 
three year letterwinner in gymnastics ��� two year letter winner in cross 
country ��� one year letterwinner in volleyball
Elizabeth Molitor
Sprints 
Junior/Junior 
Hill City, S�D� 
Hill City High School
• 2012-13 - Ran her fastest times in the 400-meter dash (1:00�38) 
and the 200-meter dash (27�07) during the indoor season at the Iowa 
State Classic (2/7) ��� posted an outdoor season-best time of 26�34 in 
the 200-meter dash at The Duals (4/6) ��� set an outdoor season-best 
time of 58�93 in the prelims of the 400-meter dash at The Summit 
League Outdoor Track and Field Championships and a member of the 
4x400-meter relay team that finished fifth with their time of 3:51�13 
(5/9)
Jessica McDonald
Distance 
Junior/Junior 
Aberdeen, S�D� 
Aberdeen Central High School
• 2012-13 - Fastest indoor 3,000-meter time (10:15�03) came at 
the Bill Bergan Invite (1/26) ��� ran an indoor season-best time in the 
5,000-meter (17:54�45) at the Iowa State Classic (2/7) ��� competed in 
the Mt� SAC Relays and ran an outdoor season-best time of 37:32�33 
in the 10,000-meter run (4/18) ��� at The Summit League Outdoor Track 
and Field Championships, Neubert finished eighth in the 10,000-meter 
run (37:42�06) and 11th in the 5,000-meter run (17:58�48) (5/9)
Courtney Neubert
Sprints 
Freshman/Freshman 
Hill City, S�D� 
Hill City High School
• BEFORE SDSU - At the 2013 South Dakota Class ‘A’ Track and Field 
State meet, McDonald won the 400-meter dash (59�82) and placed 
third in the 200-meter dash (26�92)
Kala McDonald
Distance 
Freshman/Sophomore 
Garretson, S�D� 
Garretson High School
• 2012-13 - Did not compete during the indoor season ��� best 
1,500-meter run (5:06�02) time during the outdoor season occurred at 
the Sioux City Relays (4/12)
Erin Nolz
Mid-Distance 
Junior/Junior 
Elk Point, S�D� 
Elk Point-Jefferson High School
• 2012-13 - At the Bison Open, McLaury set indoor season-best times 
in the 1,000-meter run (3:14�52) and the mile (5:30�65) (2/9) ��� a 
member of the 4x800-meter relay team that ran a time of 9:17�87 at 
the Drake Relays (4/24) ��� clocked in at 2:17�04 for her fastest time 
in the 800-meter run during the outdoor season at the Bryan Clay 
Invite (4/19) ��� finished ninth overall in the 800-meter run at The 
Summit League Outdoor Track and Field Championships with her time 
of 2:19�52 (5/9)
Bobbie McLaury
Jumps 
Senior/Senior 
Brookings, S�D� 
Brookings High School
• 2012-13 - At The Summit League Indoor Track and Field 
Championships, Odegaard finished seventh in the 60-meter dash 
(7�78), 11th in the long jump (16’ 8�75”), and a member of the 
4x400-meter relay team that finished fourth with their time of 
3:55�24 (2/24) ��� at The Summit League Outdoor Track and Field 
Championships, Odegaard finished sixth in the 100-meter dash (12�19)
and a member of the 4x100-meter relay team that took second with 
their time of 46�51 (5/9) ��� All-Summit League (Outdoor)
Ashley Odegaard
Distance 
Senior/Senior 
Rosholt, S�D� 
Rosholt High School
• 2012-13 - Posted her fastest time in the 400-meter dash during the 
indoor season at the Bison Open with her time of 1:02�24 (2/9)  ��� 
clocked in at 2:19�96 for an indoor season-best time in the 800-meter 
run at the Nebraska Tune-Up (2/15) ��� set an outdoor season-best 
time of 2:22�74 at the Howard Wood Dakota Relays in the 800-meter 
run (5/3)
Erica Meyer
Jumps 
Senior/Senior 
Lisbon, N�D�
Lisbon High School
• 2012-13 - Finished sixth in the high jump at The Summit League 
Indoor Track and Field Championships with her height of 5’ 4�25” 
(2/24) ��� placed third in the high jump at The Summit League Outdoor 
Track and Field Championships with her height of 5’ 8�00” (5/9) ��� 
qualified for the high jump event at the NCAA West Prelims ��� finished 
42nd overall in the high jump at the NCAA West Prelims with her mark 
of 5’ 5�00” (5/24) ��� All-Summit League (Outdoor)
Kali Olson
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Sprints 
Freshman/Freshman 
Woodbury, Minn� 
Hill-Murray High School
•  BEFORE SDSU - USATF All-American in the 4x800-meter relay 
��� 2009 USATF Minnesota Indoor champion in the 400-meter dash 
��� 2010 USATF MN J�O State champion in the 400-meter hurdles 
��� runner-up in the 400-meter hurdles at the 2010 USATF Region 
VIII meet ��� runner-up in the 400-meter dash at the 2011 USATF 
Minnesota Indoor meet ���2011 conference champion in the 200-meter 
dash and runner-up in the 400-meter dash ��� three-time Section ‘4AA’ 
400-meter dash finalist (2010, 2011 & 2013) ��� team MVP (2012)
Jacleen Patterson
Multiple Events 
Freshman/Freshman 
Harrisburg, S�D� 
Harrisburg High School
• BEFORE SDSU - During the 2013 season, Schreurs set personal best 
marks in the 100-meter hurdles (15�43), 300-meter hurdles (46�42) 
and the high jump (5’ 1�00”)
Cailyn Schreurs
Throws 
Senior/Senior 
Fulda, Minn� 
Fulda High School
• 2012-13 - Farthest weight throw during the indoor season took place 
at The Summit League Indoor Track and Field Championships where she 
finished eighth with her distance of 53’ 5�00” (2/24) ��� at The Summit 
League Outdoor Track and Field Championships, Paulzine finished fourth 
in the discus (148’ 6�00”), sixth in the hammer throw (166’ 8�00”) and 
third in the javelin with her outdoor season-best mark of 145’ 9�00” 
(5/9) ��� placed 26th in the javelin at the NCAA West Prelims with her 
mark of 143’ 4�00” (5/25) ��� All-Summit League (Outdoor)
Amy Paulzine
Distance 
Freshman/Freshman 
Esko, Minn� 
Esko High School
• BEFORE SDSU - State cross country champion ��� cross country team 
state champion ��� 14-time state medalist (cross country/track) ��� team 
state true team track champions 2011-13 ��� cross country team section 
champions 2007-2012 ��� track team section champions 2007-2012 
��� 18 varsity letters ��� all-conference (cross country, track) ��� all-state 
(four-time cross country, four-time track) ��� six-year state participant 
(cross country/track) ��� Duluth News Tribune Runner of the Year (2010, 
2011, 2012) ��� Esko High School’s Outstanding Female Athlete Award
Marisa Shady
Distance 
Junior/Junior 
Hitchcock, S�D� 
Hitchcock-Tulare High School
• 2012-13 - Clocked in at 2:24�22 in the 800-meter run for her 
fastest indoor season time at The Summit League Indoor Track and Field 
Championships (2/24) ��� set an indoor season-best time in the mile 
(5:16�36) at the Bill Bergan Invite (1/26) ��� at The Summit League 
Outdoor Track and Field Championships, Peterson finished ninth in the 
1,500-meter run (4:48�51) and 16th in the 800-meter run (2:20�62) 
(5/9)
Brooke Peterson
Distance 
Senior/Senior 
Perham, Minn� 
Perham High School
• 2012-13 - Did not compete during the indoor season �� her fastest 
outdoor season time in the 400-meter dash (1:08�80) occurred at the 
Wildcat Classic (3/29) ��� at the Drake Alternative, Sheets posted an 
outdoor season-best time of 2:40�49 in the 800-meter run (4/27)
Holly Sheets
Sprints 
Freshman/Freshman 
Newcastle, Calif� 
Del Oro High School
• BEFORE SDSU -  2013 Varsity MVP ��� two-time captain (2012 & 
2013) ��� ranks in the top-10 at Del Oro High School in the 100-meter 
dash, 200-meter dash and the 400-meter dash ��� quailed for the 2012 
state meet in the 4x400-meter relay ��� qualified for the 2010 state 
cross country meet
Sydney Proiette
Jumps 
Junior/Junior 
Rapid City, S�D� 
Central High School
• 2012-13 - Highest mark in the high jump during the indoor season 
occurred at the USD Alumni Meet with her height of 5’ 1�75” (1/26) ��� 
recorded an indoor season-best distance in the triple jump at the USD 
Alumni Meet with her mark of 36’ 4�00” (1/26) ��� best outdoor high 
jump occurred at the Wildcat Classic with her height of 5’ 1�00” (3/29)
Jenna Stephens
Distance 
Freshman/Freshman 
Garretson, S�D� 
Dell Rapids High School
• BEFORE SDSU - Schlaikjer was named MVP of her cross country 
team, Unsung Hero, Best Freshman and Most Valuable Relay Runner 
during her time at Dell Rapids Public High School
Brittany Schlaikjer
Distance 
Sophomore/Sophomore 
Watertown, S�D� 
Watertown High School (Sioux Falls)
• BEFORE SDSU - Five-time letterwinner in track ��� four-time 
letterwinner in cross country ��� 4x800-meter relay ESD Champions 
(2008 & 2011) ��� 4x800-meter relay school record holder ��� member 
of Watertown’s medley squad that claimed the championship at the 
state meet and the ESD meet in 2011 ��� five-time individual state 
qualifier ��� recipient of the Spirit, Arrow and Legend Awards ��� member 
of the National Honors Society and Gold Honor Roll 
Tessa Stoltenburg
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Distance 
Freshman/Freshman 
Castlewood, S�D� 
Castlewood High School
•  BEFORE SDSU - Her team finished fourth at the 2012 State B track 
meet ��� placed third three times in the open 800-meter run at the State 
B track meet (2009, 2012 and 2013) ��� won the medley relay at the 
2012 and 2013 State B track meets ��� she broke the state meet record 
in the medley relay in 2012 ��� owns school records in the 400-meter 
run, 800-meter run, medley relay and the mile relay ��� academic all-
state in 2013 (basketball, track and volleyball) 
Lindsey Strait
Sprints 
Freshman/Freshman 
Omaha, Neb� 
Omaha Burke High School
• BEFORE SDSU - Two-time state qualifier in the 4x100-meter and 
4x400-meter relays ��� four-time track and field letterwinner ��� two-
time cross country letterwinner
Nina Tucker
Distance 
Junior/Junior 
Rapid City, S�D� 
Douglas High School
• 2012-13 - Suhr ran the mile in an indoor season-best time of 
5:29�19 at the Thundering Herd Classic (2/1) ��� she ran her fastest 
outdoor time in the 3,000-meter run (10:32�77) at the Arkansas 
Spring Invite (3/29) ��� at The Summit League Outdoor Track and Field 
Championships, Suhr set outdoor season-best times in the 1,500-meter 
run (4:56�13) and the 3,000-meter steeplechase, while finishing 14th 
and seventh in the events, respectively (5/9)
Alex Suhr
Sprints 
Junior/Junior 
Pipestone, Minn� 
Pipestone Area High School
• 2012-13 - At the USD Open, Viland posted indoor season-best 
times in the 60-meter dash (8�43) and the 200-meter dash (28�20) 
(2/15) ��� Viland clocked in at 13�33 in the 100-meter dash at the 
Drake Alternative (4/27) ��� ran her fastest time in the 200-meter dash 
(27�35) at the Howard Wood Dakota Relays (5/3)
Megan Viland
Throws 
Junior/Junior 
Pipestone, Minn� 
Pipestone Area High School
• 2012-13 - Recorded an indoor season-best mark in the shot put at 
the USD Open with her distance of 40’ 4�00” (2/15) … at the USD 
Alumni Meet, Sumption threw the weight throw an indoor season-best 
mark of 44’ 9�75” (1/26) … posted an outdoor season-best mark 
of 41’ 10�50” in the shot put at the Wildcat Classic (3/29) … her 
best hammer throw during the outdoor season came at the Drake 
Alternative with her distance of 156’ 7�00” (4/27)
Trisha Sumption
Jumps 
Senior/Senior 
Montrose, Minn� 
Montrose High School
• 2012-13 - Highest mark in the high jump during the indoor season 
occurred at the USD Alumni Meet with her height of 4’ 9�75” (1/26) 
��� high-jumped an outdoor season-best 5’ 2�25” at the Mount Marty 
Twilight (4/26) ��� placed eighth in the high jump at The Summit 
League Outdoor Track and Field Championships with her height of 5’ 
2�25” (5/9)
Ashley Wagner
Sprints 
Freshman/Freshman 
Ramona, S�D� 
Oldham-Ramona High School (North Dakota State)
• BEFORE SDSU - Thurow is transferring from North Dakota State, 
where she played volleyball for the 2013 season ��� she was a member 
of two state title relay teams (4x100-meters & 4x200-meters) ��� also 
placed fifth in the state in 200-meter dash ��� her track team won 
back-to-back titles in 2010 & 2011 ��� three-time all-conference award 
winner in volleyball (2009, 2010, 2011) ��� team captain in volleyball, 
basketball and track
Kelly Thurow
Distance 
Freshman/Freshman 
Aurora, Minn� 
Mesabi East High School
• BEFORE SDSU - Track and field: 2008: all-conference in the 
3200-meter run and the 1600-meter run ��� state participant in the 
1600-meter run, where she finished 13th ��� 2009: all-conference in 
the 4x400-meter relay and the 3200-meter run ��� state participant in 
the 1600-meter run ��� 2010: all-conference in the 300-meter hurdles 
and the 1600-meter run ��� state participant in the 1600-meter run, 
where she took tenth ��� 2012: all-conference in the 300-meter hurdles 
and the 4x800-meter relay ��� 4x400-meter relay state participant
Megan West
Multiple Events 
Freshman/Freshman 
Milbank, S�D� 
Milbank High School
• BEFORE SDSU - Sarah Nitz Award winner ��� gymnastics: 18th 
All-Around (2011), fourth All-Around (2012), third All-around (2013) 
��� six-time letterwinner ��� two-time All-State Tournament Team (2012 
& 2013) ��� Academic All-State ��� track: sixth in the 100-meter dash 
(2011), third in the 100-meter dash (2012), seventh in the 100-meter 
dash (2013), fifth in the long jump (2013), fifth in the 4x100-meter 
relay (2011 and 2012) ��� five-time letterwinner 
Courtney Trapp
Jumps 
Junior/Junior 
Sioux Falls, S�D� 
Lincoln High School
• 2011-12 - Won three events in the indoor high jump including 
tying the school record at 5 feet, 9�75 inches at the Summit League 
Indoor Championships (2/24) ��� recorded a long jump of 16 feet, 8�75 
inches at the Bison Open (2/10) ��� won three events in the outdoor 
high jump with the best mark coming at the Summit League Outdoor 
Championships with a jump of 5 feet, 8�50 inches (5/10) ��� All-Summit 
League (Indoor & Outdoor) ��� Redshirted last year
Mary Wirth
Jackrabbit Women
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Distance 
Sophomore/Sophomore 
Platte, S�D� 
Platte-Geddes High School
• 2012-13 - At the Bison Open, Wynia set indoor season-best times 
in the mile (5:42�60) and the 3,000-meter run (11:26�51) (2/9) ��� 
clocked in at 19:05�64 in the 5,000-meter run at the Nebraska Tune-
Up for an indoor season-best time (2/15) ��� did not compete during the 
outdoor season
Rochelle Wynia
Throws 
Freshman/Freshman 
Varese, Italy 
ISIS Valceresio - Fulda High School
• BEFORE SDSU - Zanini competed for Fulda High School as an 
exchange student during the 2012 track and field season ��� won the 
discus throw at the 2012 Minnesota State High School State Track 
and Field meet ��� finished second in the discus and the shot put at the 
Junior National Championships in Italy (indoor and outdoor) (2013) ��� 
qualified for the European Junior Championships (2013)
Silvia Zanini
Jackrabbit Women
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2013 Summit League Indoor 
Track and Field Championships Final Standings
Men:
1� South Dakota 190 
2� North Dakota State 176�50
3� Kansas City 118 
4� South Dakota State 85�33
5� Western Illinois 64�66
6� Oakland 22�50
Women:
1� North Dakota State 186 
2� Omaha 118 
3� South Dakota 114 
4� Kansas City 86 
5� South Dakota State 73 
6� Oakland 43 
7� Western Illinois 34 
8� Fort Wayne 9 
2012-13 Indoor Season Review
Jessica Eibs set the school record in the 600-meter run with her 
final time of 1:35�88�
The South Dakota State men’s track and field team posted a fourth place finish at 
the 2013 Summit League Indoor Track and Field Championships� During the 2012-
13 indoor season, the Jackrabbit men set eight top-10 school marks� Trent Lusignan 
cracked the SDSU top-10 list in both the 3,000-meter run and the 5,000-meter run� 
He set a time of 8:26�28 at The Summit League Indoor Track and Field Champion-
ships, where he took second overall� His 3k mark currently ranks eighth all-time at 
SDSU� His 5k time of 14:26�68 was set at the Iowa State Classic, where he finished 
third in the event� His 5k time ranks fifth-best all-time at SDSU� 
Seven Jackrabbits were named to The All-Summit League Indoor Team� Justin 
Carson, LeAndre Kennedy, Michael Krsnak, Phillip LaVallee, Lusignan, Joel Reichow, 
and Dylan Slaba were the seven Jackrabbits to garner all-league honors� 
Kennedy was �02 seconds shy of breaking the school record in the 60-meter dash� 
At The Summit League Indoor Track and Field Championships, he ran a time of 6�93 
to place third overall in the 60-meter dash� Jordan Malmstrom set the school record 
of 6�92 seconds in 2004�
Freshman Jeremiah Ary jumped into the SDSU record book with his mark of 23-2 
½ in the long jump event at The Summit League Indoor Track and Field Champion-
ships� He finished sixth overall in the event�
Cullen Mack climbed the SDSU top-10 charts in the weight throw with his per-
formance at The Summit League Indoor Track and Field Championships� He posted a 
distance of 52-6 ½ to claim the sixth-best distance in SDSU indoor history�
The women placed fifth overall at The Summit League Indoor Track and Field 
Championships and had two athletes named All-Summit League� Seniors Brooke 
Garner and Tera Potts represented the Jacks on All-Summit League team� Garner 
placed second in the weight throw with her mark of 63-6 ¼ and Potts posted a time 
of 5:02�89 to claim second-place in the mile event�
Garner ended her career with school record in the weight throw with her distance 
of 63-6 ¼, which she set at the indoor conference meet� 
Overall, throughout the 2013 indoor season the women set 22 top-10 marks, 
including two school records� 
Some Jackrabbit women found themselves on the SDSU indoor top-10 list for the 
first time, while others improved on their previous marks� In the 60-meter dash, four 
Jackrabbits ended the year with top-10 marks� Freshman Carly Carper posted times 
of 7�71 in the 60-meter dash and 25�65 in the 200-meter dash to end the year with 
the third- and eighth-best times in school history, respectively� 
The 60-meter dash and 200-meter dash also features Megan Bren, Gina Fritz and 
Ashley Odegaard� Bren posted times of 7�80 (60-meter dash) and 25�32 (200-meter 
dash) during 2013, those times ranked seventh- and fifth-best at the end of the year� 
Fritz ran times of 7�78 and 25�09, those currently rank sixth and third in school his-
tory� Odegaard’s times of 7�73 and 25�74 are fifth- and ninth-best in school history� 
Freshman Jessica Eibs set the school record in the 600-meter run (1:35�88) at the 
Nebraska Tune-Up�
Marissia Hagedorn posted top-10 marks in the 60-meter hurdles and the pole 
vault event� She ran a time of 9�11 in the 60-meter hurdles and pole-vaulted 10-8, 
which rank ninth and seventh-best at SDSU all-time, respectively�
Also in the pole vault, Amy Leiferman cleared a height of 11-5, which is the 
second-highest mark in school history� Brittney Garner set the school record in 2010 
with her final height of 12-6� 
The 4x400-meter relay team of Gina Fritz, Ashley Odegaard, Megan Bren and   
Lori Foltz set the fourth-fastest time in school history� They ran a time of 3:52�58 at 
the Iowa State Classic� 
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2013 Summit League Outdoor 
Track and Field Championships Final Standings
Men:
1� North Dakota State 249
2� South Dakota 168
3� South Dakota State 133
4� Kansas City 121
5� Western Illinois 82
6� Oakland 35
7� IUPUI 23
Women:
1� North Dakota State 241�5
2� South Dakota 154�5
3� Omaha 147
4� South Dakota State 107
5� Kansas City 94
6� Oakland 29
7� Western Illinois 27
8� Fort Wayne 13
9� IUPUI 4
2013 Outdoor Season Review
The Jackrabbit men finished third overall at the 2013 Summit League Outdoor 
Track and Field Championships from strong performances across the team� Ten 
Jackrabbits garnered All-Summit League honors with their finishes at the conference 
meet� The Jackrabbits also set eight top-10 marks during the 2013 outdoor season 
and Trent Lusignan represented the SDSU men at the NCAA West Regional meet in 
the 10,000-meter run� 
Lusignan set two SDSU top-10 times during the 2013 outdoor season� He posted 
a time of 14:13�11 in 5,000-meter run, which ranks fourth-best all-time and he 
ran a time of 29:40�56 in the 10,000-meter run, which ranks third-best all-time at 
SDSU� He was also named The Summit League’s Outdoor Male Track Athlete of the 
Year� He claimed both the 5k and 10k titles at the conference meet� 
Freshman Jeremiah Ary placed in the top-five in the long jump and triple jump 
events at the conference meet� He finished third overall in the long jump with his 
mark of 23-7 ½ and posted a fifth-place finish in the triple jump with his mark of 
47-2 ¼� He owns the sixth-best long jump mark in school history (23-7 ½) and the 
fifth-best triple jump mark (48-6)� 
Seniors Jared Foote and Luke Leischner ended their Jackrabbit careers on top as 
they were members of the 4x400-meter relay team that claimed the conference title 
with their time of 3:14�63� Justin Carson and Levi Winkels were also on the team 
with Foote and Leischner� Leischner also claimed his second career 400-meter dash 
conference title with his final time of 47�80� 
On the women’s side, the Jackrabbits finished the conference meet in fourth-place� 
Eight Jackrabbit women garnered All-Summit League honors� During the outdoor 
season, 23 top-10 marks were set, including two school records� 
 Even though Kali Olson and Amy Paulzine didn’t win conference titles, they used 
their marks at the conference meet to qualify for the NCAA West Regional meet� 
Olson finished third overall in the high jump at the conference meet with her height of 5-8 and Paulzine qualified for the javelin event with 
her third-place finish as she posted a mark of 145-9�  In all, four Jackrabbit women advanced to the NCAA Midwest Regional meet� Brooke 
Garner and Tera Potts qualified as well� Potts set the school record in the 3,000-meter steeplechase at the Long Beach Invite with her final 
time of 10:34�39�
Garner made the regional meet in both the hammer throw and the discus throw, while Potts ran in the 3,000-meter steeplechase� She 
posted two first-place finishes at the conference meet, as she won the hammer throw (196-3) and the discus throw (168-8)� She ended her 
career as the school record holder in both the discus throw (173-3) and the hammer throw (198-11)� She set her hammer throw record 
during the 2013 outdoor season� 
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2013 Summit League Cross Country Championships 
Final Standings
Men:
1� South Dakota State 41 points
2� South Dakota 42 points
3� IUPUI 51 points
4� North Dakota State 85 points
5� Western Illinois 130 points
6� IPFW 181 points
Women: 
1� North Dakota State 25 points
2� South Dakota State 47 points
3� South Dakota 66 points
4� IUPUI 84 points
5� IPFW 123 points
6� Nebraska-Omaha 156 points 
7� Western Illinois 207 points
The 2013 cross country season will be one to remember for both the 
men’s and women’s cross country teams� The men were highlighted 
by All-American Trent Lusignan who led the Jackrabbits to their fourth 
conference title in five years and a 10th-place finish at the midwest 
regional meet� 
Lusignan was not the only Jackrabbit runner to have success dur-
ing the season, Joel Reichow led the Jackrabbits in the earlier portion 
of the year� Reichow won the season-opening Bison Duals in a photo 
finish over South Dakota’s Mubarik Musa� Reichow posted back-to-
back Summit League Athlete of the Week Awards, which led him to 
be named Summit League Athlete of the Month for Aug�/Sept� 
At the Griak Invitational, Lusignan made his season-debut where 
he placed 19th overall� During the season he led the Jackrabbits in 
all five races he ran in, including winning the SDSU Classic (for the 
second consecutive year) and The Summit League Cross Country 
Championships� Five Jackrabbits earned all-conference honors at the 
conference meet� 
Lusignan shined at the NCAA Midwest Regional meet as he ran 
a time of 30:30�3 to place second overall� He followed-up his all-
region performance by becoming the third Jackrabbit cross country 
runner to garner All-American honors� Lusignan posted a final time 
of 30:18�8 to finish 12th overall at the NCAA Division I Cross Coun-
try Championships� 
He was honored numerous times throughout the year for his 
strong performances on the cross country course� His list of achieve-
ments include: Summit League Athlete of the Week (Oct� 1, 8 & 22), 
All-Summit First Team, Summit League Cross Country Championship 
MVP, All-Region, All-American, Summit League Athlete of the Month 
(November) & Summit League Male Cross Country Athlete of the 
Year� 
After a solid 2013 campaign, the young Jackrabbit women will 
have their sights set high going into the 2014 season� Cheyanne 
Bowers paced the Jacks throughout the year� Bowers was the top 
finisher for Jackrabbits in all five meets she competed in, including a 
second place finish at The Summit League Cross Country Champion-
ships� 
Bowers’ 40th-place finish at the regional meet tied Ashley Storm 
(2009) for the highest finish in school history� As a team, the women 
ran to a 15th place finish� Bowers was also honored for her work in 
the classroom as she was named Summit League Academic All-
League� She is a exercise science major with a 3�745 grade point 
average� 
The women are slated to return all but three runners from last 
year, including all nine runners that competed at the 2013 confer-
ence meet� Five runners were named all-conference last year for the 
Jackrabbits� 
Cheyanne Bowers’ second place finish at The Summit League meet is highest finish 
for a Jackrabbit female runner� 
Trent Lusignan became the third Jackrabbit runner to be named an All-American 
after his 12th place finish at the D-I Championships� 
2013 Cross Country Season Review
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NCAA All-Americans
NCAA Top-10 Team Finishes
1985 (T-4th), 1991 (8th), 1998 (T-4th), 1999 (9th)
NCC Indoor Titles
1974, 1975, 1981, 1991
NCAA National Champions
Rod DeHaven 1,500 Meter 1985
Nick Burrow Mile 1999
Jeff Tiefenthaler 400 Meters 1985
Robert Wilson 5,000 Meters 1985
Rod DeHaven 1,500 Meters 1985, 87, 89 
Rod DeHaven Mile 1986
Rod DeHaven 5,000 Meters 1987
Rod DeHaven 800 Meters 1989
Nate Trebilcock 5,000 Meters 1989
Erling Ringquist Pole Vault 1989
Craig Cassen 5,000 Meters  1989, 90
Paul Morgan 5,000 Meters 1990
Dave Leiseth Shot Put 1990, 91
Dave Anderson 1,500 Meters 1991
Gladwin Garnette Triple Jump 1991
Edmund Estephane 55 Meters 1994
Lynn Olson Pole Vault 1995, 96
John Delay Shot Put 1997
Jason Harris 55 Meters 1998
Nick Burrow 800 Meters 1998
Mark McKeown 5,000 Meters 1998, 99
Mark McKeown Mile 1999
Nick Burrow Mile 1999, 01
John Delay Shot Put 2001
Matt Pearson Mile 2001, 03
Greg Darbyshire 5,000 Meters 2003
Dave Hegland 60-Meter Hurdles 2003
Brad Lowery Mile 2003, 04
Rod DeHaven
Greg Darbyshire
Men’s Indoor History
Lynn Olson
Edmund Estephane
Nick Burrow
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NCAA All-Americans
NCAA Top-10 Team Finishes
1985 (10th), 1989 (5th)
NCC Outdoor Titles
1927, 1928, 1929, 1930, 1932, 1947, 1948, 1950, 1952, 1953, 1954, 1955, 
1958, 1959, 1960, 1975, 1976, 1979, 1981, 1986
NCAA National Champions
Larry Frank Pole Vault 1970
Garry Bentley 1,500 Meter 1972
Garry Bentley 3 Mile Run 1973, 74
Craig Cassen  Steeplechase 1989, 91
Jay Dirksen Steeplechase 1967 
Richard Moon Pole Vault 1968, 70
Larry Frank Pole Vault  1969, 70, 71
Glenn Carlson 440-Yard Hurdles 1971
Glenn Carlson Mile Relay 1971
John Fillaus Mile Relay 1971
Bob Fite Mile Relay 1971
Rob Wahlstrom Mile Relay 1971
Garry Bentley 1,500 Meters 1972
Don Larson 400-Meter Hurdles 1972, 75
Garry Bentley 3 Mile Run 1973, 74
Jeff Herman Steeplechase 1974
Ron Kortmeyer Discus 1974
Joe Meyer Discus 1975, 76
Ron LaVelle 400-Meter Hurdles 1976
Sam Harris Triple Jump 1976
Kent Knutson Pole Vault 1976
Brad Alfred  Discus 1979 
Curt Swanhorst 1,500 Meter 1981
Joel Brandt 5,000 Meter 1981
Steve Snyder Pole Vault 1983
Steve Lemke Javelin 1983
Dan Carlson 10,000 Meters 1984
Joe Flannery Steeplechase 1984, 85
Ross Brockshus Discus 1985, 86
Rod DeHaven 1,500 Meters 1985, 86, 87
Rod DeHaven 800 Meters 1986
Todd Stevens 10,000 Meters 1986
Paul Morgan Steeplechase 1987, 90
Tom Slattery  Discus 1987
Craig Cassen  Steeplechase 1988, 89, 91
Rod Dehaven  5,000 Meters 1989
Rod DeHaven 10,000 Meters 1989
Rich Schmidt Steeplechase 1989
Erling Ringquist Pole Vault 1989
Dave Anderson 1,500 Meters 1990
Dave Leiseth Shot Put 1991
Derrick Powers 5,000 Meters 1992
Gladwin Garnette Triple Jump 1992
Brian Freking Steeplechase 1992
Travis Wettlaufer 10,000 Meters 1993, 95
Keith Folske Steeplechase 1995
John Delay Shot Put 1997
Nick Burrow 1,500 Meters 1998, 99, 00
Nolan Wolkow Discus 1998, 99, 00
Brad Lowery 1,500 Meters 2003, 04
Mike Steele Steeplechase 2004
David Hegland 110-Meter Hurdles 2004
Larry Frank Garry BentleyCraig Cassen
Brad Lowery
Men’s Outdoor History
1953 Jack Popowski 1953 Russell Nash 
1953 Jack Pearson 1953 Arlin Patrick 
1953 Palmer Retzlaff 1954 Jack Pearson 
1954 Russ Nash  1954 Arlin Patrick 
1955 Jack Pearson 1955 Leo Hammrich 
1957 Don Broksieck 1957 Don Broksieck
1957 Gayle Kvistad 1957 Robert Ott   
1957 William Lutjens 1958 Don Broksieck 
1958 James McCormick 1958 William Lutjens 
NAIA All-Americans
Keith Folske
Ross Brockshus
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55M
6�30 Jason Harris  1998
6�30 Frank Blalark 2001
6�31 John Albertie 1992
6�34 Edmund Estephane 1994
6�34 Stan Johnson 1963
60M
6�92 Jordan Malmstrom  2004
6.93 LeAndre Kennedy 2013
6�94 JaRon Harris  2009
7�03 Zach Wirth  2008
7�04 Luke Leischner 2011
300M
33�96 Jeff Tiefenthaler 1985
35�29 Mark McConnell 1986
35�45 Don Massa  1989
35�67 Evan Bunkers 2011
35�68 Jared Foote  2012
200M
21�82* Luke Leischner 2011
21�85 Edmund Estephane 1994
21�90 Jason Harris  1998
22�21 Damone Freeman 1992
22�23* Frank Blalark 2000
400M
47�29 Jeff Tiefenthaler 1985
47�37* Luke Leischner 2011
48�72* Jared Foote  2012
48�78* Damone Freeman 1992
48�78* Jason Gengerke 1996
500M
1:02�9 Jeff Tiefenthaler 1985
1:03�3 Ervin Gebhart 1983
1:04�95 Amange Aware 2001
1:05�61 Jason Gengerke 1998
1:05�8 Evertt Gebhart 1983
600M
1:21�07 Everett Gebhart 1982
1:21�10* Jared Foote  2012
1:21�5 Jeff Tiefenthaler 1982
1:21�66 Amange Aware 2001
1:21�7 Ervin Gebhart 1980
800M
1:49�82* Jake Schneller 2012
1:51�31 Rod DeHaven 1986
1:51�46* Nick Burrow  1997
1:52�23* Dom Thielen  2012
1:52�5 Deane Bjerke 1968
1000M
2:26�47 Nick Burrow  2001
2:26�50 Brad Lowery 2005
2:27�26 Rod DeHaven 1985
2:28�24 Matt Pearson 2003
2:28�78* Jake Schneller 2011
1500 METERS
3:47�92 Rod DeHaven 1987
3:47�98 Brad Lowery 2005
3:52�81 Dave Andersen 1991
3:53�16 Stuart Lund  1985
3:54�28 Joe Flannery  1985
1 MILE
4:00�95 Rod DeHaven 1987
4:03�71* Nick Burrow  1999
4:06�09 Brad Lowery 2005
4:07�0 Garry Bentley 1974
4:07�22* Matt Pearson 2003
3000M
8:05�04* Brad Lowery 2005
8:09�18* Michael Krsnak 2012
8:17�46 Greg Darbyshire 2002
8:21�91* Mark McKeown 1999
8:22�9 Rod DeHaven 1989
5000M
14:16�86 Bob Wilson  1985
14:18�72 Rod DeHaven 1987
14:22�64 Greg Darbyshire 2003
14:25�2 Rob Beyer  1984
14:26.68  Trent Lusignan 2013
55M HURDLES
7�49 Scott Tolzin  1986
7�51 David Hegland 2004
7�64 Ben Johnson  2004
7�65 Trent Merkwan 1994
7�73 Nick Schanaman 2006
60M HURDLES
8�05 David Hegland 2004
8�11 Nick Schanaman 2006
8�17 Brandon Priebe 2012
8�22 Andrew Duitsman 2009
8�24 Ben Johnson  2004
LONG JUMP
24-9 Jared Vlastuin 2012
23-11 1/2 Gladwin Garnette 1991
23-8 1/4 Sam Harris  1978
23-7 Lee Larscheid 1969
23-6 3/4 John Albertie 1991
TRIPLE JUMP
49-6 1/4 Gladwin Garnette 1992
49-4 3/4 Sam Harris  1979
49-1 Ben Jasinski  2011
48-2 3/4 Jared Vlastuin 2012
47-2 1/4 Nick Hammitt 2000
HIGH JUMP
7-1 Jared Vlastuin 2012
7 1/4 Ben Jasinski  2011
6-10 1/4 Brian Hogan 1979
6-9 1/2 Neil Johannsen 1995
6-9 Graig Holbeck 1978
POLE VAULT
16-6 3/4 Lynn Olson  1996
16 3/4 Tyler Schiferl 2009
16 3/4 Terry Morrison 2000
15-11 Erling Ringquist 1989
15-11 Calvin Cammack 2012
SHOT PUT
57 1/2 John Delay  1997
54-10 Tim Senjem  1997
54-1 1/4 Dave Leiseth 1991
53-9 Brad Alfred  1978
53-6 Quinten Hofer 1981
35 POUND WEIGHT THROW
65-7 1/2 Sean Burns  2011
59-5 3/4 Jake Brinkmann 2010
56 1/2 Sam McInerney 2010
55-9 3/4 Ryan Ackman 2012
54-11 Ben Fast  2003
PENTATHLON
3,608 Wade Knutson 1993
3,321 Justin Elder  1998
3,294 Ryan Melius  1993
3,188 Ben Jasinski  2008
3,157 Matt Heisel  1995
HEPTATHLON
5,429 Ben Jasinski   2011
4,627 Bennet Mercil 2013
4,220 Mike Bredeson 2011
3,410 Cory Greenway 2013
4X400M RELAY
3:14�87* Priebe, Schneller, 2011
 Foote, Leischner 
3:17�08* Priebe, Curry, 2012
 Schneller, Foote 
3:17�17* Priebe, Bunkers, 2012
 Schneller, Foote 
3:17�26* Bosanko, Aware, 1999
 Tuttle, Elder 
3:18�90 Carson, Priebe, 2012
 Bunkers, Foote 
4X800M RELAY
7:43�7 Bargmann, Wilson, 1986
 Massmann, DeHaven 
7:46�54 Heckenliable, Wik, 1989
 Anderson, DeHaven 
7:46�4 Heckenliable, Wik, 1989
 Friesen, DeHaven 
7:47�7 Brandt, Ma� Bills, 1979
 Lindstrom, Gross 
7:50�4 Wilson, Bargmann, 1977
 Ma� Bills, Keppen 
DISTANCE MEDLEY RELAY
9:50�51* Krsnak, Foote, 2012
 Thielen, Schneller 
9:54�60* Krsnak, Foote, 2009
 Schneller, Vollmer 
9:56�53 Thielen, Foote, 2012
 Schneller, Krsnak 
9:57�33* J� Roby, Winders, 2008
 Thompson, Kambestad 
9:59�32* Ailts, Priebe,  2011
 Schneller, Krsnak 
*-indicates mark made on oversized or 
banked track   
BOLD indicates mark made in 2013 
season
Men’s Indoor Records
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Men’s Outdoor Records
100M 
10�47  Edmund Estephane 1994
10�48 Jason Harris  1998
10�64  Ron Schneider 1978
10�64  Nate Millerbernd 1996
10�65  Jordan Malmstrom    2004
 
200M 
21�14  Edmund Estephane 1993
21�20  Jason Harris  1998
21�34  Mark McConnell 1986
21�42  Stan Johnson 1963
21�54  Nate Millerbernd 1997
21�54  Ron Schneider 1978
 
400M 
47�04  Luke Leischner 2010
47�56*  Rob Wahlstrom 1971
47�63  Jason Harris  1998
48�09  Jared Foote  2011
48�10  Jason Gengerke 1987
 
800M 
1:48�67  Rod DeHaven 1986
1:50�05  Nick Burrow  1998
1:50�11  Jake Schneller 2012
1:51�20  Brad Lowery 2004
1:51�60  Deane Bjerke 1967 
 
1500M 
3:40�15  Rod DeHaven 1987
3:42�44  Brad Lowery 2004
3:45�17  Curt Swanhorst 1981
3:46�60  Garry Bentley 1973
3:47�20  Nick Burrow  2000
5000M
14:00�24  Brad Lowery 2005
14:05�11  Joel Brandt  1981
14:05�63  Rod DeHaven 1989
14:13.11  Trent Lusignan 2013
14:16�40 Kevin Doe  2003
10,000M 
29:34�14  Dan Carlson  1984
29:39�61  Rod DeHaven 1989
29:40.56  Trent Lusignan 2013
29:40�87  Michael Krsnak 2011
29:50�65  Greg Darbyshire 2004
110M HURDLES 
14�18  David Hegland 2004
14�24  Nick Schanaman 2009
14�28  Glenn Carlson 1972
14�30 Andrew Duitsman 2009
14�36 Trent Merkwan 1994
400M HURDLES 
52�04  Don Larson*  1975
52�14  Glen Carlson* 1972
52�68  John LaVelle  1976
53�09  Brandon Priebe 2012
53�33  Dan Smith*  1974
3000M STEEPLECHASE 
8:43�02  Craig Cassen 1991
8:54�87  Joe Flannery  1985
8:56�12  Paul Morgan  1987
8:59�60  Greg Darbyshire 2001
9:02�00  Rich Schmidt 1989 
 
LONG JUMP 
25-4  Jared Vlastuin 2012
24-9 1/4  Sam Harris  1977
24-1 1/2  Gladwin Garnette 1992
23-11 1/2  Lee Larscheid 1972
23-9  Ben Jasinski  2009
TRIPLE JUMP
51-4 1/4  Sam Harris  1976
51-3  Ben Jasinski  2009
49-11 3/4  Gladwin Garnette 1992
48-8 3/4  Jim Shea  1977
48-6  Jeremiah Ary 2013
HIGH JUMP
7-1  Ben Jasinski  2011
7 1/2  Camden Helder 2009
7-0  Brian Hogan 1979
6-11  Jared Vlastuin 2012
6-10 1/2  Craig Holbeck 1979
POLE VAULT
16-9 1/4  Calvin Cammack 2012
16-7 1/4  Erling Ringquist 1989
16-6 3/4  Tyler Schiferl 2009
16-3  Jim Shea  1978
16-3  Steve Snyder 1983
SHOT PUT
57-4 3/4  John Delay  1997
55-8 1/4  Brad Alfred  1979
54-10 1/4  Quinten Hofer 1981
54-2 1/2  Joe Meyer  1976
53-11 3/4  Sean Burns  2011
DISCUS THROW
183-5  Nolan Wolkow 2000
178-2  Ross Brockshus 1986
178-0  Joe Meyer  1977
174-0  Tom Slattery  1986
173-7  Brad Alfred  1977
JAVELIN THROW
194-7  Sam McInerner 2008
193-8  Jeff Hurlbert  1997
190-0  Arran Davis  2011
182-5  Lucas Dietterle 2005
179-3  Eric Fairlee  1993
HAMMER THROW
195-1  Jake Brinkmann 2012
191-7  Sean Burns  2011
172-11  Ryan Ackman 2012
171-8  Sam McInerney 2008
168-5       Cullen Mack       2013
DECATHLON
6,784 Daryl Schofield 1989
6,723 Larry Frank  1972
6,661 Jim Shea  1979
6,660 Wade Knutson 1992
6,398 Tim Boeck  1987
4X100M RELAY
41�60* Harris, Bakke,  1978
 Johnson, Schneider 
41�66 Herrboldt, Lewis, 1991
 Garnette, Albertie 
41�67 Bosanko, Elder, 1998
 Gengerke, Harris 
41�70* O’Connell, Steinberg, 1982
 Tiefenthaler, Phipps 
41�74 Herrboldt, Freeman, 1994
 Estephane, Williams 
4X200M RELAY
1:26�1* Bong, Carlson, 1971
 Wahlstrom, Fillhaus 
1:26�3 McConnell, Phipps, 1982
 Gebhart, Tiefenthaler 
1:27�1* T� Kelly, Smith, 1974
 Larson, R� Kelly 
1:27�19 Wright, Foote,  1973
 Carson, Leischner 
1:27�4* T� Kelly, Mends, 1973
 Kiley, Wahlstrom 
4X400M RELAY
3:10�56 Bosanko, Elder, 1998
 Gengerke, Harris 
3:12�17 McConnell,Er�Gebhart, 1984
 Ev�Gebhart, Tiefenthaler 
3:12�1* Fillaus, Carlson,  1971
 Fite,  Wahlstrom 
3:12�3* Fillaus, Carlson, 1972
 Larson, Wahlstrom 
3:12�59 Gibbons, Schneller, 2010
 Foote, Leischner 
1600M MEDLEY RELAY
3:22�9* Neppl, Frazier, 1968
 Reuer, Bjerke 
3:22�9* Bong, Fillaus, 1971
 Wahlstrom, Fite 
3:25�14 Bosanko, Tuttle, 1999
 Elder, Burrow 
3:25�9* Fillaus, Larson, 1972
 Wahlstrom, Bentley 
3:26�6* Frazier, Peck,  1968
 Ruer, Bjerke 
*-indicates mark made on oversized or 
banked track   
BOLD indicates mark made in 2013 
season
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INDOOR EVENT CHAMPIONS:
NCC: Up to 2004 IND�: 2005-07  TSL: 2008 to Current 
55-METER DASH:
1991: John Albertie, 6�35
1992: John Albertie, 6�41
1994: Edmund Estephane, 6�20
1998: Jason Harris, 6�34
2000: Frank Blalark, 6�34
55-METER HURDLES: 
1984: Scott Tolzin, 7�60
1986: Scott Tolzin, 7�56
60-YARD DASH:
1968: Monty Frazier, 6�3
1970: Robbin Bong, 6�2
1973: Tony Kelly, 6�4
1974: Tony Kelly, 6�4
1975: Tony Kelly, 6�4
60-YARD INTERMEDIATE HURDLES:
1972: Glenn Carlson, 7�1
1975: Dan Smith, 7�1
60-YARD HIGH HURDLES:
1972: Glenn Carlson, 7�4
1975: Dan Smith, 7�5
1978: Sam Harris, 7�5
60-METER HIGH HURDLES:
2003: Dave Hegland, 8�09
200-METER DASH: 
1994: Edmund Estephane, 21:98
1998: Jason Harris, 21�90
300-YARD DASH: 
1973: Bob Wahlstrom, 32�3
1974: Tony Kelly, 31�5
1975: Tony Kelly, 31�4
440-YARD DASH:
1967: Cliff Reuer, 52�4
1970: John Fillaus, 51�0
1971: John Fillaus, 50�6
1973: Bob Wahlstrom, 50�5
1974: Don Larson, 49�4
500-METER RUN:
1983: Ervin Gebhart, 1:03�33
600-YARD RUN:
1968: Dean Bjerke, 1:13�0
1975: Don Larson, 1:11�9
600-METER RUN:
1981: Everett Gebhart, 1:22�0
800-METER RUN:
1981: Curt Swanhorst, 1:58�50
1982: Everett Gebhart, 1:55�39
1986: Rod DeHaven, 1:51�31
1987: Rod DeHaven, 1:52�56
880-YARD RUN:
1975: Terry Stewart, 1:55�6
1,000-YARD RUN:
1965: Orris Swayze, 2:25�2
1968: Ralph Bartholomew, 2:19�3
1,000-METER RUN:
1981: Curt Swanhorst, 2:30�70
1985: Rod DeHaven, 2:28�93
1986: Jeff Massman, 2:29�94
2003: Matt Pearson, 2:28�24
1,500-METER RUN: 
1981: Curt Swanhorst 3:55�90
1985: Rod DeHaven, 3:51�08
1986: Rod DeHaven, 3:53�44
1987: Rod DeHaven, 3:47�92
MILE RUN:
1974: Garry Bentley, 4:07�0
1975: Garry Bentley, 4:08�1
1998: Nick Burrow, 4:09�45
2001: Nick Burrow, 4:12�55
2002: Brad Lowery, 4:12�49
2003: Brad Lowery, 4:11�53
2004: Brad Lowery, 4:06�53 
3,000-METER RUN:
1979: Mark Bills, 8:28�02
1999: Mark McKeown, 8:32�30
2003: Greg Darbyshire, 8:28�50
2004: Brad Lowery, 8:36�71
TWO-MILE RUN:
1965: Jay Dirksen, 9:52�5
1973: Garry Bentley, No Time
1974: Garry Bentley, 9:00�5
1975: Garry Bentley, 8:46�5
5,000-METER RUN:
1981: Joel Brandt, 14:35�4
1984: Bob Beyer, 14:31�65
1986: Rod DeHaven, 14:32�82
1987: Rod DeHaven, 14:37�80
1994: Keith Folske, 14:45�12
1997: Mark McKeown, 15:00�63
2002: Kevin Doe, 14:49�17 
2013: Trent Lusignan, 14:33�69
MILE-RELAY:
1972: Fllaus, Wahlstrom, Carlson, Larson, 3:22�1
1974: Madland, Roby, Larson, Kelly, 3:21�7
1981: Cramer, Steinberg, Gebhart, Gebhart, 3:24�1
1982: Gebhart, Phipps, Tiefenthaler, Gebhart, 3:20�31
3,200-METER RELAY:
1989: Wik, DeHaven, Anderson, Heckenliable, 7:46�54
DISTANCE MEDLEY RELAY:
2012: Thielen, Foote, Schneller, Krsnak, 9:56�53
HIGH JUMP: 
1965: Larry Kramer, 6-3 1/2
1968: Larry Kramer, 6-4
2012: Jared Vlastuin, 7-1 
LONG JUMP: 
1968: Lee Larscheid, 22-6 1/4
1991: Gladwin Garnette, 23-11 1/2 
2010: Jared Vlastuin, 23-4 3/4 
POLE VAULT: 
1969: Larry Frank, 15-3 1/4
1970: Larry Frank, 15-9
1971: Larry Frank, 15-6
1972: Larry Frank, 15-6
1978: Jim Shea, 15-3
SHOT PUT:
1968: Clyde Hagen, 50-11
1969: Clyde Hagen, 53-2
1974: Joe Meyer, 50-3 1/2
1981: Quinten Hofer, 53-6
1990: Dave Leiseth, 53-2 1/2
1996: John Delay, 53-7
1997: John Delay, 55-8
2001: John Delay, 54-0
 
TRIPLE JUMP:
1969: Dave Evans, 46-2 1/2
1978: Sam Harris, 49-4 3/4
1992: Gladwin Garnette, 49-6 1/4
1993: Gladwin Garnette, 48-8 
2012: Jared Vlastuin, 48-2 3/4
WEIGHT THROW:
2010: Jake Brinkmann, 59-5
2011: Sean Burns, 62-11 
OUTDOOR EVENT CHAMPIONS:
100-YARD DASH:
1949: Joesph Ausan, 10�1
1950: Gene Cheever, 10�1
1955: William McDonold, 9�6
1958: Richard Bong, 10�3
1959: Ken Wagner, 10�1
1962: Stan Johnson, 10�1 
1963: Stan Johnson, 9�9
1968: Monty Frazier, 9�6
1975: Tony Kelly 10�0
100-METER DASH: 
1976: Charlie Johnson, 10�8 
1978: Ron Schneider, 10�48
1993: Edmund Estephane, 10�50
120-YARD HIGH HURDLES:
1925: Martin, 16�5
1926: Kelly, 15�0
1927: Kelly, 15�5
1929: Weert Engelmann, 15�5 
1930: Weert Engelmann, 15�2
1931: Welch, 15�2
1947: Richard Knox, 15�7
1952: Kenneth Linstrom, 15�9
1953: John Popowski, 15�7
1954: John Popowski, 15�4
1958: Guy Rhoades, 15�0
1959: Roland Ryan, 15�8
1960: Herb Lucken, 14�9
1963: Rich Soukup, 15�1 
1964: Rich Soukup, 15�0
1972: Glenn Carlson, 14�5
1975: Dan Smith, 14�4
200-METER DASH:
1978: Ron Schneider, 21�57
1993: Edmund Estephane, 21�14
220-YARD DASH:
1949: Joseph Ausan, 22�7
1958: Richard Bong, 22�5
1968: Monty Frazier, 22�5
1970: John Fillaus, 22�0
1975: Tony Kelly, 22�0
220-YARD LOW HURDLES:
1973: Martin, 26�0
1925: Frank Kelly, 26�3
1927: Frank Kelly, 25�5
1928: Weert Engelmann, 25�4 
1929: Weert Engelmann, 25�4
1933: Plihal, 25�1
1947: Richard Knox, 25�0
1950: Ken Linstrom, 24�4
1952: Ken Linstrom, 25�2
1953: John Popowski, 25�8
1958: Guy Rhoades, 24�5
1959: Herb Lucken, 25�6 
1960: Herb Lucken, 25�3
330-YARD INTERMEDIATE HURDLES:
1964: Rick Soukup, 38�5 
400-METER DASH:
1979: Etienne Isler, 48�64 
2010: Luke Leischner, 47�18
2013: Luke Leischner, 47�80
400-METER INTERMEDIATE HURDLES:
1976: John LaVelle, 53�5
 
440-YARD DASH: 
1933: Plihal, 50�9
1948: Eldon Keller, 50�7 
1949: Eldon Keller, 51�3 
1950: Eldon Keller, 50�0
1955: Don McCaskell, 50�7
1971: Rob Wahlstrom, 47�7
440-YARD INTERMEDIATE HURDLES:
1969: Glenn Carlson, 53�8
1971: Glenn Carlson, 52�9 
1972: Glenn Carlson, 54�9
1974: John LaVelle, 53�2
1975: Don Larson, 52�2
800-METER RUN: 
1981: Curt Swanhorst, 1:54�14 
2012: Jake Schneller, 1:50�95
880-YARD RUN:
1926: Ruben Sorbel, 2:00�3 
1927: Ruben Sorbel, 2:00�6
1952: Thomas Neuberger, 1:54�3
1954: Russ Nash, 2:00�8
1955: Jack Pearson, 2:00�6
1956: Don Broksieck, 1:56�7
1958: Don Broksieck, 1:58�2
1960: James McCormick, 1:56�1
1962: Dave Donoldson, 1:55�0
1965: Dean Bjerke, 1:57�0
1968: Dean Bjerke, 1:57�4
1969: Bob Fite, 1:55�1
1971: Bob Fite, 1:53�2
1973: Terry Stewart, 1:53�2
1,500-METER RUN: 
1981: Curt Swanhorst, 3:55�54
1985: Rod DeHaven, 4:03�60 
1986: Rod DeHaven, 3:55�48 
1987: Rod DeHaven, 3:44�35
1989: Rod DeHaven, 3:50�61
1999: Nick Burrow, 3:53�91 
2000: Nick Burrow, 3:59�34
2002: Brad Lowery, 3:54�18 
2003: Brad Lowery, 3:54�89 
2004: Brad Lowery, 3:49�85 
2005: Brad Lowery, 3:47�75
MILE RUN:
1926: Ruben Sorbel, 4:31�5 
1927: Ruben Sorbel, 4:31�7
1934: Bankert, 4:49�0
1947: Harold Lynn, 4:34�4 
1948: Harold Lynn, 4:38�9
1949: Donald Wyman, 4:34�6
1950: Tom Neuberger, 4:30�1
1951: Frank McBride, 4:24�4 
1952: Frank McBride, 4:18�5
1953: Jack Pearson, 4:28�5 
1954: Jack Pearson, 4:21�6 
1955: Jack Pearson, 4:31�5
1956: Leo Hammrich, 4:24�7
1958: Don Broksieck, 4:21�8
1966: Dean Bjerke, 4:14�0
1968: Dean Bjerke, 4:27�0
1973: Garry Bentley, 4:08�2 
1974: Garry Bentley, 4:19�2 
1975: Garry Bentley, 4:12�1
TWO-MILE RUN:
1922: Cram, 10:25�3
1924: Cram, 10:00�5
1927: McDonold, 10:47�2 
1928: McDonold, 10:27�5 
1929: McDonold, 10:17�4
1930: Bankert, 10:28�9
1931: Hamann, 10:14�8
1942: Schrader, 10:08�9
1949: Donald Wyman, 10:10�8
1952: Frank McBride, 9:40�9
Men’s Indoor/Outdoor Champions
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Men’s Outdoor Champions/Award Winners
1953: Jack Pearson, 9:55�2
1955: David Peterson, 10:25�5
1956: James Schlender, 10:05�5
1966: Jay Dirksen, 14:46�6
1973: Garry Bentley, 13:51�2 
1974: Garry Bentley, 14:24�8
5,000-METER RUN:
1980: Joel Brandt, 14:50�11 
1981: Joel Brandt, 14:41�05
1985: Rod DeHaven, 14:55�20 
1986: Rod DeHaven, 15:03�60 
1987: Rod DeHaven, 14:50�30
1992: Derrick Powers, 14:42�90
1996: Mark McKeown, 15:04�72
1999: Mark McKeown, 14:28�63
2002: Kevin Doe, 15:05�20
2003: Brad Lowery, 15:02�29 
2010: Greg Beesley, 14:54�68
2013: Trent Lusignan, 14:29�42
SIX-MILE RUN:
1974: Garry Bentley, 29:09�4 
1975: Garry Bentley, 28:46�4
10,000-METER RUN: 
1978: Joel Brandt, 31:52�8
1978: Mike Bills, 31:52�8
1981: Joel Brandt, 30:24�89
1986: Todd Stevens, 30:24�55
1992: Derrick Powers, 30:07�50
1993: Travis Wettlauffer, 30:37�8
1996: Jason Massmann, 31:07�82 
2013: Trent Lusignan, 30:10�47
110-METER HIGH HURDLES:
1983: Scott Tolzin, 14�51
1986: Scott Tolzin, 15�07
2002: Dave Hegland, 14�60
2004: Dave Hegland, 14�57 
3,000-METER STEEPLECHASE:
1974: Jeff Hermann, 9:44�6
1975: Randy Fischer, 9:27�2
1978: Randy Fischer, 9:28�49
1981: Doug Austin, 9:17�11
1982: Jan Cain, 9:24�60
1984: Stuart Lund, 9:06�64
1985: Joe Flannery, 9:29�10
1989: Craig Cassen, 9:05�1
1990: Paul Morgan, 9:15�8
1991: Craig Cassen, 9:15�42
1994: Keith Folske, 9:13�8
2001: Greg Darbyshire, 9:19�39
400-METER RELAY:
1979: Huizenga, Johnson, Esler, Schneider, 42�16
1600-METER RELAY:
1982: Phipps, Gebhart, E� Gebhart,  Tiefenthaler, 3:14�06 
2010: Gibbons, Foote, Schneller, Leischner, 3:12�59 
2013: Carson, Winkels, Foote, Leischner, 3:14�63
MILE RELAY:
1923: SDSU, 3:33�00
1930: SDSU, 3:28�9
1932: Ennis, Schweiren, Painter, Plihal, No Time
1933: SDSU, 3:29�5
1938: Kirstensn, Ekberg, Schroeder, Moen, 3:29�1
1942: SDSU, 3:33�7
1948: Bertam, McLinn, Kellar, Horacek, 3:30�9
1954: Bertham, McCaskell, Nash, Pierson, 3:26�7
1967: Stoddard, Reuer, Bjerke, Peck, 3:21�0
1971: Filhaus, Fitz, Larson, Walstrom, 3:17�6
1972: Filhaus, Carlson, Larson, Walstrom, 3:23�9
1975: Kiley, Larson, Krein, Kelly, 3:17�2
DISCUS: 
1922: Salisbury, 116-4
1923: Coffee, 127-11
1926: Schweinfurt, 135-8 
1927: Schweinfurt,132-9
1928: Weert Engelmann, 133-2 
1929: Weert Engelmann, 136-2
1930: Weert Engelmann, 152-8 1/2
1935: Messner, 130-6
1940: Kortan, 136-4 3/4
1948: Delmar Schpekahm, 142-7
1950: Delmar Schpekahm, 148-0
1952: Palmer Retzlaff, 151-0 
1953: Palmer Retzlaff, 162-6 1/2
1960: Charles Sorsen, 146-2 
1961: Charles Sorsen, 146-3
1973: Ron Kortemeyer, 148-2 
1974: Ron Kortemeyer, 155-8 
1975: Ron Kortemeyer, 161-4
1976: Joe Meyer, 170-5
1985: Ross Brockshus, 175-2
1987: Tom Slattery, 166-8 1/2
1997: Nolan Wolkow, 162-9 
1998: Nolan Wolkow, 166-7 
1999: Nolan Wolkow, 173-6 
2000: Nolan Wolkow, 183-5
2012: Jake Brinkmann, 171-8
HAMMER THROW: 
2010: Sean Burns, 188-9
HIGH JUMP: 
1929: Weert Engelmann, 5-8 
1930: Weert Engelmann, 5-10 1/2
1934: O’Connell, 6-2 1/2 
1935: O’Connell, 6-0
1938: Searles, 5-11 
1939: Searles, 5-11 1/2
1941: Billington, 5-10 3/4
1950: Stan Marshall, 5-10
1953: Palmer Retzlaff, 6-1
1960: Selvin Tullis, 6-3 1/2
1966: Larry Kramer, 6-3 1/2
1979: Brian Hogan, 7-0 
2009: Ben Jasinski, 6-10 3/4 
2011: Ben Jasinski, 6-9
JAVELIN:
1928: Herting, 152-2 3/4 
1929: Herting, 153-5
1932: Kortan, 175-4 
1933: Kortan, 167-5
1934: Knaphide, 168-9
1941: Billington, 181-4
1959: Jud Cooney, 186-1
1960: Arthur Sattler, 200-8 
1961: Arthur Sattler, 177-6 1/2
1983: Steve Lemke, 226 1/2
LONG JUMP: 
1923: Stout, 22-1 1/4
1928: Lyons, 21 1/4
1929: Weert Engelmann, 22-6 1/2
1932: Winter, 21-7 1/2
1934: Miller, 22-2 1/2 
1935: Miller, 22-3
1936: Miller, 23-1 1/2
1948: Eugene Cheever, 21-2
1950: Ken Linstrom, 23-5 1/2
1951: William Bain, 21-9 
1952: William Bain, 22-2 3/4
1954: Robert Dannenbring, 21-4 1/2 
1955: Robert Dannenbring, 22-2 1/2
1958: Kermit Larson, 22-2 3/4
1964: Jim Culpepper, 22-1
1966: Larry Stoddard, 21-6 2/4
1968: Lee Larscheid, 22-6 1/4 
1969: Lee Larscheid, 22-8 
2010: Jared Vlastuin, 24-5 
2011: Jared Vlastuin, 25-2 
2012: Jared Vlastuin, 25-4
POLE VAULT: 
1922: Stout, 11-0
1928: Cheadle, 11-11 3/4
1932: Rishoe, 12-0
1947: Arther Jansen, 11-2 1/4
1949: Albert Ramey, 11-6
1953: Don Nehobig, 11-9�5
1955: Duane Rykhus, 12-9 
1956: Duane Rykhus,13-0
1963: Gene Van Overshelde, 13-7 3/4
1966: Gary Busch, 13-11 1/2
1968: Richard Moon, 15-4 1/2 
1969: Richard Moon, 15-0
1970: Larry Frank, 16- 1/8 
1971: Larry Frank, 15-0 
1972: Larry Frank, 14-6
1977: Kent Knutson, 15-6
2001: Terry Morrison, 15-10
SHOT PUT:
1923: Shutte, 39-11
1928: Schweinfurt, 41-1 1/2
1929: Weert Engelmann, 41-7 
1930: Weert Engelmann, 42 3/4
1937: Lassen, 47 3/4
1950: Del Schapekahm, 48-0
1958: William Lutjens, 51-4 3/4
1961: Charles Sorsen, 49-1
1968: Clyde Hagen, 52-1
1976: Joe Meyer, 53-9
1979: Brad Alfred, 55-8 1/4
1980: Quinten Hofer, 54-9 1/2 
1981: Quinten Hofer, 52-10 1/4
1983: Dave Larsen, 52 3/4
1995: John Delay, 55-11 3/4 
1996: John Delay, 54-8 
1997: John Delay, 55-9
2004: Jared Schwader, 52-3 1/4
TRIPLE JUMP: 
1964: Dave Tjaden, 42-7 1/2
1970: Dave Evans, 47-1 1/4
1975: Scott Weber, 46-9 3/4
1976: Sam Harris, 46 1/4
1978: Sam Harris, 49-5 3/4
1992: Gladwin Garnette, 49-11 3/4 
1993: Gladwin Garnette, 48-2 3/4
 
AWARD WINNERS:
USTFCCCA ALL-ACADEMIC TEAM 
2008-2013
ACADEMIC ALL-AMERICA: 
2002: Kevin Doe (CoSIDA 2nd) 
2004: Kevin Doe (CoSIDA 2nd) 
2004: Brad Lowery (CoSIDA 3rd) 
2005: Brad Lowery (CoSIDA 2nd) 
2009: Camden Helder (USTFCCCA) 
2009: Ben Jasinski (USTFCCCA)    
2009: Tyler Schiferl (USTFCCCA)
2011: Ben Jasinski (CoSIDA 3rd), (USTFCCCA) 
2011: Luke Leischner (USTFCCCA)
2012: Arran Davis (CoSIDA 3rd) 
TSL FIELD CHAMPIONSHIPS MVP:
2011: Ben Jasinski (Indoor) 
2012: Jared Vlastuin (Indoor)
2012: Jared Vlastuin (Outdoor)
 
TSL OUTDOOR TRACK ATHLETE OF THE YEAR:  
2013: Trent Lusignan 
ACADEMIC ALL-LEAGUE: 
2013: Luke Leischner (Indoor) 
2013: Luke Leischner (Outdoor) 
2013: Andrew Thies (Outdoor)
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK:
Jan� 20, 2009 Ben Jasinski
Feb� 23, 2009 Sean Burns 
March 31, 2009 Ben Jasinski
Dec� 8, 2009 Jared Vlastuin
Feb� 23, 2010 Marshall Kambestad 
April 20, 2010 Michael Krsnak 
Dec� 7, 2010 Sean Burns 
Jan� 25, 2011 Ben Jasinski 
Feb� 1, 2011 Luke Leischner 
Feb� 15, 2011 Ben Jasinski  
March 29, 2011 Ben Jasinski
Dec� 6, 2011 Jared Vlastuin 
March 26, 2013 Trent Lusignan
ALL-SUMMIT LEAGUE (INDOOR):
Jared Ailts 2010, 2011
Corey Beffert 2008
Jake Brinkmann 2010
Anthony Bongard 2011
Evan Bunkers 2009, 2012
Sean Burns 2009, 2011
Justin Carson 2013 
Andrew Duitsman 2008
Jared Foote 2010, 2012 
Camden Helder 2009
Ben Jasinski 2009, 2011
Marshall Kambestad 2010
LeAndre Kennedy 2013 
Michael Krsnak 2011, 2012, 2013
Phillip LaVallee 2013 
Luke Leischner 2010, 2011
Trent Lusignan 2013
Sam McInerney 2009
Brandon Priebe 2011, 2012
Joel Reichow 2013 
Nick Schanaman 2008
Jake Schneller 2009, 2011
Dylan Slaba 2013 
Dominic Thielen 2012
Jared Vlastuin 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012 
Todd Vlieger 2009
Greg Vollmer 2009, 2010
 
ALL-SUMMIT LEAGUE (OUTDOOR):
Jared Ailts 2012
Jeremiah Ary 2013 
Connor Berg 2013 
Jake Brinkmann 2008, 2009, 2012
Sean Burns 2010, 2011 
Justin Carson 2012, 2013 
Chris Curry 2011
Arran Davis 2011
Andrew Duitsman 2008
Jared Foote 2010, 2011, 2013
Dustin Gibbons 2010, 2011
Camden Helder 2009
Ben Jasinski 2009, 2011
Cameron Johnson 2008
LeAndre Kennedy 2013 
Michael Krsnak 2010, 2011, 2013 
Luke Leischner 2009, 2010, 2011, 2013
Trent Lusignan 2013 
Nick Schanaman 2008, 2009
Jake Schneller 2010, 2011, 2012 
Tyler Schiferl 2009
Dominic Thielen 2012
Jared Vlastuin 2011, 2012
Greg Vollmer 2011, 2012
Levi Winkels 2013 
Dominique Wright 2013
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NCAA All-Americans
NCAA Top-10 Team Finishes
1985 (3rd), 1988 (6th), 1989 (T-7th), 1991 (7th), 1994 (7th), 2003 (10th)
NCC Indoor Titles
1982 & 1983
NCAA National Champions
Kim Fordham 800 Meters 1988, 89
Tammi Cheevers 800 Meters 1985
Audrey Starvum 1,500 Meters 1985
Charlene Hubbard 1,500 Meters 1985
Kristin Asp 3,000 Meters 1985
Karla Brotherton Shot Put 1985
Kim Fordham 800 Meters 1987, 88, 89 
Sue Miller 3,000 Meters 1987
Christy Young 3,000 Meters 1988, 89
Michelle Gerlach 1,500 Meters 1989
Nicole Scherr 1,500 Meter 1990, 91
Susie Oster 3,000 Meters 1990 
Angela Aukes 3,000 Meters 1990 
Pam Hansen 3,000 Meters 1991
Tina Baum High Jump 1991
Ruth Raak 4X400-Meter Relay 1991
Kim Fordham 4X400-Meter Relay 1991
Rana Schoorman 4X400-Meter Relay 1991
Barb Riemenschneider 4X400-Meter Relay 1991
Ann Westby 5,000 Meters 1994
Jill Wittenwyler High Jump 1994
Tiffini Schuebel Long Jump 1994
Lynde Thelen Triple Jump 1994
Tiffini Schuebel Triple Jump 1995
Londa VanderWal Shot Put 1996, 97
Stacy Johnson 5,000 Meters 1997
Nancy Overman Shot Put 1998
Emily Jo Oyen 800 Meters 1998
Nancy Fischer (Overman) Shot Put 1999
Jennifer Stoval 55-Meter Hurdles 2000
Jodi Smith Mile 2000
Allison Lind 5,000 Meters 2001
Jessie Kindschi 5,000 Meters 2001
Sheena Dauer 5,000 Meters 2003
Cori Vining 60-Meter Hurdles 2004
Michelle Carter Shot Put 2004
Kim Fordham
Tiffini SchuebelTina Baum
Women’s Indoor History
Christy Young
Londa VanderWal
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NCAA All-Americans
NCAA Top-10 Team Finishes
1982 (3rd), 1984 (10th), 1994 (8th)
NCC Outdoor Titles
1981, 1982, 1983
NCAA National Champions
Audrey Stavrum 10,000 Meters 1982
Kristin Asp 3,000 Meters 1984
Ann Westby 10,000 Meters 1994
Jennifer Bass Pole Vault 1999
Tammi Wermers 800 Meters  1982
Nancy Gieske 3,000 Meters 1982
Cindy Sargent  3,000 Meters 1982
Nancy Gieske 5,000 Meters 1982
Kristin Asp 5,000 Meters 1982, 83, 84
Audrey Stavrum 10,000 Meters 1982
Vicki Coyle 10,000 Meters 1982
Jill Ramsdell 10,000 Meters 1982
Elaine Zell High Jump 1982
Lori Dubbelde Discus 1982 
Lori Boomsma Javelin 1982
Audrey Stavrum 5,000 Meters 1983
Kristin Asp 3,000 Meters 1984
Karla Brotherton Shot Put 1984
Kim Fordham 800 Meters 1987, 89, 90, 91
Christy Young 10,000 Meters 1989, 91
Nicole Scherr 1,500 Meters  1990, 91, 92
Angela Aukes 10,000 Meters 1990
Tina Baum High Jump 1991, 92, 93
Kiri Johnson 10,000 Meters 1992, 93
Christine Mason 800 Meters 1993, 94
Rana Schoorman 4X400-Meter Relay 1993
Christine Mason 4X400-Meter Relay 1993
Stacy Stewart 4X400-Meter Relay 1993
Tracy Stewart 4X400-Meter Relay 1993
Jill Wittenwyler High Jump 1993
Tina Baum Heptathlon 1993
Laura Walter  1,500 Meters 1994
Ann Westby 5,000 Meters 1994
Ann Westby 10,000 Meters 1994
Tiffini Schuebel Long Jump 1994
Allison Peters Heptathlon 1995
Londa VanderWal Shot Put 1996, 97
Nancy Overman Discus 1997, 98
Nancy Overman Javelin 1997
Nancy Overman Shot Put 1998
Emily Jo Oyen 800 Meters 1998
Lisa Peters Javelin 1998
Jennifer Bass  Pole Vault 1999
Nancy Fischer (Overman) Shot Put 1999
Nancy Fischer (Overman) Discus 1999
Erin Woolley 3,000 Meters 2001
Jennifer Stovall 100-Meter Hurdles 2001, 03
Holly Hagena Discus 2001, 02
Erin Woolley 5,000 Meters 2003
Audrey Stavrum Kristin Asp
Ann Westby Jennifer Bass
Women’s Outdoor History
Rana Schoorman, Tracy Stewart, Stacy Stewart, Christine Mason
Nancy Overman
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Women’s Indoor Records
55M
7�20 Tiffini Schuebel 1995
7�29 Anne Parker  1994
7�33 Ashley Odegaard 2011
7�38 Josey Meurer 2003
7�40 Taunja Disher 2003
60M
7�63 Cameryn Christion 2008
7�69 Heather Wollman 2009/11
7.71 Carly Carper 2013
7�72 Brittany Garner 2010
7.73 Ashley Odegaard 2013
200M  
24�58* Heather Wollman 2009
24�62* Cameryn Christion 2008
25.09* Gina Fritz  2013
25�13* Brittany Garner 2009
25.32* Megan Bren 2013
300M 
39�81 Cameryn Christion 2007
40�59 Paula Burma 1985
41�30 Cameryn Christion 2006
41�52 Nicole Jensen 1998
41�61 Barb Riemenschneider 1991
400M  
55�59* Heather Wollman 2009
55�92* Cameryn Christion 2008
56�64* Brittany Garner 2008
57�42* Tracy Stewart 1992
57�47 Paula Burma 1985
600M 
1:35.88* Jessica Eibs 2013
1:35�98 Stacy Huss  2008
1:40�61 Erica Meyer  2013
1:41�11 Emily Jo Oyen 1997
1:41�52 Shannon Hattervig 2006
800M 
2:11�37 Kim Fordham 1988
2:12�54 Emily Jo Oyen 1998
2:12�95 Tammi Wermers 1985
2:14�70 Christine Mason 1994
2:14�70* Ashley Storm 2010
1000M  
2:52�98* Becka Mansheim 2007
2:56�43 Laura Walter  1994
2:57�27 Michelle Gerlach 1989
2:58�2 Ann Westby  1993
2:58�33 Charlene Hubbard 1985
1500M
4:32�56 Kristin Asp  1984
4:34�21 Audrey Stavrum 1985
4:34�39 Charlene Hubbard 1985
4:36�7 Nancy Gieske 1982
4:37�2 Ann Westby  1993
 
1 Mile
4:51�57* Becka Mansheim 2006
4:54�06* Jodi Smith  2000
4:55.02 Tera Potts  2013
4:57�50 Michelle Gerlach 1989
4:59�31* Caitlin Berry  2008
3000M  
9:37�49* Becka Mansheim 2007
9:42�96 Kristin Asp  1984
9:44�80* Caitlin Berry  2008
9:51�13 Susie Oster  1990
9:51�58 Pam Hansen  1991
 
5000M  
16:40�81* Allison Lind  2001
16:45�42* Jessie Kindschi 2001
16:49�4 Pam Hansen  1991
16:51�77* Sheena Dauer 2003
17:13�14 Ann Westby  1994
55M HURDLES
8�15 Cori Vining  2003
8�15 Jennifer Stovall 2000
8�35 Ruth Raak  1992
8�39 Erin Zempel  2004
8�42 Tina Baum  1993
60M HURDLES 
8�69 Lora Shearer 2012
8�71 Jennifer Stovall 2003
8�71 Cori Vining  2003
8�85 Anna Gagliano 2010
8�93 Erin Zempel  2004
LONG JUMP 
20-5 1/4 Tiffini Schuebel 1995
19-2 Tamiko Kopfmann 2009
18-8 Cori Vining  2003
18-5 1/4 Lora Shearer 2012
18-4 1/4 Tina Baum  1993
TRIPLE JUMP
39-6 1/2 Tiffini Schuebel 1995
39-4 Lynde Thelen 1994
39-3 3/4 Jamie Keck  2004
38-11 3/4 Ashley Lange 2009
38-7 3/4 Jill Wittenwyler 1994
HIGH JUMP
5-9 3/4 Mary Wirth  2012
5-9 1/4 Andrea Masters 2007
5-9 Tina Baum  1991
5-8 Jill Wittenwyler 1994
5-8 Lora Shearer 2010
POLE VAULT
12-6 Brittany Garner 2010
11-5 Amy Leiferman 2013
11-4 1/4 Janel Johnson 2002
11-3 Teresa Kremer 2003
11-3 Kristi Mortenson 2009
SHOT PUT
51-3 3/4 Sara Ackman 2009
48-9 1/2 Londa VanderWal 1997
48-9 McKenzie Johnson 2012
48-4 Nancy Fischer 1999
48-1 1/4 Brooke Garner 2010
20 POUND WEIGHT THROW
63-6 1/4 Brooke Garner 2013
60-9 1/2 Sara Ackman 2009
59-5 1/2 Jennifer Mack 2011
56-2 Shelby Assmus 2013
55-11 Christa Landmark 2010
PENTATHLON
3,742 Lora Shearer 2012
3,498 Tina Baum  1993
3,439 Lynde Thelen 1995
3,336 Rachael Hakk 2009
3,206 Andrea Cota  2010
4x400M RELAY
3:47�21* Garner, Christion, 2008
 Lauseng, Wollman 
3:50�56* Raak, Fordham, 1991
 Schoorman, Riemenschneider 
3:51�98* Stewart, Mason, 1993
 Raak, Schoorman 
3:52.58* Fritz, Odegaard, 2013
 Bren, Foltz 
3:53�09* Garner, Huss , 2009
 Storm, Wollman 
4X800M RELAY
9:26�00 Gisi, Gillen,  1993
 Zwetzig, Mason 
9:27�00 Heemstra, Sutton, 1992
 Zwetzig, Mason 
9:41�00 Oyen, Woolley, 2000
 Clark, Smith 
9:41�00 Hattervig, Steinke, 2006
 Schaefer, Huss 
9:43�59   2001
DISTANCE MEDLEY RELAY
11:45�84* Burke, Garner,  2007
 Huss, Mansheim 
11:49�49* Storm, Lauseng, 2008
 Huss, Berry 
11:53�67* Mansheim, Adams, 2005
 Hattervig, Dauer 
11:55�29* Mansheim, Adams, 2005
 Hattervig, Dauer 
12:01�64* Burke, Lauseng, 2009
 Huss, Storm 
*-indicates mark made on oversized or 
banked track   
BOLD indicates mark made in 2013 
season
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100M
11�80 Cameryn Christion 2007
11.81 Carly Carper 2013
11�89 Heather Wollman 2009
11�92 Tiffini Schuebel 1994
11�99 Brittany Garner 2011
200M
24�21 Heather Wollman 2009
24�23 Brittany Garner 2008
24�29 Cameryn Christion 2007
24�35 Megan Bren  2012
24�61 Gina Fritz  2012
400M
54�19 (A) Heather Wollman 2009
55�84 Paula Burma 1995
56�04 Kim Fordham 1991
56�39 Jill Stevenson 1987
56�46 Christine Mason 1993
800M
2:06�24 Kim Fordham 1991
2:10�30 Tammi Cheever 1985
2:10�54 Christine Mason 1994
2:11�54 Emily Jo Oyen 1998
2:11�65 Becka Mansheim 2007
1500M
4:22�81 Becka Mansheim 2007
4:29�25 Nicole Scherr 1990
4:31�35 Kristin Asp  1984
4:32�30 Kim Fordham 1990
4:33.90 Tera Potts  2013
3000M
9:28�41 Kristin Asp  1984
9:37�36 Nancy Gieske 1982
9:41�46 Erin Woolley  2000
9:48�30 Pam Hansen  1991
9:57�84 Ann Westby  1994
5000M
16:25�25 Kristin Asp  1984
16:34�10 Nancy Gieske 1981
16:35�87 Jessie Kindschi 2001
16:48�60 Ann Westby  1994
16:59�50 Pam Hansen  1991
10,000M
35:02�60 Kristin Asp  1983
35:04�52 Pam Hansen  1991
35:06�38 Audrey Stavrum 1982
35:12�83 Jessie Kindschi 2001
35:22�34 Ann Westby  1994
100M HURDLES
13�85 Jennifer Stovall 2002
14�18 Cori Vining  2002
14�19 Erin Zempel  2006
14�29 Kristin Barrios 2008
14�39 Lora Shearer 2012
400M HURDLES
1:01�31 (A) Stacy Huss  2009
1:03�05 Erica Backhuus 2001
1:03�57 Dianne Swenson 1992
1:03�74 Lori Andersh 1982
1:03�84 Cally Strobel 2011
3000M STEEPLECHASE
10:34.39 Tera Potts  2013
10:42�84 Nicole Davis  2010
10:48�21 Ashley Storm 2010
10:49�01 Danielle McCann 2012
10:58�22 Katie Tornberg 2006
LONG JUMP
20-3 Tiffini Schuebel 1994
19-3 1/2 Tamiko Kopfmann 2009
18-11 1/4 Ashley Odegaard 2012
18-9 3/4 Jennifer Stovall 2003
18-9 Lora Shearer 2012
TRIPLE JUMP
40 1/4 Lynde Thelen 1997
39-6 Tiffini Schuebel 1994
39-1 Ashley Lange 2011
39-0 Jamie Keck  2004
38-9 3/4 Jill Wittenwyler 1994
HIGH JUMP
5-9 3/4 Mary Wirth  2011
5-8 3/4 Jill Wittenwyler 1993
5-8 1/2 Tina Baum  1993
5-8 Andrea Masters 2008
5-8 Kali Olson  2013
POLE VAULT
12-7 1/2 Jennifer Bass 1999
12-5 1/2 Brittany Garner 2011
12-0 Kristi Mortenson 2008
11-7 3/4 Amy Leiferman 2013
11-7 Janel Johnson 2001
SHOT PUT
49-3 1/2 (A) Sara Ackman 2009
48-5 1/2 Karla Brotherton 1985
48-0 Shelby Assmus 2013
47-8 1/2 Londa VanderWal 1997
47-5 Nancy Overman 1998
DISCUS THROW
173-3 Brooke Garner 2012
172-10 (A) Sara Ackman 2009
168-0 Nancy Overman 1998
156-1 Michelle Schuch 2011
155-2 Shelby Assmus 2013
HAMMER THROW
198-11 Brooke Garner 2013
185-2 (A) Michelle Schuch 2009
178-2 Shelby Assmus 2013
177-10 Jennifer Mack 2008
171-4 (A) Christa Landmark 2009
JAVELIN THROW
149-9 Amy Paulzine 2012
147-9 Lisa Boomsma 1983
146-1 Lisa Peters  1998
137-9 Emily Benson 2000
134-0 Lisa Kannegieter 1994
HEPTATHLON
4,917 Tina Baum  1993
4,853 Allsion Peters 1996
4,608 Tiffini Schuebel 1994
4,585 Jodi Peterson 2000
4,554 Lynde Thelen 1994
4X100M RELAY
46�08 Wollman, Odegaard, 2011
 Bren, Garner 
46�36 (A) Kopfmann, Garner, 2009
 Lauseng, Wollman 
46.51 Fritz, Odegaard, 2013
 Bren, Carper 
 
4X200M RELAY
1:40�41 Wollman, Odegaard, 2011
 Bren, Garner 
1:40.42 Bren, Fritz, 2013
 Odegaard, Carper 
1:41�1 S�Stewart, T�Stewart, 1992
 Schoorman, Schuebel 
4X400M RELAY
3:47�81 Lauseng, Huss, 2009
 Garner, Wollman 
3:48�7 Schoorman, Mason, 1993
 S�Stewart, T�Stewart  
3:48�79 Huss, Garner, 2008
 Wollman, Lauseng 
1600M MEDLEY RELAY
4:04�16 Barrios, Garner,  2008
 Wollman, Storm 
4:06�74 S� Stewart, Raak,  1992
 Schoorman, Gisi 
4:08�10 Hall, Stovall,  2000
 Collogan,  Woolley 
4X800M RELAY
9:05�50 Fordham, Stevenson, 1986
 Young, Snedeker 
9:17.87 McLaury, Lawton, 2013
 Creager, Potts 
9:22�04 Mansheim, Ratzlaff,  2005
 Adams, Hattervig 
DISTANCE MEDLEY RELAY
11:47�08 Fordham, Lesnar,  1989
 Gerlach, Young 
11:47�89 Ratzlaff, Christion,  2005
 Hattervig, Mansheim 
11:53�35 Burke, Rosenbrook, 2007
 Huss, Mansheim 
4X1600M RELAY
20:02�92 Mansheim, Hattervig, 2005
 Ratzloff, Dauer 
20:36�37c Burke, Quail,  2007
 Mansheim, Berry 
20:43�88 Burke, Berry, 2007
 Steinke, Adams 
Women’s Outdoor Records
*-indicates mark made on oversized or 
banked track   
(A) indicates mark made at altitude
c=converted distance
BOLD indicates mark made in 2013 
season
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INDOOR EVENT CHAMPIONS:
NCC: Up to 2004 IND�: 2005-07  TSL: 2008 to Current 
55-METER HURDLES:
1990: Ruth Raak, 8�41
200-METER DASH:
2008: Cameryn Christion, 24�73 
2009: Heather Wollman, 24�68
300-METER DASH:
1985: Paula Burma, 40�59
400-METER RUN:
1985: Paula Burma, 57�47
1986: Melanie Sunding, 59�35
1987: Jill Stevenson, 58�89 
2009: Heather Wollman, 55�63
600-METER RUN:
1983: Tammi Wermans, 2:17�58
1985: Tammi Cheevers, 2:13�21
1987: Kim Fordham, 2:16�66
1988: Kim Fordham, 2:12�91
1991: Kim Fordham, 2:17�49
1,000-METER RUN:
2000: Jodi Smith, 2:58�45
1,500-METER RUN:
1981: Laura Geason, 4:45�50
1982: Nancy Gieske, 4:36�67
1983: Nancy Gieske, 4:37�36
1987: Susan Miller, 4:39�41
1988: Kim Fordham, 4:47�10
1991: Kim Fordham, 4:39�94
3,000-METER RUN:
1981: Vicki Coyle, 10:10�60
1982: Nancy Gieske, 9:56�80
1983: Lori Bocklund, 10:04�48
1984: Kristin Asp, 9:42�96
1987: Susan Miller, 10:09�80
1988: Christy Young, 10:05�64
1989: Susie Oster, 10:11�06
1990: Susie Oster, 9:57�4
5,000-METER RUN:
1993: Kiri Johnson, 17:24�77
1997: Shawna Desmet, 17:26�72
2000: Jessie Kindschi, 17:57�03
2001: Allison Lind, 17:22�03
2003: Sheena Dauer, 17:25�47
1600-METER RELAY:
1982: Burma, Wermers,
Niesen, Zell, 4:02�14
1984: Kluck, Cheever, 
Sunding, Burma, 4:00�99
1986: Stevenson, Oster
Fordham, Sunding, 4:00�50
DISTANCE MEDLEY RELAY: 
2010: Burke, Lauseng, 
Creager, Storm, 12:03�73
HIGH JUMP:
1989: Tina Baum, 5-7
1991: Tina Baum, 5-6 
2012: Mary Wirth, 5-9 3/4
LONG JUMP:
1993: Tiffini Schuebel, 19-1
1994: Tiffini Schuebel, 19-3 3/4
1995: Tiffini Schuebel, 20-5 1/4
PENTATHLON:
1993: Tina Baum, 3,498
1997: Lynde Thelen, 3,261 
2012: Lora Shearer, 3,742
SHOT PUT:
1982: Karla Brotherton, 41-10
1985: Karla Brotherton, 45-11 1/2
1996: Londa VanderWal, 44-7 1/2
1998: Nancy Overman, 45-8
1999: Nancy Fischer (Overman), 48-4
2004: Michelle Carter, 45-10 1/2
2009: Sara Ackman, 47-10 1/2 
TRIPLE JUMP:
1993: Tiffini Schuebel, 37-11
1994: Lynde Thelen, 39-4
1995: Lynde Thelen, 39-2 1/2
WEIGHT THROW:  
2009: Sara Ackman, 60-9 
2011: Jennifer Mack, 59-5 
2012: Brooke Garner, 61-3
OUTDOOR EVENT CHAMPIONS:
200-METER DASH:
2007: Cameryn Christion, 24�29 
2008: Brittany Garner, 24�23
2009: Heather Wollman, 24�26
400-METER DASH:
1981: Elaine Zell, 57�38
1982: Elaine Zell, 56�98
1985: Paula Burma, 55�70
1986: Marcy Haynes, 57�25
1987: Jill Stevenson, 56�39
100-METER HURDLES:
2006: Erin Zempel, 14�19
400-METER HURDLES:
1982: Lori Anders, 1:04�08
800-METER RUN:
1982: Tammi Wermers, 2:16�34
1983: Tammi Wermers, 2:15�78
1987: Kim Fordham, 2:10�28
1989: Kim Fordham, 2:08�62
1989: Kim Fordham, 2:11�78
1990: Kim Fordham, 2:13:67
1994: Christine Mason, 2:12�25
1,500-METER RUN: 
1981: Nancy Gieske, 4:37�56
1982: Kristin Asp, 4:36�17
1983: Laura Geason, 4:37�34
1989: Michelle Gerlach, 4:38�35
1990: Kim Fordham, 4:32�30
1991: Kim Fordham, 4:37�81
1994: Laura Walter, 4:38�60 
2005: Becka Mansheim, 4:34�84 
2006: Becka Mansheim, 4:38�86
2007: Becka Mansheim, 4:30�90 
3,000-METER RUN:
1981: Lori Bocklund, 10:05�42
1982: Kristin Asp, 10:09�70
1983: Kristin Asp, 9:51�48
1984: Kristin Asp, 9:47�46
1989: Christy Young, 10:07�58
1992: Ann Westby, 10:18�62
2001: Erin Woolley, 10:03�65
3,000-METER STEEPLECHASE:
2006: Katie Tornberg, 11:17�78 
2010: Nicole Davis, 10:42�84
5,000-METER RUN:
1981: Nancy Gieske, 16:51�12
1982: Nancy Gieske, 17:19�50
1983: Kristin Asp, 17:06�95
1984: Kristin Asp, 17:02�87
1987: Sue Miller, 17:05�49
1989: Christy Young, 17:27�96
1990: Angela Aukes, 17:43�30
1994: Ann Westby, 17:38�50 
2005: Sheena Dauer, 17:31�38 
2006: Becka Mansheim, 18:53�86
10,000-METER RUN:
1982: Audrey Stavrum, 39:05�1
1983: Audrey Stavrum, 36:27�0
1985: Audrey Stavrum, 39:41�3
1987: Sue Miller, 37:53�0
1993: Ann Westby, 36:48�55
1994: Ann Westby, 36:53�43 
2005: Sheena Dauer, 36:52�50
1,600-METER RELAY: 
1981: Temple, Neisen,
Finn, Zell, 3:58�58
1982: Finn, Neisen,
Wermers, Zell, 3:56�32
1983: Burma, Neisen,
Colberg, Finn, 3:57�74
1987: Stevenson, Oster,
Sunding, Fordham, 3:53�60
3,200-METER RELAY: 
1982: Geason, Coyle,
Stavrum, Sargent, 9:33�39
DISCUS: 
1983: Karla Brotherton, 142-6
1985: Karla Brotherton, 149-10 1/2
1997: Nancy Overman, 156-1
1998: Nancy Overman, 160-6
1999: Stacy Main, 154-0
2002: Holly Hagena, 146-5
2004: Jessica Meyer, 147-5 
2005: Michelle Carter, 141-2 
2006: Sara Ackman, 157-3 
2009: Sara Ackman, 172-10
2011: Brooke Garner, 166-1
2013: Brooke Garner, 168-7
HAMMER THROW:
2009: Michelle Schuch, 185-2
2011: Brooke Garner, 184-2
2013: Brooke Garner, 196-3
HIGH JUMP:
1989: Tina Baum, 5-7 1/4
1993: Tina Baum, 5-8 1/2 
2007: Andrea Masters, 5-7 
2009: Lora Shearer, 5-7
2011: Mary Wirth, 5-7
2012: Mary Wirth, 5-8 1/2
JAVELIN:
1981: Lisa Boomsma, 140-11
1983: Lisa Boomsma, 141-8
1997: Nancy Overman, 130-1
1998: Lisa Peters, 146-1
LONG JUMP: 
1981: Elaine Zell, 18 1/2
1993: Tiffini Schuebel, 18-6
1994: Tiffini Schuebel, 19-4 1/2
POLE VAULT:
1998: Jennifer Bass, 11-1
1999: Jennifer Bass, 12-0
SHOT PUT:
1979: Pam Porter, 42-10 1/2
1982: Karla Brotherton, 41-3 1/4
1985: Karla Brotherton, 48-5 1/2
1996: Londa VanderWal, 46-7 
1998: Nancy Overman, 47-5 
2009: Sara Ackman, 49-3 1/2
TRIPLE JUMP:
1991: Tina Baum, 37-9
1993: Tina Baum, 37-11 1/2
2011: Ashley Lange, 39-7 1/4
Women’s Indoor/Outdoor History
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Women’s Award Winners
AWARD WINNERS: 
USTFCCCA ALL-ACADEMIC TEAM 
2001, 2007-2013
ACADEMIC ALL-AMERICA:
1983: Cindy Sargent (CoSIDA 3rd)
1990: Christy Young (CoSIDA 2nd)
1999: Londa VanderWal (CoSIDA 3rd)
2001: Jessica Kindschi (CoSIDA 2nd)
2006: Becka Mansheim (CoSIDA 2nd)
2007: Becka Mansheim (CoSIDA 1st)
2007: Becka Mansheim (USTFCCCA)
2007: Michelle Schuch (USTFCCCA)
2008: Sara Ackman (USTFCCCA)
2009: Sara Ackman (USTFCCCA)
2009: Michelle Schuch (USTFCCCA)
2010: Sara Ackman (USTFCCCA)
2010: Nicole Davis (USTFCCCA)
2010: Amanda Frohling (CoSIDA 2nd)
2010: Michelle Schuch (USTFCCCA)
2011: Jennifer Mack (USTFCCCA) 
2011: Kali Olson (USTFCCCA)
2011: Mary Wirth (USTFCCCA)
2012: Lora Shearer (USTFCCCA)
2012: Mary Wirth (USTFCCCA)
2013: Brooke Garner (USTFCCCA)
2013: Kali Olson (USTFCCCA)
2013: Tera Potts (USTFCCCA)
NCC HISTORY:
NCC ATHLETE OF THE WEEK:
Feb� 14, 1995 Tiffini Schuebel 
April 29, 1997 Nancy Duerman
April 13, 1999 Nancy Fischer (Overman) 
Feb� 8, 2000 Jennifer Stovall
Feb� 15, 2000 Jodi Smith
Feb� 5, 2001 Jamie Keck
Feb� 10, 2003 Cori Vining
Feb� 25, 2003 Jennifer Stovall
April 23, 2001 Jessie Kindschi
April 7, 2004 Cori Vining
NCC COACH OF THE YEAR:
1981: Ruth Marske (Outdoor) 
1982: Ruth Marske (Outdoor) 
1982: Ruth Marske (Indoor) 
1983: Ruth Marske (Outdoor)
1992: Scott Underwood (Outdoor)
1993: Scott Underwood (Indoor)
1993: Scott Underwood (Outdoor)
NCC MVP:
1981: Elaine Zell (Outdoor)
1987: Sue Miller (Outdoor)
1990: Kim Fordham (Outdoor) 
1991: Kim Fordham (Indoor)
1993: Tina Baum (Indoor)
1993: Tina Baum (Outdoor)
1994: Ann Westby (Outdoor)
1995: Tiffini Schuebel (Indoor)
DIVISION-I INDEPENDENT 
TRACK ATHLETES OF THE MEET:
2005: Sheena Dauer 
2006: Becka Mansheim
SUMMIT LEAGUE HISTORY: 
FIELD CHAMPIONSHIPS MVP:
2012: Lora Shearer (Indoor)  
ACADEMIC ALL-LEAGUE: 
2013 Kali Olson (Indoor) 
2013: Tera Potts (Indoor) 
2013: Tera Potts (Outdoor) 
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK: 
Dec� 11, 2007 Cameryn Christion 
Dec� 18, 2007 Andrea Masters 
April 15, 2008 Andrea Masters
May 13, 2008 Kristin Barrios 
Feb� 3, 2009 Sara Ackman
Feb� 23, 2009 Sara Ackman
April 28, 2009 Sara Ackman 
March 29, 2011 Michelle Schuch 
Dec� 6, 2011 Brooke Garner 
Dec� 13, 2011 Brooke Garner 
April 3, 2012 Brooke Garner
May 8, 2012 Brooke Garner 
April 9, 2013 Brooke Garner
April 16, 2013 Brooke Garner 
ALL-SUMMIT LEAGUE (INDOOR): 
Sara Ackman 2008, 2009
Shelby Assmus 2011
Caitlin Berry 2008
Danielle Burke 2009 
Cameryn Christion 2008
Brittany Garner 2008, 2009, 2010
Brooke Garner 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013
Stacy Huss 2008, 2009
McKenzie Johnson 2012
Christa Landmark 2010 
Ashley Lange 2009 
Megan Lauseng 2008, 2009 
Jennifer Mack 2008, 2010, 2011
Andrea Masters 2008
Kali Olson 2012
Tera Potts 2013
Heidi Quail 2008
Christi Rosenbrook 2009
Lora Shearer 2012
Ashley Storm 2008, 2009, 2010
Mary Wirth 2011, 2012
Heather Wollman 2009, 2011  
ALL-SUMMIT LEAGUE (OUTDOOR): 
Sara Ackman 2008, 2009, 2010 
Shelby Assmus 2013 
Kristin Barrios 2008
Megan Bren 2011, 2012, 2013 
Carly Carper 2013 
Cameryn Christion 2008
Nicole Davis 2010
Gina Fritz 2012, 2013 
Brittany Garner 2008, 2009, 2011
Brooke Garner 2009, 2011, 2012, 2013
Rachel Hakk 2010 
Stacy Huss 2008, 2009
Tamiko Kopfmann 2008, 2009
Megan Lauseng 2008, 2009
Ashley Lange 2011
Jennifer Mack 2011
Andrea Masters 2008 
Ashley Odegaard 2011, 2012, 2013 
Amber Olson 2012 
Kali Olson 2013 
Amy Paulzine 2012, 2013  
Michelle Schuch 2009, 2010, 2011
Lora Shearer 2009, 2012 
Ashley Storm 2008, 2010
Mary Wirth 2011, 2012
Heather Wollman 2008, 2011
Sara Ackman garnered numerous academic and athletic accolades during her Jackrabbit career� 
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Charles Coughlin
Graduated: 1909, Inducted: 1967
The first inductee to the South Dakota State University Hall of Fame 
was a 1909 electrical engineering graduate, Charles Coughlin� He 
starred in football, basketball, track and baseball between 1905 and 
1909� 
Cleve Abbott
Graduated: 1916, Inducted: 1968
The second inductee to the Hall of Fame was a 1916 graduate who 
starred in track, football, baseball and basketball� Cleve Abbott, who 
graduated from Watertown High School, won 14 varsity awards at 
South Dakota State�
Weert Engelmann
Graduated: 1930, Inducted: 1970
One of the all-time great athletes in not only SDSU but NCC history, 
Weert Engelmann was a star performer in track who also performed 
well in football and basketball� As a sophomore, he scored 19 points 
in the NCC track meet as he won the discus and low hurdles, placed 
second in the broad jump and high hurdles, finished third in the javelin 
and fourth in the shot put�  As a junior, he entered six events at the NCC 
meet and won all of them: high hurdles, low hurdles, discus, shot put, 
high jump and broad jump� As a senior, he repeated that feat, winning 
the same six events again�
Dick Emmerich, Jim Emmerich
Graduated: 1940, 1396, Inducted: 1972
Dick Emmerich lettered three years in track and two each in football 
and basketball at SDSU�  Jim Emmerich gained his greatest fame as 
track and cross country coach at SDSU from 1946 to 1960� During 
those 15 years, Emmerich entered competitors in 13 North Central 
Conference meets, winning 10 while finishing second the other three 
years� The 1953 team won the NAIA national championship in track� 
Then his 1959 cross country team won the NCAA College Division title� 
He was an all-conference and all-America selection in football and also 
lettered in track and field� 
Joe Plihal
Graduated: 1934, Inducted: 1976
Joe Plihal helped the ‘Rabbits to a league track title in 1932, and he 
won the 220-yard low hurdles and the 440-yard dash in 1933� He was 
also on the winning mile relay team in 1932 and ’33�
Frank Kelley
Graduated: 1927, Inducted: 1976
Kelley earned eight letters as a Jackrabbit in football, basketball and 
track� In track, he broke two world records in 1925, running the 45-
yard low hurdles in 5�8 seconds and the 50-yard high hurdles in 6�2 
seconds� He won the NCC 120-yard high hurdles in 1926 and ’27, and 
the 220-yard low hurdles in 1925 and ’27� 
Pete Retzlaff
Graduated: 1953, Inducted: 1977
Retzlaff set school, NCC and National Association of Intercollegiate Ath-
letics (NAIA) records in both the shot put and discus, leading SDSU to 
a national team title in track in 1953� He was NAIA national champion 
in both the shot put and discus twice, setting national marks at 50 feet, 
8 inches in the shot and 164 feet, 11 inches in the discus in 1953� At 
the 1953 North Central Conference Championships, Retzlaff scored 34 
points including first in the shot put (50-0), first in the discus (162-6 
1/2), first in the high jump (6-1), and fourth in the javelin�
Rube Sorbel
Graduated: 1929, Inducted: 1981
Rube Sorbel, one of the early stars of track and cross country at South 
Dakota State, was inducted as the 17th member of the Jackrabbit 
Sports Hall of Fame on October 3, 1981� Sorbel lettered four times in 
track and twice in basketball, and was a two-time individual champion 
at the North Central Conference cross country meet� Sorbel was also 
North Central Conference champion in the mile and half-mile in 1926, 
and repeated those same two titles in 1927�
Eldon Kellar
Graduated: 1950, Inducted: 1984
He enrolled at SDSU in 1946, and lettered four years each in football 
and track� Kellar won three straight NCC championships in the 440 
and ran on an unbeaten mile relay team in 1948� He was a two-time 
winner of the Most Valuable Trackman award at State� 
Garry Bentley
Graduated:1975, Inducted: 1998
At SDSU his list of accomplishments was lengthy, including lettering 
four years in both cross country and track� His list of 15 North Central 
Conference individual titles included three straight NCC cross country 
championships (1972-73-74)� He won NCAA titles in cross country in 
1973 and 1974, setting course records both times� He won the NCAA 
College Division title in the 1500 in 1972, captured the national title in 
the 3-mile in 1973, then repeated in that event in 1974� He competed 
in the 3-mile run at the 1974 Division I outdoor track meet, finishing 
sixth� His name was all over the SDSU record book, showing up in eight 
places indoors and nine spots outdoors� 
Larry Frank
Graduated: 1972, Inducted: 2001
Frank, who competed on the Jackrabbit track team from 1969-72, won 
seven North Central Conference championships in one event — the 
pole vault� He also was a national champion in the event, winning the 
outdoor title in 1970� But Frank could do other things� For one, he was 
ahead of his time� The decathlon was just starting to gain popularity but 
was not a North Central Conference event� Still, he left SDSU with a 
school record 6,871 points set at the 1972 Drake Relays� 
It was in the pole vault where Frank was exceptional� He won the NCC 
indoor title four times, including a conference record 15-9 in 1970, and 
claimed the outdoor title three times, including a meet record 16-0 1/2 
in 1970� He set an NCC indoor record at 15-9 as a sophomore� Frank’s 
NCC outdoor record lasted until 1982 while his indoor record was 
broken in 1975� He won the NCAA College Division outdoor pole vault 
title in 1970, clearing 16-feet� He was an All-American in the pole vault 
outdoors three times (sixth in 1969, first in 1970, 3rd in 1971)� 
Clyde Hagen
Graduated: 1971, Inducted: 2002
Hagen was NCC indoor shot put champion with a meet record 50-foot, 
11 1/4-inch toss in 1968� That spring, he won the NCC outdoor title at 
52-1� And in 1969, he pushed the NCC indoor record to 53-2, winning 
his third title� He set a school record of 53-10 at the Corn Palace Relays 
in 1968�
Lori Bocklund
Graduated: 1983, Inducted: 2007
Bocklund also earned All-America honors in the 5,000-meter run at the 
AIAW Division II Outdoor Track and Field Championships in 1981� She 
made return trips to the national meet in 1982 and 1983�
At the conference level, Bocklund claimed a pair of North Central Con-
ference individual titles� She won the 3,000-meter outdoor title in 1981 
and added a 3,000-meter indoor title during the 1983 season� She also 
recorded a third-place individual finish in cross country as a senior and 
fourth-place effort as a junior, but never placed behind a runner who 
was not a teammate at a conference meet her last three years�
Elaine Zell
Graduated: 1982, Inducted: 2009
Zell competed for the Jackrabbits from 1979-82 and rewrote the SDSU 
record book in a number of events�
Competing in the era in which women’s athletics made the transition 
from AIAW to NCAA competition, Zell was a versatile performer who 
won eight individual AIAW state titles, claimed four individual North 
Central Conference titles and ran on numerous championship relay 
teams� She won four consecutive AIAW state titles in the high jump, 
while adding back-to-back winning efforts in both the long jump and 
400 meters� The Woonsocket native was selected as the NCC Outstand-
ing Female Athlete at the 1981 conference outdoor championships after 
tallying a meet-high 28 points� 
Perhaps her best performance came earlier that year at the Dan Len-
non Invitational in Vermillion, where she won all five events — three 
individual and two relays — she entered and set records in all five� Zell 
would go on to be named South Dakota Female College Athlete of the 
Year by the South Dakota Sportswriters Association after setting state 
collegiate records in the 400 meters (56�5 seconds), long jump (18 feet, 
5 inches) and high jump (5-6)� She also qualified for the AIAW National 
Track and Field Meet in Indianapolis in the long jump and 400 meters�
She wrapped up her collegiate career by earning All-America honors 
with a fifth-place finish in the high jump at the NCAA Division II 
National Championships in Sacramento, Calif�, clearing 5-7�5� 
Kristin (Asp) Schoffman
Graduated: 1986, Inducted: 2010
Schoffman earned All-America honors a combined 10 times between 
cross country and track and field, including winning an NCAA Division 
individual national title in the 3,000-meter run at the 1984 outdoor 
nationals� A native of Lamberton, Minn�, Schoffman also earned All-
America honors three times in the 5,000 meters outdoors, placing third 
in 1982, fourth in 1983 and second in 1984, while adding a fifth-place 
finish in the 3,000-meter run at the 1985 Divison II Indoor Track and 
Field Championships� The North Central Conference’s all-time record 
holder in the indoor 3,000-meter run (9:42�46), Schoffman won seven 
conference track titles in the distance events, including three times 
in the 3,000 meters outdoors (1982, 1983, 1984), and was a key 
member of the Jackrabbits’ NCC indoor track and field championship 
teams in 1982 and 1983�
Audrey (Stavrum) Riggs
Graduated: 1985, Inducted: 2011
Riggs holds the distinction of being the first Jackrabbit female student-
athlete to win an individual national title� Part of an outstanding group 
of distance runners, Riggs claimed the 10,000-meter run at the 1982 
NCAA Division II Outdoor Track and Field Championships and went on 
to earn All-America honors five other times in cross country and on the 
track� A native of Eden Prairie, Minn�, Riggs was runner-up in the 1,500 
meters at the 1985 Division II Indoor Championships and added a fifth-
place finish in the 5,000 meters at the 1983 outdoor nationals� Riggs 
also won three North Central Conference individual titles in the 10K 
(1982, 1983, 1985)� SDSU swept NCC track titles in 1982, winning 
both the indoor and outdoor championships�
Jeff Tiefenthaler
Graduated: 1986, Inducted: 2011
On the track, Tiefenthaler earned All-America recognition set three 
indoor individual school records that still stand: 300-meter dash (33�96 
seconds); 400-meter dash (:47�29) and 500-meter dash (1:02�90)� 
He also ran on the Jackrabbits’ 4x800-meter relay team that still holds 
the school record with a time of 7 minutes, 32�82 seconds that was set 
in 1983�
Joel Brandt
Graduated: 1981, Inducted: 2012
Brandt continued the Jackrabbits’ excellence in distance running, 
winning five individual North Central Conference titles and earning All-
America honors on two occasions� The Clear Lake native began a string 
of distance titles by winning the 5,000-meter title at the 1980 NCC 
Outdoor Track and� In the spring of 1981, Brandt earned Outstanding 
Performer honors at the NCC Outdoor Track and Field Championships 
by winning both the 5,000- and 10,000-meter runs�  He closed out 
his collegiate career with a third-place finish in the 5K at the NCAA 
Division II Championships�
Kim Fordham-Lien
Graduated: 1991, Inducted: 2013
Fordham-Lien was the premier middle distance runner of her era, win-
ning back-to-back 800-meter national titles indoors and earning NCAA 
Division II All-America honors seven times in the 800 meters between 
the indoor and outdoor seasons� After placing third in 1987, Fordham 
Lien won consecutive indoor 800-meter titles at the 1988 and 1989 
NCAA Division II Championships� She also earned All-America honors 
four times outdoors in the 800, placing fifth in 1987 and 1991, around 
runner-up finishes in both 1989 and 1990�
Her 800-meter times of 2:06�24 (outdoors) and 2:11:37 (indoors) 
remain school records�
An Aberdeen native, Fordham-Lien won a total of 11 individual North 
Central Conference titles from 1987-91, including four outdoor titles in 
the 800 and three indoors� She also won the 1,500-meter champion-
ship twice each indoors and outdoors� She added a pair of 1,600-meter 
relay titles to her list of accomplishments and was named the Most 
Valuable Performer at the NCC indoor championships in 1988 and 
outdoor championships in 1990�
Jackrabbit Hall of Famers
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A New Era:
The Sanford-Jackrabbit 
Athletic Complex
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South Dakota State University announced leadership investments totaling $18 million for the university’s planned Sanford-
Jackrabbit Athletic Complex� Sanford Health has agreed in principle to provide $10 million, while another $8 million has been 
committed by anonymous donors�
The overall project is estimated to cost $24 million to $28 million� Construction of the facility is currently in progress and is 
slated to open in the fall of 2014�  The university received approval from the regents for preliminary planning of the facility in 
June 2011�
The Sanford Health partnership provides the foundation for a facility that will serve more than 450 student-athletes and will 
be constructed north of Coughlin-Alumni Stadium, adjacent to the Dykhouse Student-Athlete Center� The facility will provide 
indoor practice space for intercollegiate athletic teams, state-of-the-art areas for sports medicine, and strength and conditioning 
facilities�
The partnership establishes a framework for broader collaboration in mutual areas of interest such as exercise science, nutri-
tion and human performance, injury prevention and evidence-based injury treatment and rehabilitation, according to university 
President David Chicoine�
“The partnership enables a deeper collaboration between our university and Sanford Health,” Chicoine said� “There is signifi-
cant potential with this partnership to enrich our university and to impact many disciplines� This first-class facility will support our 
student-athletes with practice space, training areas and health-care services, allowing them to pursue their dreams and excel in 
the classroom and in athletic competition�”
As part of the partnership, Sanford Health will become the exclusive provider of sports medicine services for Jackrabbit Athlet-
ics for the next 10 years, offering board-certified and fellowship-trained orthopedic surgeons and primary care physicians, and 
experts with the National Institute for Athletic Health & Performance at Sanford Health�
According to Kelby Krabbenhoft, president and CEO of Sanford Health, Sanford Health has a strong history of working with 
athletic programs from high school to professional levels� Partnering with universities like SDSU yields major returns on the 
health system’s investments in students�
“We are proud to align with SDSU, and the investment we have made toward the construction of this new facility is the 
first step in our long-term commitment to the championship excellence the university has put into motion,” Krabbenhoft said� 
“Sanford Health provides a blanket of support to dozens of schools and thousands of student-athletes like none other in the 
nation� The ability to provide customized service and coverage to SDSU and all our partner schools will yield incredible collective 
insights and support from the combined knowledge and resources we bring to bear� This is the result of region-wide potential 
of the nutrition, safety, physical performance and research gained from this well organized effort in sports medicine� That means 
better care for the student-athlete, and incredible resources during the season and also in the off-season�”
Sanford-Jackrabbit Athletic Complex
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The facility would include an eight-lane, 300-meter track and 100 yards of synthetic turf, along with space for sports medi-
cine, athletic training, strength and conditioning, physical therapy, hydrotherapy, observation rooms and office facilities�
According to Director of Athletics Justin Sell, the facility supports the athletic department’s mission to develop lifelong cham-
pions and will have a positive impact on the university for decades to come�
“The Indoor Practice and Human Performance Facility will have the greatest impact on our student- athletes� It is a game-
changing opportunity to build a facility that will benefit the university for the next 50 years,” Sell said� “The demands put on 
student-athletes today create the need for high-quality practice and support facilities that allow our student-athletes the oppor-
tunity to compete and excel at the highest levels� There is a tremendous need for this facility and we are pleased to be partner-
ing with a leading health care provider like Sanford Health�”
The project will be funded by donors as part of SDSU’s comprehensive campaign: It Starts with STATE: A Campaign for South 
Dakota State University� The $200 million campaign, under the direction of the SDSU Foundation, provides faculty endow-
ments, student scholarships and facility improvements� To date, the campaign has assisted in the building of the Avera Health 
and Science Center, Daktronics Engineering Hall, Davis Dairy Plant, Dykhouse Student-Athlete Center and the McCrory Gardens 
Education and Visitor Center�
About South Dakota State University
Founded in 1881, South Dakota State University is the state’s Morrill Act land-grant institution as well as its largest, most 
comprehensive school of higher education� SDSU confers degrees from eight different colleges representing more than 175 
majors, minors and specializations� The institution also offers 29 master’s degree programs, 12 Ph�D� and two professional pro-
grams�
The work of the university is carried out on a residential campus in Brookings, at sites in Sioux Falls, Pierre and Rapid City, 
and through Cooperative Extension offices and Agricultural Experiment Station research sites across the state�
About Sanford Health
Sanford Health is an integrated health system headquartered in Fargo, N�D� and Sioux Falls, S�D� and consists of two long-
standing organizations that merged in 2009� Sanford is now the largest, rural, not-for-profit health care system in the nation 
with locations in 126 communities in seven states� In addition, Sanford Health is in the process of developing international clin-
ics in Ireland, Ghana, Israel and Mexico�
Sanford-Jackrabbit Athletic Complex
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THE SUMMIT LEAGUE
In its fourth decade of Division I athletics, 
The Summit League offers 19 championship 
sports and has a combined enrollment 
of over 120,000 at eight institutions, 
including three located in top 60 U.S. 
metro populations and two land-grant 
universities. Member institutions include: 
Denver (University of Denver), Fort Wayne 
(Indiana University-Purdue University-Fort 
Wayne), IUPUI (Indiana University-Purdue 
University-Indianapolis), North Dakota State 
University, Omaha (University of Nebraska 
Omaha), the University of South Dakota, 
South Dakota State University and Western 
Illinois University. Previously known as the 
Mid-Continent Conference, The Summit 
League rebranded in 2007 and has since 
produced eight NCAA Champions, 62 All-
Americans and 50 Academic All-America 
selections.
Approximately 3,000 student-athletes each year continue to raise the bar and help The Summit League enjoy 
unprecedented success and development. Within the past three years alone, The Summit League has produced six 
NCAA Champions, accounting for more than half of its all-time total. That level of success also carries into the 
classroom.
Within the past decade, The Summit League has …
• Achieved a  nal national ranking in six different sports.
• Won NCAA Regional Championships in two sports and advanced in four additional NCAA team championship 
tournaments.
• Had 39 teams receive NCAA Public Recognition Awards (among top 10 percent of Academic Progress Rate (APR) 
in their sport) since 2010.
• Totaled 29 teams with maximum/perfect APR scores in the past two years.
• Had eight of the league’s 10 NCAA National Champions crowned in the past six years.
• Produced 62 All-America selections and 50 Academic All-Americans since 2007. 
The Summit League has schools in three of the 60 
largest U.S. metro areas, based on population totals 
from the 2010 census. 
METRO POPULATIONS
Rk. Market Population School  
21  Denver, Colo. 2.54 million Denver
34  Indianapolis, Ind. 1.76 million IUPUI
59  Omaha, Neb. 0.87 million Omaha
 121 Fort Wayne, Ind. 0.42 million Fort Wayne
 193 Sioux Falls, S.D. 0.23 million USD/SDSU
204 Fargo, N.D. 0.21 million NDSU
ADDITIONAL REGIONAL METRO POPULATIONS
134 Quad Cities, Ill./Iowa 0.38 million WIU
 135 Peoria, Ill. 0.38 million WIU
• More than     students are 
enrolled at Summit League institutions
• The league has an alumni population of over 
      
• Over         people 
reside in Summit League metro areas
120,000
5.85 million
700,000
THE SUMMIT LEAGUE
340 W. Butter eld Rd., Suite 3D
Elmhurst, IL 60126
Phone: (630) 516-0661
Fax: (630) 516-0673
www.thesummitleague.org
Tom Douple
Commissioner
Commissioner ..........................................................................Tom Douple
Senior Associate Commissioner ....................................Myndee Kay Larsen
Associate Commissioner/Administration Services ....................Angie Torain
Assistant Commissioner/Compliance ...................................Matthew Boyer
Assistant Commissioner/Communications ............................... David Brauer
Director of Marketing ........................................Vanessa Quimpo Obrochta
Associate Director of Communications ..................................... Greg Mette
Assistant Director of Communications ..................... Stephanie Sabaduquia
Administrative Assistant ......................................................... Colleen Rott
facebook.com/thesummitleague
@thesummitleague // @summithoops // @summitchamps
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HISTORY
Since its inception in 1982, The Summit League recorded several 
transcendent moments that resonate on the national stage. While known 
as the Mid-Continent Conference, the league’s fi rst two decades produced 
a pair of appearances in the NCAA Men’s Basketball Tournament’s “Sweet 
16” and the Women’s College World Series as well as two individual 
NCAA Track and Field Champions.
The Summit League garnered its initial baseball Regional crown and Super 
Regional appearance in 2006 and three years later, North Dakota State 
became the league’s fi rst softball team to achieve the same feat. The 
2008-09 season also saw South Dakota State’s women’s basketball team 
carry a national ranking throughout a majority of the year and cap its 
season with an NCAA Tournament fi rst round victory.
Throughout its history, The Summit League has produced 10 NCAA 
Championships, three Olympic medalists and numerous All-Americans in 
the sports of track and fi eld, swimming and diving and cross country. 
Several professional athletes and draft choices have come directly from 
The Summit League, including three Major League Baseball fi rst round 
picks, a pair of NBA fi rst round choices, and one WNBA selection. In 
addition, Summit Leaguers compete in the MLS and on the PGA Tour. 
Former Summit Leaguer Kevin Duckworth (NBA) was a two-time all-star 
during his professional career.
To coincide with The Summit League’s 30th Anniversary Season in 2011-
12, the league released a list of its Top 30 Distinguished Contributors from 
the Division I era as selected by a panel of voters from member schools 
and select media. Four individual NCAA champions and three Olympic 
medalists along with four NBA players and two World Series Champions 
headlined The Summit League’s list of top student-athletes, coaches and 
administrators that was the jewel of the anniversary celebration.
ASSOCIATE MEMBERS: Eastern Illinois University competes as 
an associate member in swimming and diving and men’s soccer. 
Oral Roberts University competes as an associate member in 
men’s soccer.
SUMMIT LEAGUE 
MEMBERSHIP
FORT WAYNE
Nickname:  Mastodons
Location:  Fort Wayne, Ind.
Enrollment:  14,193
Founded:  1964
Joined League: 2007
IUPUI
Nickname:  Jaguars
Location:  Indianapolis, Ind.
Enrollment:  30,451
Founded:  1969
Joined League: 1998
SOUTH DAKOTA
Nickname:  Coyotes
Location:  Vermillion, S.D.
Enrollment:  10,151
Founded:  1862
Joined League: 2011
WESTERN ILLINOIS
Nickname:  Fighting Leathernecks
Location:  Macomb, Ill.
Enrollment:  12,205
Founded:  1899
Joined League: 1982 (charter member)
NORTH DAKOTA STATE
Nickname:  Bison
Location:  Fargo, N.D.
Enrollment:  14,443
Founded:  1890
Joined League: 2007
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE
Nickname:  Jackrabbits
Location:  Brookings, S.D.
Enrollment:  12,583
Founded:  1881
Joined League: 2007
OMAHA
Nickname:  Mavericks
Location:  Omaha, Neb.
Enrollment:  15,000
Founded:  1908
Joined League: 2011
DENVER 
Nickname:  Pioneers
Location:  Denver, Colo.
Enrollment:  11,842
Founded:  1864
Joined League: 2013
• In 2012-13, The Summit League achieved an all-time league best RPI 
in any sport with its volleyball ranking (12th), highest-ever softball RPI 
ranking (18th), and men’s basketball attained consecutive top-20  RPI 
fi nishes for the fi rst time.  The league also fi nished 10th in the USTFCCCA 
national conference rankings for women’s track and fi eld.
• Summit Leaguers have won fi ve NCAA national championships and six 
NCAA statistical titles in the past two years.
• Summit League student-athletes were selected for the NCAA’s most 
prestigious honor, the Walter Byers Postgraduate Scholarship, and the 
Division I-AAA Athletics Directors Association Women’s Basketball 
Scholar-Athlete of the Year award in 2013.
• The Summit League Basketball Championships rank among the nation’s 
best mid-major tournament environments and continue to shatter records 
in several areas, including attendance, revenue and sponsorship. In 2015, 
The Summit League Basketball Championships will move into the city’s 
brand-new 12,000-seat Denny Sanford PREMIER Center. 
• The Summit League has raised almost 200,000 pounds of food since 
its Food Fight initiative started in 2009.
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South Dakota State University
Founded 1881 • Brookings, S.D.
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South Dakota State University
With an enrollment of 12,554 students in the fall of 2013, 
South Dakota State remains the state’s largest institution of 
higher learning�
SDSU Early History
   Located in Brookings, the Territorial Legislative Assembly 
authorized SDSU in 1881 to serve as the state’s land grant 
institution� Territorial Council member John O’Brien Scobey 
managed to secure Dakota Agricultural College for his city�
   Although allocations fell short of the actual cost, the school 
did open in the fall of 1884 because the president, George 
Lilley, advanced $500 — one-third of his salary — to finish 
three rooms in the new Central Building� “Old Central” was 
soon joined by South (1885) and North (1887), forming the 
nucleus of campus for a decade and a half�
   During the first year of operation, the college only held 
preparatory classes� College classes started in 1885 with 
five teachers, 17 freshman and 61 preparatory students� 
   Growth stayed slow and erratic for many years, but by 
the turn of the 20th century, 242 students enrolled and by 
1990, SDSU enrollment grew to more than 9,000 students�
Colleges Established
   SDSU granted nearly 70,000 degrees since its charter 
in 1881�
   The structure of the college became more complex as 
enrollments increased� The first nine chairs of instruction 
established in 1884 included agriculture, science, 
mathematics, English, modern languages, military tactics, 
veterinary science, practical business, political & domestic 
economy and music�
   By 1907, the year the name of the institution changed 
to South Dakota State College of Agriculture and Mechanic 
Arts, there were 22 departments on campus� 
   Reorganization into the five divisions that formed the 
basis for the designation of colleges was completed under 
President Charles W� Pugsley in 1923�
   In 1964, when “State College” became South Dakota 
State University, the school included six colleges� Now, 
students can earn degrees offered through eight colleges�
   Students can choose from more than 200 majors, minors 
and options at SDSU with more than 2,500 different course 
offerings�
   Master’s degrees can be earned in more than 30 areas, 
with doctorates available in eight fields�
   SDSU also offers degree programs through the South 
Dakota Public Universities and Research Center in Sioux 
Falls� The Office of Academic Affairs and Outreach coordinates 
evening, RDTN, Internet and off-campus courses�
   The North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary 
Schools accredits SDSU, while numerous departments on 
campus hold accreditation from various other agencies�
   SDSU celebrated its 125th anniversary in 2006, a 
yearlong event that culminated with the 2006 Hobo Day 
football game�
   Over those 125 years, SDSU grew from a campus of 80 
acres in 1881 to a 271-acre campus with facilities worth 
more than $220 million�
   The university owns or leases another 15,000 acres for 
research throughout the state�
   The Printing and Journalism Building — now named 
Anson and Ada May Yeager Hall — underwent a $2�1 
million expansion and renovation project�
 Other recent campus construction projects include 
a $7 million expansion to Crothers Engineering Hall, the 
renovation of Solberg Hall and the building of a $9 million 
performing arts center, which opened in the fall of 2002�
   A new residence hall (Caldwell Hall) and the University 
Student Union expansion and renovation opened in the 
fall of 2005, and the Enterprise Institute, located on the 
southwest corner of campus opened in 2004� 
  In 2005, SDSU spent more than $3 million to install new 
state of the art scoreboards in Frost Arena and at Coughlin 
Alumni Stadium�
The Jackrabbits
   Two theories exist as to how and why SDSU’s athletic 
teams became known as the “Jackrabbits�”
   Most believe that the name “Jackrabbits” came from a 
story and cartoon sketch that appeared in a Minneapolis 
newspaper following a 1905 football game between the 
University of Minnesota and South Dakota State College� 
Many believe that a reporter for the newspaper, knowing 
of the preponderance of jackrabbits in the Brookings area, 
wrote that the SDSC team was as quick as jackrabbits� Many 
people believe that the school adopted the Jackrabbits as its 
official nickname from that beginning�
   The other theory about the origin of the nickname came 
in The Jackrabbit, SDSU’s yearbook� A poem in the 1907 
yearbook puts forth the idea that the yearbook is called The 
Jackrabbit because a group of juniors wished to immortalize 
themselves by changing the name of the yearbook� Athletic 
teams followed suit, adopting the nickname� 
   Prior to the adoption of the Jackrabbit nickname, fans 
knew the school athletic teams as the Barn Yard Cadets 
as SDSU was known as South Dakota State College of 
Agriculture and Mechanic Arts in 1907�
   The Jackrabbit can run at speeds of 30-to-35 miles per 
hour, with bursts up to 45, making it the second fastest 
animal in North America, second only to the pronghorn 
antelope, which can run at speeds up to 60 miles per hour�
   Jackrabbits are, properly speaking, not rabbits but hares, 
with longer feet and longer ears than rabbits� Most hares 
live in open country, whereas rabbits - like cottontails - live 
in brushy habitats� 
 
Jackrabbits can grow up to two feet long, weigh from six 
to nine pounds, with ears up to eight inches long� Hares 
are vegetarians, eating tender herbs in summer, and woody 
twigs and bark in the winter�
Brookings, South Dakota
   Named after W�W� Brookings, who came to the area in 
1857� That winter, his legs froze badly enough to force 
doctors to amputate them� Undaunted, Brookings stayed 
and eventually became president of the territorial council 
and a judge in the state supreme court� In honor of his 
support of railroad construction, and possibly because of his 
stalwart nature, South Dakota’s first locomotive was named 
the “Judge Brookings�”
   Situated at the intersection of U�S� Highway 14 and 
Interstate 29, about 20 miles west of the Minnesota 
border and 50 miles north of Sioux Falls, the Brookings 
community of about 18,500 people continues to grow� 
The community also houses several recognizable 
companies including Rainbow Play Systems, Minnesota 
Mining and Manufacturing (3M medical products), Larson 
Manufacturing (doors and windows), and Daktronics, a 
leading manufacturer of scoreboards and display systems� 
The Coughlin Campanile (left) is considered South Dakota 
State University’s most recognizable landmark� The campanile’s 
cornerstone was laid on June 10, 1929, by Charles Coughlin 
and its chimes have called students to classes with its famous 
Westminster peals ever since�
J A C K R A B B I T  W O M E N ' S  T R A C K  A N D  F I E L D
Logan Amdahl 
Watertown, S.D. 
Kirsten Anderson 
Prior Lake, Minn. 
Samantha Anderson 
Prior Lake, Minn. 
Shelby Assmus 
Stickney, S.D. 
Jazzelena Black  
Oxnard, Calif. 
Cheyanne Bowers 
St. James, Minn. 
Mackenzie Burke 
Waseca, Minn. 
Carly Carper 
Rutland, S.D. 
Megan VIland 
Pipestone, Minn. 
Ashley Wagner 
Montrose, Minn. 
Megan West 
Aurora, Minn. 
Mary Wirth 
Sioux Falls, S.D. 
Rochelle Wynia 
Platte, S.D. 
Silvia Zanini 
Varese, Italy
Jacleen Patterson 
Woodbury, Minn. 
Amy Paulzine 
Fulda, Minn. 
Brooke Peterson 
Hitchcock, S.D. 
Sydney Proiette 
Newcastle, Calif. 
Brittany Schlaikjer 
Garretson, S.D. 
Cailyn Schreurs 
Harrisburg, S.D. 
Marisa Shady 
Esko, Minn. 
Holly Sheets 
Perham, Minn. 
Jessica Derby 
Estelline, S.D.  
Claire Eggleston 
Bloomington, Minn. 
Jessica Eibs 
Henderson, Minn. 
Erin Ellinger 
Hastings, Mich. 
Becca Fischer
Sheldon, Iowa 
Lori Foltz 
 Watertown, S.D. 
Gina Fritz 
Colman, S.D. 
Jenna Grossenburg 
Yankton, S.D. 
Marissia Hagedorn 
Blue Earth, Minn. 
Erin Hargens 
Sioux Falls, S.D. 
Elizabeth Hubbard 
Spearfish, S.D. 
Brook Jacobsma 
Orange City, Iowa 
Kae Januschka 
Sioux Falls, S.D. 
McKenzie Johnson 
Rapid City, S.D. 
Evelyn Klein 
White, S.D. 
Melissa Knobloch 
Brookings, S.D.
Kala McDonald 
Hill City, S.D.  
Bobbie McLaury 
Elk Point, S.D.  
Erica Meyer 
Rosholt, S.D. 
Elizabeth Molitor 
Sauk Prairie, Wis. 
Courtney Neubert 
Aberdeen, S.D. 
Erin Nolz 
Garretson, S.D. 
Ashley Odegaard 
Brookings, S.D. 
Kali Olson 
Lisbon, N.D. 
Jenna Stephens 
Rapid City, S.D.
Tessa Stoltenburg 
Watertown, S.D. 
Lindsey Strait 
Castlewood, S.D. 
Alexandria Suhr 
Rapid City, S.D. 
Trisha Sumption 
Pipestone, Minn. 
Kelly Thurow 
Ramona, S.D. 
Courtney Trapp 
Milbank, S.D. 
Nina Tucker 
Omaha, Neb. 
Karley Konkol 
Custer, S.D.  
Lisa Krogstad 
Spearfish, S.D. 
Meghan Lambert 
Sioux Falls, S.D. 
Laura Lawton 
Eden Prairie, Minn. 
Amy Leiferman 
Brookings, S.D. 
Taylor Lohan 
Canton, S.D. 
Monique Mack 
Custer, S.D. 
Jessica McDonald 
Hill City, S.D. 
Jerem iah Ary
Kali Olson
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